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Abstract

This dissertation investigates the use of an array of active nonlinear elements, with particular emphasis on controlling distortion products generated by nonlinear elements in space rather than using conventional ways such as transmission lines, waveguides, and power dividers and combiners. The nonlinear elements are made of assemblies of antennas and electronic switches, called modulated scatterers (MSs). These so-called MSs elements are utilized in a wide variety of applications such as radio frequency identification (RFID) systems, microwave imaging, Internet-of-Things sensors, etc. However, no research work has been reported in the literature regarding exploiting and controlling several distortion products generated by MSs at the same time according to the best of authors' knowledge. To facilitate controlling distortion products which means suppressing or enhancing distortion products in space, we present a nonlinear array with elements that are MSs instead of conventional antennas. MSs are switched ON-OFF at different times by modulation signals having the same frequency. The time delay of the switching process between array elements represents a relative phase shift difference in the frequency domain. Thus, the presented structure is called the phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA). The PMSA has a similar layout of phased arrays, but it does not have a feeding network and is fed by an external source called the illuminating source. Because our system does not need a feeding network and phase shifters, it is potentially easier to implement with low cost. Two different signals which are the illuminating (incident) and modulation signals interact inside switches to generate a huge number of distortion products due to the nonlinearity of switches and the periodic nature of the presented system. Distortion products then leave the presented PMSA to space again (i.e., scattering
distortion products). The PMSA is able to treat distortion products and achieve beamforming functions.

Phase and frequency modulation combined with modulated scattering arrays offer a variety of new functionalities and electromagnetic properties not discovered yet. Thus, some unique functionalities of the presented PMSA will be disclosed here. Leveraging unique properties of the PMSA, suppression, and enhancement of distortion products in space can be simply realized.

The operation mechanism of the PMSA is explained by developing two different mathematical models. Communication signal processing perspectives are the basis of the first mathematical model developed to show the spatial characteristics of distortion products generated by our presented PMSA. Its root is originated from a mathematical model of the widely-used polyphase multipath technique in RF communication circuits. However, the adopted technique is suitable only for communication circuits with a single output and parameters prescribed in advance. Thus, the model is further developed to circumvent all the problems mentioned above and to be able to detect the spatial characteristics of distortion products at any point in space. Static impacts of the measurement environment, real radiation patterns of actual antennas utilized in prototypes, and phase and gain errors among paths have been taken into account as well. In the model, every single scatterer is represented by a single separate path. Furthermore, the modified model is extended to include single, two, and multi tones modulation signals. Simulation results have been obtained before and after the modification for a different number of paths and modulation signals with different tones. Results show that the modified model can quantify spatial characteristics of distortion products at any point in space where specific distortion products are enhanced, and others are canceled. Because distortion products are independent in their nature (i.e., each single distortion product has
different frequency and phase), they have independent radiation patterns (scattered beams). Therefore, the second mathematical model based on phased antenna array perspectives is developed. The relationship between the two models states that a distortion product which is enhanced at a certain point in space has a maximum scattered beam at that point. Also, the second mathematical model being similar to mathematical models of phased arrays considers effects of all distortion products resulting from single, two, and multi tones modulation signals, and it states that each single distortion component has its particular scattered beam.

Next, sub-models for some properties and applications of the presented PMSA such as a diffraction grating-like behavior, nonreciprocity, beamforming, a tool for distortion product analysis of phased arrays and multi-input multi-output (MIMO systems), a reconfigurable-spatial harmonic generator, and a direction finding technique are derived depending on the two main mathematical models. All parts are simulated and results validate all proposed functionalities.

Single antennas, antenna arrays, electronic switches (modulators), and a 4-to-8 phase transformer kit using only resistors have been designed, simulated, fabricated, assembled, and tested.

Eventually, different structures of the presented PMSAs working at 432MHz and 2.3GHz are tested inside the anechoic chamber. Both frequencies are downconverted to the band 2-22kHz. Modulation signals used in the experimental setups are single and two tones. Data are measured using the commercial software SigView running on a laptop and a spectrum analyzer. Both spatial characteristics and scattered beams of distortion products are measured. Comparisons have been made between measured received responses of scattered signals and theoretical results. They are in good agreement although limitations and challenges are encountered with each round of measurement. Measured results confirm practically that as a number of
scatterers increases, more distortion products are controlled at the same time. The distortion product rejection ratio DPRR is more than 15dB for all measured distortion products supposed to be canceled. Directions of scattered beams are found at expected locations with errors less than 3%. Furthermore, directions of illuminating signals $\theta_o$ or distances $d$ separating between PMSA elements are varied to change directions of scattered beams when prescribed values of parameters governing the overall performance are being broken. In other words, the beamforming functionality has been validated practically. Different elements of $8 \times 1$-PMSA are turned-off at measurements in order to find fault tolerances of the presented system. Measured results show that when two elements are failed simultaneously, responses can be accepted to some extent.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In the realm of microwave and radio frequency RF circuit design, the nonlinear term refers to elements that distort RF signals when passing through the nonlinear elements. Frequency spectrums of distorted signals consist of a massive number of distortion products. The distortion product term refers to harmonic distortion (HD) products or intermodulation distortion (IMD) products when single-tone or multi-tone signals are exposed to impacts of nonlinear elements, respectively. Although the generation of distortion products is a persistent problem with operation of active devices such as mixers, low noise amplifiers (LNAs), and especially power amplifiers (PAs) [166] [81] [162] [182] [35], passive devices such as transmission-lines (TLs), filters, antennas, and connectors could also distort signals and generate distortion products called passive intermodulation (PIM) distortions, but with less marked effects [179] [152] [183] [33] [68] [126]. In essence, as the power of signal increases, influences of distortion products become prominent, leading to a degradation in overall performances of communication systems.

For decades, tremendous efforts have been made by researchers to alleviate impacts of distortion products on receiving and transmitting circuits, and this topic is still of great interest, especially for new emerging technologies such as massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO) and 5th generation communication systems. To remove unwanted distortion products, conventionally, designers use fixed-band filters as frequency-selective devices. Filters should have responses with steeper roll-offs to dismiss or at least highly attenuate unwanted distortion products to acceptable levels. Using filters is feasible only in receivers while power amplifiers which consider the main
source of distortion products are the last part in transmitters before launching RF
signals into space. As a consequence, only IMDs which lie within the frequency band
of interest that cannot be removed by filters exist at outputs of receivers, whereas
all harmonics and IMDs are emitted into space in transmitters. Generally, distortion
products are unavoidable, but they can be mitigated to some extent being acceptable
in some applications if some techniques are utilized.

If either receivers or transmitters consist of sub-circuits and each sub-circuit
has its own antenna and amplifier as in active arrays, sub-circuits are independent
sources of distortion products [29] [121] [19]. These distortion products are subject
to rules of phased antenna arrays, being constructively or destructively added relying
on phases of distortion products generated by different sub-circuits. Hence, analyzing
distortion products produced by an array of nonlinear elements and controlling them
in space rather than using conventional ways such as waveguides, TLs, and power
dividers and combiners, considering only the transmitting side in our analysis, is the
main theme of this research work.

1.2 Phase-Modulated Scattering Array (PMSA) Paradigm

The proposed phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA) consists of an array of
modulated scatterers (MSs). Each single MS consists of an antenna and an electronic
switch (typically, it is a diode or a transistor). Switches are controlled by modulation
signals, and they are not switched ON/OFF at the same time. The time delay in
the switching process across an array of scatterers can be interpreted as a phase
shift distribution in the frequency domain analysis as will be seen later in theoretical
models of the presented structure in Chapters 3 and 4. It can be leveraged from this
property to obtain the functionality of phase shifters without using real ones. This
makes our proposed structure is simple, affordable, and easy to reconstruct.
To function properly, the PMSA should be illuminated by an external signal called the incident signal as shown in Figure 1.1 which ranges from acoustic to terahertz bands depending on an application and a resonant frequency of scatterers, making it as a scalable design. Moreover, the modulation frequency should be much smaller than the illuminating frequency for reasons illustrated throughout this dissertation. The incident signals experienced modulation by a process of the switching ON-OFF reflect back (scatter) toward space again. The incident signals in our proposed system are single-frequency components, but the scattered signals are multi frequency components (i.e., distortion products). As will be seen later on, each single-frequency component (i.e., single distortion product) of scattered signals emerges at a different location in space. In other words, this means that different distortion products generated by different MSs combine constructively or destructively at different spatial locations over-the-air, considered as a substantial feature of the proposed system. The process of directing different scattered distortion products into different spatial locations resembles the functional operation of the spatio-temporal technique. In fact, each scattered signal represents a single distortion component generated by active switches as a result of mixing of the illuminating signals with modulation signals.

Because the incident signals coming from a particular direction arrive at array elements at different times, they have the same frequency and different phases when induced over elements. Thus, Phases of the incident signals mainly depend on the spatial location of the illuminating source, which in turn affect phases of the scattered distortion products. As a consequence, directions of scattered signals (distortion products) are changed. We can deduce that by changing locations of the illuminating source, switching times of the modulation signals, or both, locations of distortion products will change in space. The resulting PMSA is a
reconfigurable or tunable structure without modifying the main structure of the PMSA. As we will see later, because each single distortion product generated from different scattering elements has an independent phase shift distribution and a frequency from other distortion products generated from the same PMSA at the same time, it is associated with an independent scattered beam (i.e., radiation pattern). The scattered beams can be scanned in our proposed structure. The PMSA can provide the beamforming functionality without using incorporated feeding network (transmission-lines) and incorporated phase shifters. Our proposed PMSA is simpler to design and build compared to conventional phased arrays. Also it can be considered as a spatially-reconfigurable distortion products canceler. This considers as a new paradigm shift for processing distortion products (signals) in space.

1.3 Literature Review

Because this is the first time where handling of distortion products occurs in space based on the modulated scattering techniques (MST), the directly related literature is sparse. Thus, we will address some topics that are either included in the basic structure of the PMSA or somewhat similar in their underlying work. They are as following:

1.3.1 Modulated Scattering Techniques (MST)

The modulated scatterer (MS) which considers the main brick in our proposed systems is one of the main parts in the MST. Thus, this subsection briefly summarizes the state of the art of the research work exploiting the features of the MST to distinguish signals scattered from targeted objects surrounded by other obstacles or non-intended objects.
Figure 1.1: The general representation of the proposed phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA)
1.3.1.1 Single MST Scatterers in Literature (RFID and IoT Sensors)

Radio frequency identification (RFID) tag is one of the most common applications of the MST, interrogated by readers using electromagnetic waves [39]. The scattering of transmitted signals using a single scatterer (tag) enables the communication between a reader and a tag by means of the power reflection, and it is considered as the basis of the RFID technology. Data embedded inside a tag can be retrieved from fluctuations of scattered signals. Furthermore, the recent evolution of IC-manufacturing and embedded systems have assisted in developing multifunctional scatterers able to receive, collect, analyze, store, and re-transmit the related information [39]. In [43] [41], authors developed a guideline to optimize an RFID sensor based on the MST, demonstrating that the new optimization technique enables an extended communication range, while in [23] [15], an analytically-mathematical procedure to exploit the MST as a basis to design an RFID tag is presented. Authors used two different analytical scenarios which are the far-field FF scenario and the reciprocity scenario to obtain a compromise between the scavenged and scattered powers as a step to energize internal circuits of a tag by the requirement of the lowest power level and to achieve the longest scattering range by reflecting the highest available power level. In the X-band, at 10GHz, an RFID tag sensor has been implemented to work at a distance of up to 10m, thanks to the use of an antenna array and a rectifying multiplier circuit [41]. To increase the reading range at distances of up to 20m, a low-power switching circuit used in the design has been obtained [42]. Furthermore, two identical antennas connected to outputs of a 3dB hybrid coupler working as a temperature sensor is proposed. Inputs of a coupler are modulated utilizing a frequency modulator incorporated with a thermal capacitance to sense the surrounding temperature. It is shown that the proposed system was able to connect
with readers at distances of about 10m [27].

All works presented above have limitations in a number of the transmitted bits which is only a single bit, so in [24] [170] [167], authors were working to find a way that can increase a number of transmitted bits that can also be useful to reduce the power wasted inside internal circuits of tags which leads to increase the scattered power which in turn increases the reading range at the cost of the design complexity. In [24], authors present some new configurations that use a bank of loads (at least three different loads) rather than using two loads as in the conventional binary-MST (B-MST). Using more than two loads aids to send more than one bit at a time. Also, in [24], a thermistor acting as an extra load is proposed to realize a useful application for their proposed work. CMOS technology has been utilized to build new small foot-print underlying circuits of tags with low power consumption to achieve high data-rate connection such as 4QAM, 8QAM, and 16QAM schemes [170] [167].

Without using sensors, Internet-of-things (IoT) will not exist. Therefore, looking for sensors working effectively with low power consumption, sensors based on the MST are the most suitable to perform this task. Moreover, sensors play a vital role to make things simultaneously connected to the infrastructure of the Internet, observing and measuring the environment periodically. Many sensors based on the MST probes buried inside soils to monitor plants are reported in [38] [37]. Each sensor has its own frequency band exploiting frequency multiplexing techniques to enable a robust data exchange without disturbing the monitored and measured information. In [30], frequency doubling technique based an IoT sensor is presented to avoid the scattering from undesired objects and the direct coupling between a receiver and a transmitter of a base station (reader), thereby mitigating the unwanted influences.

Some research efforts have been directed to increase the reading range regardless the use of proposed designs as an RFID tag or an IoT sensor. All research works
presented up to now, with different technologies of manufacturing, have distance limitations of no more than 20m, so finding out a way to increase a reading range is necessary. In [4] [7] [6], reflection amplifiers, which are tunnel diode amplifiers, are proposed to be used instead of conventional RF switches. Authors demonstrated that their work does not consume high energy which is only 2.9pJ/bit compared to Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) transmitters which need 10nJ/bit. A 35dB return gain has been achieved in [6] to enhance the reading range which was above 1.2km achieved on the campus of Georgia Institute of Technology (Gatech) while consuming power as low as 20.4uW. In [49], a 17dB tunnel diode amplifier has obtained at input power -30dB, while the DC voltage bias is 200mV with power consumption equal to 0.2mW. These designs help MST probes to interact with low power incident signals.

Also, active amplifiers incorporating 3dB hybrid couplers are proposed in [48] [80] to perform as two functional devises which are retro-directive systems and MST scatterers. In [48] low power FET transistors are employed to work as dual-band reflection amplifiers (i.e., dual-band active MST scatterers) using synthesized artificial transmission lines (metamaterial) to building matching circuits and 3dB hybrid couplers.

1.3.1.2 Arrays of MST Scatterers in Literature (Microwave Imaging)

In this part, applications using arrays of MST scatterers are presented to show that they can work as a whole system to handle some issues that could be encountered if a single MST scatterer is used to perform the same task. Although a mechanically scanned single scatter is used to measure the spatial distributions of electric fields of objects, it takes long times to examine a whole object where this time is undesirable in real-time imaging applications [14]. To circumvent this problem, researchers used MST arrays in different real-world applications to provide measures of electric fields.
at locations of scattering array elements [1]. The measuring times can be incredibly reduced, but the new challenge is a number of scatterers in arrays especially when working at high frequencies (e.g., millimeter frequencies). In [16], the MST based imaging systems using such a spatial multiplexing technique has been proposed. By spatially controlling the MST scatterers at known locations of fields of interest, we can extract an important information by mapping fields according to their proper locations [125]. One single-frequency receiver located away from an object being imaged is adequate to retrieve the required fields. To accelerate the imaging process, a system, consisting of an array of elements where each single element associated with a different frequency modulator to increase the system resolution, has been implemented. In [45] [54], authors proposed a two-dimensional millimeter array with focused scattered fields using lens at the front of the scattering array.

The measure of antenna patterns using the MST array as a basis of the scheme is widely used [53], while it was first presented in [138]. There are several types of scatterers proposed in the literature to map electric fields [53], but the small linear dipole scatterers are the most used type. In [51] [103], sub-resonant dipoles arranged in one-dimensional arrays have been designed and fabricated at 12GHz. The proposed MST imaging systems have some advantages which are compact and robust since each scatterer in imaging arrays works at a different frequency, thereby no need to use a multiplexing control circuit. Thus, this frequency multiplexing scheme allows the use of a single RF chain and it aids the modulation and demodulation processes to distinguish and localize the measured signals according to their frequencies.

1.3.2 Time Modulated Linear Array (TMLA)

The concept of TMLA is similar to a phased antenna array but with simple hardware implementation. Thus, the TMLA considers as an unconventional phased array, being
increasingly researched during the last two decades [139]. In its simplest configuration, it is a phased array whose radiation patterns are governed by periodically switching ON/OFF excitations of array elements not at the same time. Switches are also considered here the main parts of a design. Using time to control directions of radiation patterns is first proposed by [88] [150], providing an additional degree of freedom. Authors formalized a theoretical model for their new idea. Afterward, they introduced several antenna array configuration using the TMA technique such as a linear array controlled by a square wave. By using a common parabolic dish antenna with a moving horn antenna working at a frequency 133MHz, they succeeded to achieve a multi-beam radiation pattern to simultaneously obtain a constructively added beam at the main frequency and destructively added beam at the the first sideband harmonic. In 1963, an 8-element waveguide slotted antenna array operating at the 10GHz (X-band) with a set of RF switches integrated into the incorporated feeding network is proposed as the first use of the fourth dimension in realizing phased antenna array [88]. They stated that sidelobes levels (SLL) have been highly reduced, and sidelobes levels can also be changed by only reprogramming duration times of switches. Some optimization algorithms such as a differential evolution algorithm are proposed in [180] to synthesize radiation beams at the main and harmonic frequencies. Other different optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithm, simulating annealing, particle swarm optimization (PSO), and artificial bee colony are introduced in the subsequent works [50] [181] [129] [109].

Later on, the time dimension is divided into two parts which are switching-ON instants of controlling signals and signal durations as illustrated in [164] [3]. Radiation beams of harmonics can be reduced if switches integrated with antennas have different switch-ON instants as illustrated in [185]. Likewise, sub-arraying techniques, narrow-band antennas, and pulse shaping are also used to mitigate
impacts of harmonics generated by the switching process. To reduce the power
lost during switch-OFF times, in [184], authors suggested to use a single-pole
double-throw (SPDT) switches in such a way that each single SPDT switch can govern
a pair of adjacent antennas, thereby reducing the switching-OFF time to zero.

Some researchers decided to profitably exploit harmonics generated by TMAs
instead of ignoring them by means of mitigation [96] [128] [173]. As a matter of fact,
radiation patterns associated with each single harmonic can endow smart-antenna
capabilities if they are exploited properly. Although the beamforming capabilities are
theoretically introduced by the seminal work of Shank in 1961 [149], such a feature
is efficiently demonstrated in an experimental work using a $4 \times 2$-element patch time
modulated array [13]. Algorithms of adaptive beamforming associated with TMA
capabilities are originally investigated from theoretical and practical points of view by
[97], synthesizing radiation patterns of harmonics in [172], and even discussing benefits
of the time redundancy. A different scenario for beamforming of radiation patterns
of harmonics via the pulse splitting approach was demonstrated in detail in [128].
In such an approach, with the PSO, authors controlled two patterns simultaneously:
the first pattern at the main frequency and the second pattern at any preselected
harmonic, keeping other harmonics below the desired level. In [11], an example
of how beamforming capabilities of TMA is profitably applied with two different
sets of coefficients of beamforming, in the case of the sidelobes blanking in radar
and spectrometry, was proposed. Direction of arrival or direction finding is also
demonstrated employing the TMA beamforming capabilities as introduced in [65]
[98] [165].
1.3.3 Time Modulated Metasurfaces (TMMS)

Owing to their capabilities to manipulate wavefronts of electromagnetic signals, metasurfaces have been extensively used to build ultrathin structures. Generally, they consist of an array of patches, rods, or any other shapes arranged in a periodic manner with spacing between any centers of two successive elements less than a quarter wavelength at a design frequency. In this condition, whole structures are considered as homogeneous, and their impacts on waves become prominent [117]. Although they are used in a wide range of wave manipulations, we address only the time modulated metasurfaces for their similarities in somehow to our proposed work in their underlying functional work.

Metasurfaces are also utilized widely in optical applications because of using the electro-optical material such as indium tin oxide ITO and graphene that have quick responses for biasing voltages. They can be modulated by frequencies up to several gigahertz [144] [145] [176] [72], so that such structures can be modulated using the conventional RF biasing circuits. Also here, introducing the time to modulate the properties of metasurfaces by changing biasing voltages leads to generation of harmonics due to the periodical behavior of time modulation. Due to generation of high order harmonics distributed about the main illuminating frequency, the time reversal symmetry is broken. Breaking the reversal symmetry has been exploited in several research efforts to design magnet-less nonreciprocal devices [161] [154] [61]. This occurs by utilizing a periodic space-time (spatiotemporal) modulation along the direction of modulation wave propagation which enables the circulation and isolation of the electromagnetic waves (light) by isolating different momentums to propagate in forward and backward directions. In [61], researchers show that the guided-modes in space-time photonic metasurfaces are transited into leaky-modes to enable a nonreciprocal dynamic scanning-beam leaky-wave antenna. However, a bandwidth of
their design structure is narrowband, so in [144], authors used metasurfaces modulated with a temporal phased delay to circumvent the narrowband issue. Time modulated Huygens metasurface is also presented in [102], consisting of unit cells of magnetic and electric dipoles.

1.3.4 Distortion Products in 5G Phased Arrays

Because arrays of nonlinear elements (active phased arrays) are a key part of the next generation of communication systems, we here briefly review some recent literature about impacts of distortion products generated in the millimeter-wave 5G phased arrays on the overall performances. Using beamforming techniques is necessary to ensure high data rate at higher frequencies to compensate free-space losses [141]. In [143] [142], some 5G phased array prototypes have been demonstrated for ranges of several hundred meters with gigabit per second communication links. 5G phased arrays serve a big number of users, so interference becomes a major problem and decreases sensitivity of 5G phased arrays. All nonlinear elements in each branch of phased antenna arrays generate distortion products, and these distortion products could be added constructively or destructively depending on phases of distortion products at different elements of 5G phased arrays.

In [146] [66] [74] [75], transmit phased arrays with fixed multi-beam characteristics have been analyzed under impacts of intermodulation distortion IMD products, while in [77], authors proposed a technique to alleviate impacts of third-order IMD (IMD3). However, these studies focused only on fixed beams transmit arrays, but beams should be scanned to fulfill requirements of the 5G systems. Analyzing distortion products generated in receive phased arrays has been achieved in [127] [105] [106]. In [127], an experimental setup with two-interferer has been demonstrated. A phased array in the receive mode working at 28GHz using
three-interferer scenarios has been analyzed to show influences of distortion products on the entire proposed system. Their work demonstrates that distortion products can be beamformed relying on directions of interferers, and thus radiation beams of distortion products, especially IMD3, could be added destructively or constructively at an array output. In summary, dynamic ranges of receivers are highly reduced if patterns of distortion products are added constructively with the patterns of desired signals.

1.4 Research Objectives

In this research work, the modulated scattering technique (MST) based analysis and control of distortion products generated by a nonlinear array in space is presented. The presented design which is the phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA), is introduced for the first time. Thus, the main objectives of this research work are as in the following:

1. We aim to develop a comprehensive mathematical model used to analyze distortion products generated by our presented PMSA over-the-air rather than using conventional physical transmission lines under communication signal processing perspectives as in RF and microwave communication circuits.

2. Because each single distortion component is independent in frequency and phase and it may or may not have the same phase compared to other replicas generated by other nonlinear elements (i.e., scatterers), we aim to develop a mathematical model that is able to deal with beam patterns (scattered beams) of different distortion products simultaneously under phased antenna array perspectives.

3. We seek to shed light on some features, parametric studies, and potential applications of the proposed PMSA.
4. We aim to physically implement prototypes of the proposed PMSA at two different frequencies and with different number of elements to validate that the PMSA is scalable.

5. We aim to evaluate single-element, 2-element, 4-element, and 8-element PMSAs at two different frequencies which are 432MHz and 2.3GHz using different types of antennas and nonlinear elements.

6. We aim to experimentally validate some parametric studies.

7. We also aim to practically validate some features and applications of the proposed PMSA such as retrodirective scattered beams, beamforming, tunable spatial harmonic generator, and direction finding.

In general, in the theoretical parts which are the objectives 1, 2, and 3, we seek to develop appropriate and convenient mathematical models to analyze distortion products generated by not only our proposed PMSA but also any array of nonlinear elements such as conventional phased arrays, massive MIMO arrays, time-modulated arrays, and time-modulated metasurfaces. The mathematical models are usually the most tedious as no systematic and universal mathematical models exist so far connecting between the distortion products generated in active arrays and their locations in space and such mathematical analysis is usually performed via different simulations of different structures for our PMSA.

1.5 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation has nine chapters, as following:

1. **Chapter One** presents a general motivation, a paradigm of the proposed PMSA, a literature review, objectives, and a general structure of the dissertation.
2. **Chapter Two** introduces background basic theories of some related topics.

3. **Chapter Three** presents the first mathematical model derived under communication signal processing perspectives exploiting the well-known polyphase multipath technique without and with gain and phase errors and it also presents some simulation results supporting the derived mathematical model.

4. **Chapter Four** gives the second mathematical model derived under phased antenna array theory perspectives to investigate scattered beams of different distortion products simultaneously.

5. **Chapter Five** discusses some features of the presented design such as diffraction grating-like behavior, types of scattered beams, nonreciprocal property, beamforming, and it also discusses some applications such as beamforming, spatial distortion product generator, and direction finding.

6. **Chapter Six** presents designs of different single antennas and arrays using the software ADS and HFSS with preliminary measurements performed outside the anechoic chamber to characterize antennas before testing the whole PMSAs. Also, this chapter includes designs and fabrications of nonlinear elements (RF diode switches) and a 4-to-8 phase transformer kit using only resistors.

7. **Chapter Seven** discusses the environment with some apparatus (experimental setup) required to perform measurements of the presented system.

8. **Chapter Eight** presents the experimental program to obtain the measured results conducted to validate our presented ideas along with the theoretical results. Different structures of PMSAs have been tested.
9. **Chapter Nine** summarizes the theoretical and experimental works and conclusion drawn based on previous chapters. Also, it provides the future works which can be potentially obtained using our mathematical model, proposed structures, or both.
Chapter 2: The Basic Theoretical Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the most basic concepts and underlying theories that are useful to the study of the work done in this dissertation which is the phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA). This study is rooted in the combination of three different study fields: (1) the study of modulated scattering technique (MST) at any arbitrary frequency band ranging from audio to terahertz signals in the vicinity of electromagnetic radiators, (2) the study of phased antenna array theory as a spatial filtering system, and (3) the study of image-rejection mixer process. Thus, the goal of this chapter is to narrow our focus on these three essential subjects to offer a useful context for the proposed structure that will be thoroughly deliberated in the next three chapters. However, slight deviations can be found in some places in the background narrative to include all necessary background, leading to a complete understanding.

2.2 The Study of Modulated Scattering Technique (MST)

The detection of spatial scattered beams of distortion products departing an array of modulated scatterers (i.e., PMSA) in a periodical dynamic environment is nothing more than the characterization of phased arrays that their elements constructing a whole system are frequency-modulated antennas (i.e., modulated scatterers MSs) rather than using conventional antennas. MSs are the main bricks of modulated scattering techniques (MST). Generally, the modulated scattering technique MST is widely used to accurately characterize electric field distributions of objects being measured or imaged in vicinity of radiating sources [76] [138]. In antiquated field measurement and detection ways, a reciprocal antenna is placed where interesting
locations are to measure intended scattered responses due to illuminating signals hitting objects. Those methods require systems in optimal conditions to yield a precise field acquisition. Consequently, many factors can influence field distributions such as antennas, cables, uncontrolled reflections from the surrounding background, and probe movements, so a measurement setup is a bit challenging to reproduce due to unpredictable surroundings. All these limitations, previously mentioned, motivated to develop a technique capable of removing or substantially mitigating the severity of these problems. This technique is the MST [138] [69] [156] [36] [175] [52] [174] [71]. The MST which is an alternative method to the former measurement manner plays a vital role in the study and investigation of the core of this dissertation.

The following subsection aims to introduce an underlying mathematical model describing the mechanism of operation of MSs which is optically or electrically driven by modulation sources.

### 2.2.1 Mathematical Basics of Modulated Scattering Techniques (MST)

Figure 2.1 shows a general MST communication scenario where a transmitter Tx and a receiver Rx communicate with an a scatterer (MST probe, transponder, or tag) in a specific small area. The Tx/Rx and the scatterer can be used any type of antennas to avoid loss of generality. Scatterers can be placed in free-space or embedded in some materials or structures to monitor surrounding regions. The Tx antenna is fed via transmission lines such as coaxial cables, waveguides, microstrip lines and so on. The transmitted power from the Tx antenna is $P_a = 1/2|a|^2$ and the reflected power at the Rx antenna input is $P_b = 1/2|b|^2$, where $a$ and $b$ are the normalized incident and reflected waves, respectively [89]. An input impedance of a scatterer antenna is $Z_a = R_a + jX_a$ connected to a load with an impedance $Z_L = R_L + jX_L$. The origin of the MST paradigm came from altering the load
impedance, leading to changing properties of scattered signals. For conventional binary modulated scattering techniques, impedance loads have two prescribed values, switched from $Z_{L1} = R_{L1} + jX_{L1}$ to $Z_{L2} = R_{L2} + jX_{L2}$, enabling the ASK or PSK communication over the scattering channel [87]. A transmitter sends signals and propagate toward a scatterer; a part of the sent signals is reflected off a scatterer toward a signal source again when working in a receiving mode, for the mono-static type. The normalized reflected power wave is denoted as $b$, including various kinds of reflections. The first reflection comes from the self-coupling between the transmitter and receiver when using the same antenna (monostatic case), which is given as $a.S_{11}$. The second type which represents all scattered fields (reflections) from different static obstacles surrounding the intended scatterer is $b_{\text{diff}}$. The last type of reflections, playing a vital role in the performance of the MST, comes from the scatterer itself

$$b_{\text{tran}} = b_{\text{AM}} + b_{\text{ST}} \quad (2.2)$$

where all terms in (2.1) represent the first-order interaction between the scatterer and the Tx/Rx antenna [56] [57], neglecting all high order interactions since they are very weak. The reflections $b_{\text{tran}}$ arise from a scatterer antenna itself, denoting the antenna mode (AM) resulting from the mechanism of antenna radiation, and the structural mode (ST) resulting from the scattering mechanism due to the metal structure of an antenna:

$$b_{\text{tran}} = b_{\text{AM}} + b_{\text{ST}} \quad (2.2)$$

The first and second terms of the right-side in (2.2) have different definitions [56], and they can be explained as follows: $b_{\text{AM}}$ is totally related to the mechanism of antenna radiation (i.e., received, interacted with a load, and retransmitted again). As a consequence the load impedance directly affects the amount of retransmitted (i.e.,
Figure 2.1: General scenario of MST systems a) bistatic b) monostatic
scattered) signal power $b_{AM}$, called the load-dependent term. In contrast to that, the load-independent load term $b_{ST}$ has a different mechanism of scattering, depending on an antenna structure (the metallic surface), being scattered back regardless of the load impedance.

To differentiate between signals generated by these two mechanisms, when the incident signal has $90^\circ$ polarization rotation (cross-polar) with respect to the scatterer antenna, only the $b_{ST}$ term will exist due to the absence of excited voltage at the input port of the scatterer antenna, as such scattered signals are independent of the antenna load impedance. Moreover, the dependent load term $b_{AM}$ exists only when the co-polar component is available, depending on the ratio of the polarization mismatch between of the incident and scattered signals. The voltage induced by the co-polar component at the antenna input port relies directly on the load impedance, resulting in a current induced over the scatterer antenna related to the load value. Due to difficulty of distinguishing between the two terms of (2.2), there will be an urgent need to find a way able to separate those two terms.

In [155], a point to point communication depended on modulating the reflected power was achieved, resulting in isolating the load-dependent term $b_{AM}$ from the rest of non-modulated and unwanted terms. This process requires a load connected into a scatterer being variable. Changes of load impedance can be carried out either mechanically or electrically. Rotating or displacing scatterers falls under the umbrella of mechanical techniques [16], while, in the electrical methods, a variable load is utilized. There are many ways to realize variable loads such as PIN or Schottky diodes with different biasing states [138], RFID-ICs with variable input impedance [83], or a phototransistor [112]. In this research work, we will focus mainly on the electrical modulation techniques using only Schottky diodes as modulator switches.

Eq.(2.1) can be simplified and grouped into two distinct terms. The first
term includes all non-modulated contributions from metallic geometrical shapes of
scatterers, obstacles and clutters, and the direct coupling between the receiver and
transmitter into a one term called $b_{NON}$, while the modulated term based on the
variable load is the second term. Thus, it can be rewritten as

$$b = b_{NON} + b_{AM}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

For conventional binary scattering systems when having electrical switches (RF diodes
as in our PMSA), Eq.(2.3) becomes

$$b1 = b_{NON} + b_{AM,1} \quad \text{(for } Z_{L1})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

or

$$b2 = b_{NON} + b_{AM,2} \quad \text{(for } Z_{L2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

We can see that only the second term varies when the load switches between its two
states (from $Z_{L1}$ to $Z_{L2}$), taking the difference between the two states, resulting in a
differential reflected wave $\Delta b$

$$\Delta b = b2 - b1 = b_{AM,2} - b_{AM,1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

As a consequence, this process aids to isolate the first term $b_{NON}$ of (2.3), considering
only the second term $b_{AM}$ although both effects present in the measurements, see
Chapter 8. In the following part, the MST based on the far-field viewpoint will be explained.
2.2.2 Far-field Based Modulated Scattering Techniques (MST) Interpretation

As described before, a scatterer reflects a portion of the incident signals, constituting a target for Tx/Rx transceiver (reader). The radar (scattering) cross-section (RCS) technique and the radar power equation are exploited to introduce an initial analysis of the scattered electric field \( E \) from a scatterer, assuming the scatterer (target) stationary and placed in the far-field area of the Tx/Rx system. Thus, the RCS can control how strongly a target (scatterer) scatters electromagnetic signals in a specific direction when illuminated by a given incident signal. There are two kinds of RCSs which are the bistatic RCS and the monostatic RCS. The monostatic RCS is a special case of the bistatic RCS when both of Tx and Rx antennas are located at the same position. On the contrary, they are spatially separated. Figure 2.1 shows both the bistatic and the monostatic MST scenarios. The bistatic angle depends on a distance separating between Tx and Rx antennas if we look to them from the scatterer side, as illustrated in Figure 2.1a. It is equal to zero in the monostatic case and can be any value between 0 and 180 in the bistatic case [100]. The RCS can be expressed mathematically as

\[
\sigma = \lim_{r \to \infty} \left[ \frac{4\pi r^2 S_s}{S_i} \right]
\]

(2.7)

or

\[
\sigma = \lim_{r \to \infty} \left[ 4\pi r^2 \frac{|E_s|^2}{|E_i|^2} \right]
\]

(2.8)

where \( r \) denotes a distance separating between a scatterer and a receiver, \( E^{s,i} \) are the incident and scattered electric fields, and \( S_{s,i} \) are the scattered and incident power densities. Predicting the existence of scatterers depends totally on an amount of power received by a receiver. The received power \( P_{Rx} \) based on the Friis transmission model equation represented by the two-way path loss and the RCS of an object (scatterer)
is given by \[169\]

\[ P_{Rx} = \frac{P_T G_R G_T \lambda_0^2 \sigma}{(4\pi)^2 r_1^2 r_2^2} \]

(2.9)

in which \( P_T \) denotes the transmitted power by an illuminating source, \( G_R \) and \( G_T \) are gains of receiving and transmitting antennas, and they can be replaced by \( G^2 \) in the monostatic case, \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are distances between a transmitter and a scatterer and a scatterer and a receiver, respectively, and they can be replaced by \( r^2 \) in the monostatic scenario, and \( \lambda_0 \) is the free-space wavelength at a design frequency \( f_0 \). Bistatic angle and polarization mismatch are not taken into account for the sake of simplicity.

The maximum detectable distance can be recognized if the minimum detectable power at the receiver is known by rearranging (2.9). In military applications, it is useful to reduce or minimize the RCS parameter, thus making a detection process of targets very difficult. However, in [155], the author demonstrated for the first time that the scattered signals from objects can be employed to deliver information over the scattering channel rather than the communication channel, exploiting the change in the RCS of objects to represent data. Fluctuations in the RCS are sensed and demodulated at a receiver to retrieve information or to distinguish a scatterer response from responses of surrounding obstacles. In our research work, the basic idea is to modulate the incident signals hitting our scattering array to generate a spectra of scattered distortion products as will be seen in the next chapters.

Similar to the reflected waves in (2.3), the scattered (reflected) electrical fields, \( E_{SCAT} \), is composed of two parts, being independent-load scattered electrical fields \( E_{ST} \) and dependent-load scattered electrical fields \( E_{AM} \). They can be expressed as

\[ E_{SCAT} = E_{ST} + E_{AM} \]

(2.10)
The term which is relevant for the transponder (scatterer) response is the second, and the load directly influences it. The RCS will follow the same process, given as

$$\sigma_{SCAT} = \sigma_{ST} + \sigma_{AM}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where $\sigma_{SCAT}$, $\sigma_{ST}$, and $\sigma_{AM}$ are the total RCS, the structural RCS, and the scatterer RCS, respectively. The scatterer RCS $\sigma_{AM}$ is easily calculated by taking into accounts the power at a load delivered by a scatterer as [171]

$$P_{Load} = P_{ava} \cdot r_{miss} = S_i A_{eff} r_{miss} = \frac{|E|^2}{\eta} A_{eff} r_{miss}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where $A_{eff}$ is the effective aperture of scatterer antenna, $S_i$ represents the power density of an illuminating signal at the scatterer antenna, $\eta$ is the free-space impedance, and $r_{miss}$ denotes the impedance mismatch factor between the input impedance of the scatterer antenna and the load impedance given by

$$r_{miss} = \frac{4R_L R_{ANT}}{|Z_L + Z_{ANT}|^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

The factor $r_{miss}$ has a significant influence on the performance of a scatterer, due to its impact on the overall amounts of the scattered power. The scattered power $P_{SCAT}$ also has two components, being the structural $P_{ST}$ and antenna $P_{AM}$ components

$$P_{SCAT} = P_{ST} + P_{AM}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

The second term of the right side in (2.14) represents the scattered load-dependent power that is reradiated back by the scatterer antenna to reach a receiver when a scatterer works in its transmitting mode with a current $I_{ind}$ induced over it by
illuminating signals

\[ P_{AM} = |I_{ind}|^2 R_{ANT} = P_{Load} \frac{R_{ANT}}{R_L} \]  \hfill (2.15)

The scattered power density \( S_s \) is related into the scattered antenna-mode power term through

\[ S_{s,AM} = \frac{P_{AM} G_{scat}}{4\pi r^2} \]  \hfill (2.16)

where \( G_{scat} \) represents the gain of scatterer antenna. Eventually, to obtain RCS, we substitute (2.16) in (2.7)

\[ \sigma_{AM} = \lim_{r \to \infty} \left[ 4\pi r^2 \frac{S_{s,AM}}{S_i} \right] = \frac{\lambda_0^2 G_{scat}^2 R_{ANT}^2}{\pi |Z_{ANT} + 2L|} \]  \hfill (2.17)

The antenna at the receiver side captures a series of scattered signals having different amplitudes, phases, or both due to a variable load (changing between \( Z_{L1} \) and \( Z_{L2} \) in conventional binary modulated scattering systems). Thus, it is required to obtain the effective RCS which is the difference between the two states, differential RCS, \( \Delta \sigma_{AM} \) \hfill [64] [131] [119]

\[ \Delta \sigma_{AM} = \frac{\lambda_0^2 G_{scat}^2}{4\pi} \left( \left| \frac{2R_{ANT} (Z_{L2} - Z_{L1})}{(Z_{ANT} + Z_{L1}) + (Z_{ANT} + Z_{L2})} \right|^2 \right) \]  \hfill (2.18)

Substituting (2.18) in (2.9) to obtain the differential received power, \( \Delta P_{Rx} \)

\[ \Delta P_{Rx} = \frac{P_T G_R G_T \lambda^2 \Delta \sigma_{AM}}{(4\pi)^2 r_1^2 r_2^2} \]  \hfill (bistatic) \hfill (2.19)

\[ \Delta P_{Rx} = \frac{P_T G^2 \lambda^2 \Delta \sigma_{AM}}{(4\pi)^2 r^4} \]  \hfill (monostatic) \hfill (2.20)

The last two equations implicitly establish the relationship between s load impedance and the amount of received power, so they can be exploited to recognize the
scattered data at a receiver end. The MST systems do not need to have complicated circuits. They have only two main parts which are antennas (passive elements) and impedance modulators, so they do not consume high power compared to RF front-end communication systems, having power-Hungary circuits.

Moreover, in order to make use of the Smith chart to demonstrate load impedance impacts on the amount of the scattered and received power, the expression of differential RCS must be related to the differential reflection coefficient $\Delta \Gamma_{\text{tran}}$ of the scatterer. To do so, we can rewrite (2.18) as [168]

$$\Delta \sigma_{\text{AM}} = \frac{\lambda^2 G^2_{\text{scat}}}{4 \pi} |\Gamma_{L1}^* - \Gamma_{L2}^*|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

where $\Gamma_{L1,2}$ are the conjugate reflection coefficients of two different loads at a scatterer input. Now, we can say that the received power is obviously related to the transponder load reflection coefficients, as illustrated below

$$\Delta P_{\text{Rx}} = \frac{P_T G_R G_T G_{\text{Scat}}^2}{(4\pi)^3 r_1^2 r_2^2 \lambda_0^4} |\Gamma_{L1}^* - \Gamma_{L2}^*|^2 \text{ (bistatic) }$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

$$\Delta P_{\text{Rx}} = \frac{P_T G^2 G_{\text{scat}}^2 \lambda_0^4}{(4\pi)^3 r_1^2 r_2^4} |\Gamma_{L1}^* - \Gamma_{L2}^*|^2 \text{ (monostatic) }$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

It is worth noting that the modulated received power is directly related to the square of the differential conjugate load reflection coefficients of the scatterer. Therefore, we can straightforwardly consider it as the modulation index of the scatterer.

To represent $\Delta \Gamma_{\text{SC}} = (\Gamma_2 - \Gamma_1)$ geometrically on the Smith chart where $\Gamma_{2,1}$ are input reflection coefficients of scatterer inputs with two different loads, this requires doing some modifications on scatterer reflection coefficients. The modification is carried out by grouping an imaginary part of input impedance of scatterer antenna into a load
impedance as [89] [119]

\[ Z_i = Z_L + Z_{ANT} = Z_L + R_{ANT} + jX_{ANT} = (Z_L + jX_{ANT}) + R_{ANT} = Z'_L + R_{ANT} \] (2.24)

The modified reflection coefficient is

\[ \Gamma = \frac{Z'_L - R_{ANT}}{Z'_L + R_{ANT}} \] (2.25)

For binary scattering, there are two loads, so the modified reflection coefficients are

\[ \Gamma_{1,2} = \frac{Z'_{L1,2} - R_{ANT}}{Z'_{L1,2} + R_{ANT}} = \Gamma_{\text{trans1,2}}|_{R_{AN}=Z_o} \] (2.26)

where \( Z_o \) is the reference impedance of a system. Four different differential reflection coefficients are plotted on the Smith chart as shown in Figure 2.2 to demonstrate all potential states of differential reflection coefficients. The first state is when both reflection coefficients of the two loads located inside the Smith chart arbitrarily. The squared distance from points 1 to point 2 is equal to the modulation index of the MST, \(|\Delta \Gamma_{sc}|\). We can notice that \( \Delta \Gamma_{sc} \) is bounded by 2, (i.e., \( 0 \leq \Delta \Gamma_{sc} \leq 2 \)). To reach the maximum value, the two reflection coefficients must be placed on the outer circle of the Smith chart in the opposite direction to each other, representing the state 2. In state 2, the modulation index of the MST is equal to 6dB. One of the possibilities to achieve state 2 is obtained when short and open circuits are chosen as two different loads.

However, some applications like RFID want to harvest energy from the incident signals, making state 2 is undesirable or impossible to establish connections between readers and tags. Thus, one of the impedance loads should be matched to an antenna input impedance in order to deliver power into the RFID-IC. RFID systems lie on the
state 3, and the maximum MST modulation index is equal to 1. All modulators in the previous states are passive. However, increasing the received power or increasing distances separating between sources and scatterers requires increasing one of the parameters given in (2.22) and (2.23). The most candidate parameter is the MST modulation index, so the idea is to make it larger than 2, employing an active modulator instead of passive ones. State 4 is the active MST modulation index, and reflection coefficients are located outside of the Smith chart because they are larger than one. In [5], authors succeeded to achieve a connection between the source and the transponder at distances larger than 1000m. Also, some research efforts have been made to enhance reflection coefficients and make them larger than two. In [48] [22], transistors as active components are used exploiting the oscillator design principles, but in [22], authors employed two transistors and a 3dB hybrid coupler to be a part of an active retro-directive array. Tunnel diodes also have been used in many works because of their negative resistances at specific voltages [5]. Authors exploit this property to design reflection amplifiers in order to improve power of the scattered signals [80] [6].

2.2.3 Modulated Scatterer (MS) as an Analog Signal Processor (ASP)

The periodic variations in an impedance of loads attached a scatterer antenna results in a periodic reflection coefficient given as [92]

$$\Delta \Gamma_{tran}(t) = \Delta \Gamma_{avg} + \Delta \Gamma_{tran} \cos (w_m t)$$

(2.27)

where $w_m$ is the modulation frequency. Figure 2.1 depicts an illuminating wave incident on a periodic time-modulated scatterer. The incident single-tone signal, represented as a plane wave and polarized along the y-axis with a frequency $w_o$, is
Figure 2.2: Different representations for differential reflection coefficients on the Smith chart

given as

$$E_{\text{inc}}(z, t) = \hat{y}E_o e^{-j(Kz - wo t)}$$  

(2.28)

and impinges on a time-modulated scatterer. The scatterer introduces \( n \) terms of harmonics products, i.e. \( wo \pm nw_m \), distributed about the illuminating frequency. \( K \) is the free-space wave number and is equal to \( wo/c \), \( E_o \) is the amplitude of incident fields, and \( c \) is the free-space wave velocity. The scattered electric fields reflected back from a scatterer may be formulated as \cite{92} \cite{91}

$$E_{\text{scat}}(z, t) = \hat{y} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} E_o \Delta \Gamma_n e^{-j((K+nk_m)z-(wo+nw_m)t}$$  

(2.29)

or

$$E_{\text{scat}}(z, t) = \hat{y} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \Delta E_n e^{-j((K+nk_m)z-(wo+nw_m)t}$$  

(2.30)
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where \( E_o \Delta \Gamma_n \) is replaced by \( \Delta E_n \). The periodic nature of scattered fields from a single modulated scatterer (transponder) given in (2.29) and (2.30) ensures that scattered fields consists of an infinite number of frequency components (i.e., distortion products), so we will exploit this property by using an ensemble of scatterers. Thus, presenting a method to control distortion products (e.g. harmonics HDs and intermodulation distortions IMDs) in space rather than using conventional ways such as transmission lines, waveguides, · · · , etc is the main focus of this research study. This process requires that each mode (i.e., harmonic or IMD) has replicas generated in other modulated scatterers (MSs) as found in the operations of distortion products enhancement and suppression in the conventional RF communication circuits [136].

To this end, we introduced a comprehensive mathematical model for a single modulated scatterer (MS), considering all parameters affecting its functionality. Its mathematical derivations can be considered as a useful background to start deriving mathematical models of our work presented later.

### 2.3 The Study of Array Signal Processing (Phased Antenna Array)

Since our proposed system consists of an array of modulated scatterers, this section presents the essential background for array signal processing, such that the interested readers can completely recognize and understand the fundamentals related to our theoretical and experimental models in the subsequent chapters. The concepts of array signal processing were first used in research about earthquake direction finding using seismic transducer arrays, in the 1950s [133]. In the 1960s, researchers applied the array processing in applications called sound navigation and ranging (SONAR) [18]. The desired array response has been obtained based on the summation of weighted inputs for these early research works [25] [26] [17].

There are two of an element-level weighting, being either deterministic or
adaptive (statistical optimization). In the former one, it depends on the geometry as in the delay and sum beamforming technique, while in the later one, it changes its elements weights adaptively (randomly) to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) according to directions of desired signals. Most of earlier research work before emerging the analog-to-digital (ADC) converters are not relevant to adaptive antenna arrays. In the 1980s, adaptive (phased) antenna arrays based on beamforming techniques witnessed good deployments and emergence of new concepts.

2.3.1 A Uniform Linear Array ULA Beam-forming based on Delay and Sum

Figure 2.3 depicts the simple graphical representation of a linear array LA. It consists of a number of identical elements $L$, separating by the same distance $d$, so this kind of arrays is uniform LA, ULA. Distances $d$ separating array elements have a non-trivial influence on the overall performances of antenna arrays. It follows the same Nyquist sampling fundamentals as illustrated in the communication theory [124]. When we want arrays to cover (scan) the entire front view (i.e., ±90), $d$ separating elements should obey (2.31)

$$d \leq \frac{\lambda_o}{1 + \sin(\theta)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

where $\theta$ denotes the desired spatial direction, and $\lambda_o$ is the free-space wavelength that should be determined at the highest frequency of interest. Proper spatial locations of array elements are important to avoid aliasing effects and thereby sampling phases of plane waves at an array aperture is unambiguously obtained. When a plane wave hits an array, it reaches elements at different times according to $d\sin\theta$ that could be approximated as a phase difference for narrow-band signals. Thus, the phase difference at the $l -$ th element can be given as

$$\Delta\psi_l = lKd\sin\theta; \quad 0 \leq l \leq L - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.32)
where $K = 2\pi/\lambda_o$ is free-space wavenumber. In the receiving mode, signals reaching elements are added at an output of an array using transmission lines, resulting in an array factor given by

$$AF(\theta) = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} A_l e^{-j\Delta\psi_l} = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} A_l e^{-jKd\sin\theta}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.33)

where $A_l$ is the $l$–th element excitation factor. In the transmitting mode, signals departing array elements are added constructively or destructively in space rather than transmission-lines which are used in receiving-mode antenna arrays.

The maximum array factor value in (2.33) is $L$ when signals reach elements from an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$. However, normalizing the array factor may be useful when we want to make a relative comparison between main and side lobes levels. The normalization is carried out by dividing the original array factor by a number of elements $L$. The ULA array factor is simplified as given in (2.34) after a simple math manipulation using the geometric series principles [34]

$$AF(\theta) = \frac{\sin\left(\frac{L}{2}Kd\sin\theta\right)}{\sin\left(\frac{1}{2}Kd\sin\theta\right)} \approx \frac{\sin\left(\frac{L}{2}Kd\sin\theta\right)}{\left(\frac{1}{2}Kd\sin\theta\right)}$$

$$= L \frac{\sin\left(\frac{L}{2}Kd\sin\theta\right)}{\left(\frac{L}{2}Kd\sin\theta\right)} = L \text{sinc}\left(\frac{L}{2}Kd\sin\theta\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.34)

The reduced sinc form in (2.34) can be normalized if it is divided by a number of elements $L$ as

$$AF_l(\theta) = \text{sinc}\left(\frac{L}{2}Kd\sin\theta\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.35)
Eq. (2.35) presents the voltage response pattern of an $L$-element ULA, while the power pattern response of the same $L$-element ULA is presented in (2.36)

$$AF(dB) = 10 \log_{10} \left( |AF(\theta)|^2 \right) = 10 \log_{10} \left( \left| \text{sinc} \left( \frac{L}{2} K d \sin \theta \right) \right|^2 \right) \quad (2.36)$$

Figure 2.3: General representation of the Uniform Linear Array ULA of $L$ elements with a single-frequency RF signal incident at an angle $\theta$

2.3.2 Steering Phase, Grating Lobes, and Element Weighting

2.3.2.1 Steering Phase

In real-world applications, it is not necessary to receive or transmit signals from normal directions, so tilted signals creating angles with perpendicular trajectory produce phase shifts distributed across array elements. To compensate phase shifts due to the tilted signals, phase shifters having opposite values to phases of incident signals at the $l^{th}$ element in the receiving mode must be associated with each
element to align and add signals constructively at an array output. Typically, this process is called the beamsteering or adaptive beamforming if phase shifters are able to continuously adjust their values to follow directions of the desired signals. To accommodate phases offsets into (2.33), it can be rewritten as

\[
AF(\theta) = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} |A_l| e^{j\Delta\psi_l} e^{-j\Delta\psi_o} = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} A_l e^{jKd(sin\theta - sin\theta_o)}
\] (2.37)

where \(\theta_o\) represents an angle of the desired signals. Figure 2.4 depicts radiation patterns for a 10-element ULA at angles \(\theta_o = 0^\circ, 15^\circ, 30^\circ,\) and \(45^\circ\), to demonstrate beamforming capabilities. As can be seen, a beamwidth of radiation patterns become wider as a beam gets off the normal (broadside) direction. The reason behind beam broadening is the array projected length which varies with the cosine of the radiation angle as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Thus, this aperture length decreases toward zero when an angle of the scanned beam makes \(90^\circ\) off from the broadside (i.e., endfire direction). In the previous explanations, we assumed that array elements are isotropic, equally radiated in all direction, but actual arrays have no isotropic radiators. Hence, some modification must be carried out to take into account impacts of elements patterns on the overall performance of an array [34]. For example, a common response of element pattern is given by

\[
A(\theta) = \cos^{\xi}(\theta)
\] (2.38)

where \(\xi\) is a factor that controls the response roll-off of an element pattern with an angle \(\theta\). Its values range from 1.4 to 1.6, but 1.5 is the most appropriate value. Using the concept of pattern multiplication to find the total actual array response must be performed for a given element pattern. This multiplication takes place between the
array factor in (2.37) and the element pattern in (2.38), thus

$$AF_T(\theta) = A(\theta) \ast AF(\theta) = \cos^3(\theta) \ast \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} A_l e^{jKd(sin\theta-sin\theta_o)}$$

(2.39)

Assuming that all elements are identical having the same contribution, this means that we ignore the mutual coupling among elements.
2.3.2.2 Grating Lobes

The concept of grating lobes in responses of antenna arrays is an undesirable phenomenon relating directly to spaces separating elements that must be chosen properly to avoid ambiguous sampled phases of desired signals. Also, grating lobes are unintentionally radiation beams which are similar to main radiation beams locating in uncontrolled directions. The physical interpretation behind this unwanted phenomena is that because arrays are spatially periodic structures leads into periodic array factors. Therefore, to ensure grating lobes (periodic copies) being located outside of visible regions of arrays (i.e., Field of View, FoV), factors causing the emergence of grating lobes should be carefully chosen. The mathematical analysis given below illustrates potential spatial locations of grating lobes. To show the mechanism of grating lobes, we start an array factor as given below

\[
AF(\theta) = \frac{\sin \left( L d \frac{\pi}{\lambda_0} \left[ \sin \theta_o - \sin \theta \right] \right)}{\sin \left( d \frac{\pi}{\lambda_0} \left[ \sin \theta_o - \sin \theta \right] \right)} \tag{2.40}
\]

It can be seen that the array factor is maximum whenever the denominator of (2.40) approaches zero, so it can be expressed as

\[
d \frac{\pi}{\lambda_0} [\sin \theta_o - \sin \theta] = p\pi, p = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \pm 3, \ldots \tag{2.41}
\]

From Eq.(2.41), the element spacing \(d\) and the angle \(\theta_o\) govern grating lobes, so the equation can be rearranged in a straightforward form to easily understand it.

\[
\sin \theta_G = \sin \theta_o - p \frac{\lambda_o}{d} \tag{2.42}
\]
where $\theta_G$ represents an angle of the grating lobes at the $p$ $-$ th repetition term of the array $AF(\theta)$ in space. Eventually, when distances $d$ separating elements are less than or equal to a half wavelength $\lambda_o/2$, the grating lobes always fall outside of the visible region of the array for any desired signal angle $\theta_o$. In contrast, problems appear once distances $d$ get larger than a half wavelength $\lambda_o/2$, requiring special considerations when building arrays.

### 2.3.2.3 Array Weighting

This topic is so important in the ULA antenna array design because in the uniform linear array, all elements are equally excited. Thus, the ULA array has large sidelobes. Reducing sidelobes requires using tapering excitations across array elements. This process is similar to the windowing process in digital signal processing [108]. In the ULA array, a relative difference between the main beam and the first sidelobe levels is about -13.4dB but in the tapering aperture excitation, sidelobes can be highly mitigated at the cost of the width of the main beamwidth. Figure 2.5 shows a comparison between a uniform linear array radiation pattern and -28dB triangular-weight array pattern.

![Figure 2.5: Comparison of the radiation patterns of two different array weightings a) 10-element ULA array pattern b) 10-element -28dB triangular-weight array pattern](image-url)
2.3.3 Two Dimensional Antenna Array (Planar Array)

If a group of $M$ of linear arrays is placed in parallel, they will form a rectangular grid of antennas in the x-y plane, with an element spacing $d_x$ in the x-direction and $d_y$ in the y-direction. Figure 2.6 shows a 2D planar array. The array factor expression of 2D arrays can be expressed as

$$A(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} A_{ml} e^{jK(md_x \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) + ld_y \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi))}$$

Here $A_{mn}$ represents the $mn$ – th element excitation in the array, being a complex number.

To make the array factor separable for the two different radiation planes along x and y, excitations are such that

$$A_{ml} = A_{xm}A_{yl}$$
These two different excitations, being along the x and the y directions independently, consist of uniform amplitudes and progressive phases as

\[ A_{xm} = A_0 e^{jm\beta_x} \]  
\[ A_{yl} = A_0 e^{jm\beta_y} \]

where \( \beta_{x,y} \) are phases gradient distributed across the array perspective directions. Then, the array factor can be rewritten as

\[ AF(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} e^{jl(K_d y \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi) + \beta_y)} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} A_0 e^{jm(K_d x \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) + \beta_x)} \]

It is clearly seen that the 2D array factor is simply the product of two uniform linear array ULA factors. Figure 2.7 shows three dimensional array factors of a 10×10-element uniform planar array when the main beam is directed for two different directions being \( (\theta_o = 0^\circ \text{ and } \phi_o = 0^\circ \text{ broadside}) \) and \( (\theta_o = 25^\circ \text{ and } \phi_o = 40^\circ) \).

2.4 The Study of Image-Rejection Mixers

In this part, although the proposed phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA) deals with distortion products in space, it has the same underlying behavior of the image-reject mixer. In other words, instead of processing signals over transmission lines as in communication circuits, these processes occur in space leveraging from the simple math of image-reject mixers to formulate our mathematical model that supports the research work in this dissertation. Furthermore, an image-reject mixer has a fixed design to cancel either a down-converted signal or an up-converted signal relying on a sign of a phase shifter placed after the Q-mixer as shown in Figure 2.8. However, the presented structure is flexible to choose either band depending on several
Figure 2.7: 3D Radiation patterns and their top views of a 10 × 10-element uniform planar array at directions a) broadside-3D b) broadside-top view c) \( \theta_o = 25^\circ \) and \( \phi_o = 40^\circ \)-3D d) \( \theta_o = 25^\circ \) and \( \phi_o = 40^\circ \)-top view

Factors such as an incident angle of the illuminating signals and angles of scattered beams, where more deliberated information will be provided in Chapter 3. Figure 2.8 shows an image-reject mixer consisting of two input signals with 90° phase shift, two oscillators, two mixers, two low pass filters LBF, and one power combiner. To understand how it works, the mathematical description of operational principles is
given below. The signal at the point A is

\[ A(t) = A_{LO} \cos(w_{LO}t + \varphi_I) \times \cos(w_{IF}t + \varphi_I) \]
\[ = \frac{A_{IF}}{2} \cos(w_{LO}t - w_{IF}t + \varphi_{LO} - \varphi_I) + \frac{A_{IF}}{2} \cos(w_{LO}t + w_{IF}t + \varphi_{LO} + \varphi_I) \]  
(2.48)

and the signal at the point C is

\[ C(t) = C_{LO} \sin(w_{LO}t + \varphi_{LO}) \times \cos(w_{IF}t + \varphi_{Q} \pm 90) \]
\[ = \pm \frac{C_{IF}}{2} \cos(w_{LO}t - w_{IF}t + \varphi_{LO} - \varphi_{Q}) \pm \frac{C_{IF}}{2} \cos(w_{LO}t + w_{IF}t + \varphi_{LO} + \varphi_{Q}) \]  
(2.49)

The addition of (2.48) and (2.49) yields either up-converted signal \((w_{LO}t + w_{IF}t)\) or down-converted signal \((w_{LO}t - w_{IF}t)\) depending on the sign of the phase shifter (i.e., lead (+) or lag (-)).

If \(C_{IF} = A_{IF}\), then the output is given as

\[ S_{out} = A_{IF} \cos(w_{LO}t + w_{IF}t + \varphi_{LO} + \varphi_I) \text{ phase } = 90^\circ \]  
(2.50)

\[ S_{out} = A_{IF} \cos(w_{LO}t - w_{IF}t + \varphi_{LO} - \varphi_I) \text{ phase } = -90^\circ \]  
(2.51)

We can deduce from the simple image-rejection scheme that the chosen signal component at the output changes between the two bands if the phase shifter can obtain its value (i.e., \(\pm 90^\circ\)), leading to an adaptive or a tunable image-reject mixer.

This property triggers and aids to develop a mathematical derivation being able to predict the general operation of the presented system and initial design calculations before fabricating the phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA). The mathematical model explained above will be extended to include a large number of input signals and a large number of output signals. Chapter 3 presents the extended mathematical model, and it also illustrates its advantageous features of the PMSA.
Figure 2.8: Image-reject mixer architecture
Chapter 3: The Mathematical Model of the Proposed Design under a Communication Signal Processing Perspective

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, some basic theories were provided which are necessary for the analysis of our presented system. Here, the investigations are developed to derive a mathematical approach being required to verify and validate the functionality of the PMSA. The mathematical model is developed and investigated using RF communication circuit and signal processing theories. The mathematical model that will be developed here should be capable of predicting spatial characteristics of distortion products resulting from the nonlinear nature of our presented system at any point in space.

In this chapter, we start with the approach using the extended version of the image reject-mixer being the polyphase modulator as an equivalent representation for the PMSA. The polyphase modulator consists of multiple independent branches, known as a polyphase multipath modulator, which has the capability to generate same signals with different phases, thus granting the ability to handle signals (distortion products) relying on their phases at ends of paths. Each scatterer in the PMSA is represented by a single path in the polyphase multipath circuit. Thus, a number of paths in the mathematical model is equal to a number of scatterers in the PMSA, to make a whole representation. In communication circuits, a function of the polyphase modulator is limited to enhancing a single distortion product (i.e., single harmonic or intermodulation distortion IMD product) and eliminating others. Here despite the similarity between the functional work of the PMSA and the polyphase multipath technique, there is a substantial difference that our PMSA
supports different outputs, being elaborated in detail in the following section. Hence, we will add some extra terms for the conventional polyphase circuit to make it compatible with our presented model to become more realistic. Although we modify the conventional polyphase multipath modulator, the equivalent model based on the polyphase multipath technique is used for the first time to represent distortion products generated in active antenna arrays on the best of the authors knowledge. Finally, non-idealities in the proposed systems are considered by adding amplitude and phase errors into the ideal presented model.

3.2 The General Representation of the Phase Modulated Scattering Array (PMSA)

In this section, we derive a mathematical model that enables us to treat and handle distortion products generated inside the PMSA with the help of the polyphase multipath modulation technique. The adopted technique is widely used in communication circuits due to its ability to effectively cancel distortion products [113] [153]. Also, its advantages are twofold: on the one hand, it can easily demonstrate the enhanced and suppressed distortion products in space especially when we make modifications on the adopted technique, and on the other hand, it shows the factors governing enhancement and cancellation of distortion products in space. The distortion product term includes one or both of harmonics HDs and intermodulation distortions IMDs, and we will use the distortion product term in some places to express about them.

Now, consider an arrangement of our novel phase-modulated scattering array PMSA, depicted in Figure 3.1. Elements that are non-conventional antennas are uniformly placed along the x-axis where \( L \) denotes a number of scattering array elements. Each element consists of an antenna, an RF switch (i.e., diode or transistor), and a modulation signal source driving a switch. Our discussion focuses on two
dimensional problem and three dimensional systems are out of the this research scope, a future work. The mutual coupling between elements is ignored for the sake of brevity although it influences the measurement results that can be tolerated to some extent as shown in Chapter 8. In addition, the study focuses only on the backscattering side (front view of the array aperture, $z > 0$), and will leave the forward scattering (back-view of the array aperture, $z < 0$) as a future work.

![Figure 3.1: General representation of the PMSA where its distortion products are scattered in space](image)

Before starting the investigation, it is so important to make an equivalence relationship between the PMSA system and the adopted technique (i.e., polyphase multipath technique) to conduct the investigation efficiently and effectively. To do this, it requires finding the equivalent circuit for every single scatterer. Thus, dividing the scatterer into its main parts will ease the process of a scatterer conversion to its
counterparts which is a path in the polyphase multipath circuit. In the following discussion, we study parts of a scatterer separately and we then combine them to introduce a mathematical model and an equivalent circuit for a whole single scatterer as given below.

3.2.1 The Derivation of the Mathematical Model

3.2.1.1 A Single Scatterer Model

**Antennas**

As shown in Figure 3.1, the incident signals reach an array aperture from a particular angle of $\theta_o$ with respect to the the perpendicular axis (z-axis) on the the array axis (x-axis). Thus, RF signals induced on the $l$–th element can be expressed as

$$E_{R,l} = S_{R,l} \cdot e_{R,l}$$  (3.1)

where $S_{R,l}$ is the electric field intensity of the incident signal at the $l$–th element and $e_{R,l}$ represents the element pattern of the same $l$–th element. Since there is more than one element to form the PMSA, the incident signals reach elements at different times. A time delay between elements is represented by a phase shift in the frequency domain. If distances separating array elements are equal (i.e., uniform array UA), this makes a similar phase shift difference between any two successive elements. The relative phase shift difference can be defined as

$$\varphi_o = Kd \sin \theta_o$$  (3.2)

where $K$ is the wave number of the RF incident signal and $d$ denotes a distance separating between any two successive elements. In our design, two values have been selected for the $d$, which are $0.5\lambda_o$ and $0.7\lambda_o$ where $\lambda_o$ is the wavelength of the RF
incident signal in free-space. Now, each antenna can be considered as a signal source, where its mathematical expression is

\[ E_{o,l} = A_l \cos (\omega_o t - \phi_{o,l}) \] (3.3)

in which \( A_l \) represents an amplitude of the incident signal at the \( l - \text{th} \) element, \( \omega_o \) is an angular frequency of the RF incident signal, and \( \phi_{o,l} \) is a phase of the incident signal at the \( l - \text{th} \) element where the negative sign in the argument of (3.3) indicates the delay time (lag phase) for the incident signals to reach array elements with respect to a reference element. Figure 3.2a illustrates the analogy between an antenna and an equivalent signal source. Thus, it can be considered as a fictitious spatial source, and it provides significant information about the incident signals where they are sampled in space compared to the first element in the PMSA. This process can be repeated as many antennas as we have in the PMSA. The spatial sources have the same frequencies, but their amplitudes and phases are different. We can use a vector notation to represent amplitudes and phases of spatial sources as given below

\[ [A_0, A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_l, \ldots, A_{L-1}] \] (3.4)

Figure 3.2: a) Antenna-signal source equivalent model b) an array of spatial sources (antenna array)
Because antennas, representing the spatial sources of RF signals in the model, are located close to each other compared to a distance between a source of the incident signals and array elements, differences in amplitudes of spatial sources can be ignored, and they will be equal \( A_0 = A_1 = A_2 = \cdots = A_l = A_{L-1} \). Also, from (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5), we can see that their phases are not equal, and they vary if either \( d \) or \( \theta_o \), or both change. Figure 3.2b shows an array of the spatial RF sources.

**Modulation Sources**

Figure 3.1 shows that each antenna element has its particular modulation source. The modulation sources may produce single, two, or multi tones signals. In this research study, we will use single-tone and two-tone modulation sources in our experimental tests. Modulation signals have equal frequencies, equal amplitudes, and different phases. Frequencies of modulation signals should be much smaller than frequencies of RF incident signals \( w_{mh} \ll w_o \)

\[
(w_{m1}, w_{m2}, \ldots, w_{mh}, w_{mH}) \ll w_o \tag{3.6}
\]

where \( w_{mh} \) represents a modulation frequency of the \( h \) - th tone and \( H \) represents the total number of modulation tones. Phases of different tones applied to the same scatterer element may or may not be equal. A vectors notation for phases of single-tone modulation sources is

\[
[\theta_{m,0}, \theta_{m,1}, \theta_{m,2}, \ldots, \theta_{m,l}, \ldots, \theta_{m,L-1}] \tag{3.7}
\]
for two-tone modulation sources:

\[
[\emptyset m_1,0, \emptyset m_1,1, \emptyset m_1,2, \ldots, \emptyset m_1,l, \ldots, \emptyset m_1,L-1]
\]

(3.8)

and

\[
[\emptyset m_2,0, \emptyset m_2,1, \emptyset m_2,2, \ldots, \emptyset m_2,l, \ldots, \emptyset m_2,L-1]
\]

(3.9)

and for H-tone modulation sources:

\[
[\emptyset m_1,0, \emptyset m_1,1, \emptyset m_1,2, \ldots, \emptyset m_1,l, \ldots, \emptyset m_1,L-1]
\]

(3.10)

\[
[\emptyset m_2,0, \emptyset m_2,1, \emptyset m_2,2, \ldots, \emptyset m_2,l, \ldots, \emptyset m_2,L-1]
\]

(3.11)

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
[\emptyset m_h,0, \emptyset m_h,1, \emptyset m_h,2, \ldots, \emptyset m_h,l, \ldots, \emptyset m_h,L-1]
\]

(3.12)

and

\[
[\emptyset m_{H,o}, \emptyset m_{H,1}, \emptyset m_{H,2}, \ldots, \emptyset m_{H,l}, \ldots, \emptyset m_{H,L-1}]
\]

(3.13)

where \(\emptyset_{mh,l}\) is the modulation source phase of the \(h\) - \(th\) tone at the \(l\) - \(th\) scatterer element. Phases of modulation sources, having H tones, can be combined in a matrix for convenient representation.
where $H$ could be one, two, or any positive integer value. Figure 3.3 shows an array of modulation sources, having single and two tones signals.

**Nonlinear Active Switches or Reflective-Type Switches (RTS)**

![Figure 3.3: Representation of the modulation sources in the model when having a) single-tone signals b) two-tone signals](image)

Referring to Figure 3.1, there is a switch associated with each single scatterer. Two different signals are applied on both sides of a switch simultaneously. One of the signals works to turn ON/OFF the switch, produced by the modulation sources, while the second one is the incident signal. Figure 3.4 shows the switch in its two states (i.e., open and short). Each switch operates to reflect back induced signals coming from an antenna (spatial source) toward it again in both short and open states, so it is called as a reflective-type switch (RTS). More details about the switch
design will be given in Chapter 6. Although this process is similar to the function performed by mixers [107], the difference here is that the modulation and induced signals are applied to the two sides of RTS separately, while they may be applied to the same side in mixers. Phases of the incident signals will be inverted due to the processes of reflections [59]. Furthermore, the RTS is periodically turned ON/OFF by the modulation source to change the polarity of reflected signals. Then as a consequence, reflected signals are modulated. Reflected signals will not only contain a spectral component of the main frequency $w_o$ of incident signals but also other infinite components distributed about the main frequency at multiple integers of the modulation frequency $\pm nw_m$. If the modulation source is a two-tone signal generator, there will be both HDs and IMDs products. We can depict the explanation given above using an equivalent circuit for the RTS, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. It consists of two nonlinear circuits, one phase inverter, and one ideal mixer. The phase inverter is added only to a path of the incident signals because the RTS inverts phases of the incident signals. In real-world applications, no ideal mixer exists, but in the equivalent circuit model, mixer nonlinearities are split into different two blocks to ease understanding and following steps of the mathematical process as shown below.

To mathematically describe nonlinear behaviors of the RTS with two input signals, the situation will be complicated. Therefore, we will divide the process into two main tasks. First, each signal will pass through a different nonlinear circuit, but the same mathematical model is applied to both. Second, the resulting signals from both nonlinear circuits enter an ideal mixer to perform the multiplication (mixing) process. Resulting spectrum contains sums and differences products of both multiple integers of the two signals.

If we assume the nonlinear circuits being memoryless and weakly nonlinear, the power series expansion seems a perfect mathematical model to describe their behaviors [113].
Figure 3.4: RTS ON and OFF states

Figure 3.5: Equivalent circuit of the RTS

Figure 3.6 displays the nonlinear circuits when excited by single and two tones signals, producing harmonics and harmonics and IMDs from the first and second circuits,
respectively. Harmonics and IMDs generated in the RTS can be tailored with other replicas in space generated in other RTSs as will be seen later.

If the input is \( x(t) \), the output of the nonlinear circuit is

\[
y(t) = a_0 + a_1 x(t) + a_2 x^2(t) + a_3 x^3(t) + \cdots \tag{3.15}
\]

where \( a_0, a_1, a_2, a_3, \cdots \) are the power series coefficients. If the input signal is single-tone \( x(t) = A \cos(wt + \theta) \), then the output is

\[
y(t) = a_0 + a_1 A \cos(wt + \theta) + a_2 A^2 \cos^2(wt + \theta) + a_3 A^3 \cos^3(wt + \theta) + \cdots \tag{3.16}
\]
where \( w, A, \) and \( \emptyset \) are frequency, amplitude, and phase of the input signal, respectively. Also the input signal could be a two-tone signal \( x(t) = A_1 \cos(w_1 t + \emptyset_1) + A_2 \cos(w_2 t + \emptyset_2), \) so the output is

\[
y(t) = a_0 + a_1(A_1 \cos(w_1 t + \emptyset_1) + A_2 \cos(w_2 t + \emptyset_2)) \\
+ a_2(A_1 \cos(w_1 t + \emptyset_1) + A_2 \cos(w_2 t + \emptyset_2))^2 \\
+ a_3(A_1 \cos(w_1 t + \emptyset_1) + A_2 \cos(w_2 t + \emptyset_2))^3 + \cdots \quad (3.17)
\]

These two equations can be simplified using some trigonometric identities and algebraic manipulations, see Appendix-A.

After making simplifications, Eqs.(3.16) and (3.17) can be rewritten as

\[
y(t) = b_0 + b_1 \cos(w t + \emptyset) + b_2 \cos(2(w t + \emptyset)) + b_3 \cos(3(w t + \emptyset)) + \cdots + b_n \cos(n(w t + \emptyset)) + \cdots = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} b_n \cos(n(w t + \emptyset)) \quad (3.18)
\]
and

\[
y(t) = b_{00} + b_{10} \cos(w_1 t + \varnothing_1) + b_{20} \cos(2(w_1 t + \varnothing_1)) + b_{30} \cos(3(w_1 t + \varnothing_1)) + \cdots + b_{k0} \cos(k(w_1 t + \varnothing_1)) + \cdots + b_{01} \cos(w_2 t + \varnothing_2) + b_{02} \cos(2(w_2 t + \varnothing_2)) + b_{03} \cos(3(w_2 t + \varnothing_2)) + \cdots + b_{0m} \cos(m(w_2 t + \varnothing_2)) + \cdots + b_{11} \cos((w_1 - w_2) t + (\varnothing_1 - \varnothing_2)) + b_{11} \cos((w_1 + w_2) t + (\varnothing_1 + \varnothing_2)) + b_{21} \cos(2(w_2 - w_1) t + (2\varnothing_2 - \varnothing_1)) + b_{12} \cos((2w_2 + w_1) t + (2\varnothing_2 + \varnothing_1)) + \cdots + \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{km} \cos[(kw_1 + mw_2) t + (k\varnothing_1 + m\varnothing_2)]
\]

(3.19)

Eq. (3.19) can also be written as

\[
y(t) = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{km} \cos[(kw_1 + mw_2) t + (k\varnothing_1 + m\varnothing_2)]
\]

(3.20)

where \(b_n\) and \(b_{km}\) represent the Taylor series coefficients when the modulation signals are single and two tones, respectively.

We can conclude here three essential facts based on Eqs. (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20)

1. When using input signals having more than one tone, there are not only harmonics products of individual tones \((kw_1 \text{ and } mw_2)\) but also cross products of multiple integers of tones \((\pm kw_1 \mp mw_2)\).

2. There is an infinite discrete number of harmonics and IMDs.

3. Phases of harmonics and IMDs products are phases of input signals multiplied...
by the harmonic or IMD term order (i.e., $n\Theta$ or $(k\Theta_1 + m\Theta_2)$).

From the above remarks, harmonics and IMDs are non-coherent in their nature, and they have their particular phases, so that they can be treated independently. Thus, these properties provide a powerful tool to deal with harmonics and IMDs, regardless of their original signals.

The remaining part that should be mathematically modeled is the mixing process between the incident and modulation signals where the modulation signals could be either single or two tones. The mixing action represents the last step in the whole mathematical representation for the stand-alone RTS. In addition, the mixing is one of the most useful processes in radio frequency RF communication circuits [94]. A mixer multiplies signals together to generate signals with new frequencies. The new frequencies are sums and differences of multiplied (input) frequencies. Figure 3.7 shows the conventional schematic of multiplication process (mixing) with two sinusoidal inputs having different frequencies. The output signal follows the identity, the multiplication of two trigonometric signals

$$\cos(A) \cos(B) = \frac{1}{2}[\cos(A + B) + \cos(A - B)] \quad (3.21)$$

If we replace $A$ and $B$ by $(2\pi f_1 t + \Theta_1)$ and $(2\pi f_2 t + \Theta_2)$, the resulting output is

$$y(t) = \cos(2\pi f_1 t + \Theta_1) + \cos(2\pi f_2 t + \Theta_2)$$
$$= \frac{1}{2}[\cos(2\pi (f_1 + f_2)t + (\Theta_1 + \Theta_2)) + \cos(2\pi (f_1 - f_2)t + (\Theta_1 - \Theta_2))] \quad (3.22)$$

In actual mixers, outputs contain not only multiplications between the fundamental frequencies of two input signals but also multiplications of their distortion products. In our proposed system the nonlinearities of mixers are combined with nonlinear circuits. Furthermore, whatever phases are added to the input signals, they will
appear at the mixer output. This means that any change happening in phases of the input signals will result in changing phases of the output signals regardless of their frequencies. This property enables the proposed system to work with all frequencies, making it as a scalable structure.

Up to now, we have only presented the mathematical models for all separate parts forming a whole scatterer as well as their equivalent circuits independently. Thus, these parts must be combined to characterize a scatterer in one block diagram. Figure 3.8 exhibits the whole equivalent circuits of a scatterer for both single-tone and two-tone modulation sources. Signals at input ports of the mixer are outputs of the nonlinear circuits. The final resulting output signals of a single scatterer when using single-tone and two-tone modulation sources are
Figure 3.8: Equivalent circuits of a single scatterer when using a) single-tone modulation source b) two-tone modulation source

\[ y(t) = \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} b_h \cos(h(w_o t + \phi_o)) \times \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} b_n \cos(n(w_m t + \phi_m)) \]

\[ = \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{1}{2} B \cos((hw_o + nw_m)t + h\phi_o + n\phi_m) \]
\[ + \cos((hw_o - nw_m)t + h\phi_o - n\phi_m)) \]
\[ = \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{2} B \cos((hw_o + nw_m)t + h\phi_o + n\phi_m)) \quad (3.23) \]

and

\[ y(t) = \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} b_h \cos(h \cdot (w_o t + \phi_o)) \times \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{km} \cos((kw_1 + mw_2)t + k\phi_1 + m\phi_2)) \]
\[ = \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{2} C \cos((hw_o + kw_1 + mw_2)t + h\phi_o + k\phi_1 + m\phi_2) \]
\[ + \cos((hw_o - kw_1 - mw_2)t + h\phi_o - k\phi_1 - m\phi_2)) \quad (3.24) \]

where \( B \) and \( C \) are constants. In Eq.(3.24), both sum and difference terms contribute into the same harmonics or IMDs components, so we can ignore either the sums term or the difference term with multiplying the non-ignored term by a factor 2 to
compensate impacts of the ignored terms. Thus, Eq.(3.24) can be rewritten as

\[ y(t) = \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} C[\cos((hw_o + kw_1 + mw_2)t + h\theta_o + k\theta_1 + m\theta_2)] \quad (3.25) \]

To this end, we have established a mathematical model for a single scatterer as well as its equivalent block diagram. The mathematical model and block diagram will be extended in the following subsection to include an array of scatterers. The polyphase multipath technique based the scattering array model can predict which distortion products appear at the final circuit output relying on phases of the incident and modulation signals distributed across a scattering array aperture. Although this technique provides a significant tool to quickly find out the enhanced and suppressed distortion products at the circuit output, it loses its effectiveness once phases of the modulation and incident signals deviate from their prescribed values. This forces our adopted model based on the polyphase multipath technique to deal only with phases defined in advance. In other words, one of our phase shift types is related to angles of the incident signals and distances between scattering array elements, so if arrival angles of the incident signals are changed intentionally or unintentionally, resulting phases of the incident signals induced over antennas elements will be changed too, leading to the emergence of all wanted and unwanted distortion products at the circuit output.

Because we treat distortion products in space, we do not have an actual circuit output. Each point in space has different spatial characteristics of distortion products since distortion products traveling in space experience extra added phases. In addition, the mathematical model depended on the conventional polyphase multipath technique is incapable to predict where locations of enhancement and suppression of
distortion products, so finding a way to overcome this deficit will be our substantial goal. Thus, we will address this problem by adding extra terms to make the polyphase multipath method more powerful, robust, and compatible. The modified form of the polyphase multipath model can work with any phase distribution for spatial (incident) and modulation sources and can define angles of the incident and scattered signals as well. We start explaining the proposed scattering array using the conventional polyphase multipath method, and then we move to describe the proposed modified model as a smooth transition between the modified model and its predecessor.

3.2.1.2 Scattering Array Model

Conventional Polyphase Multipath Circuit

The polyphase multipath technique is widely used in RF front-end designs due to its ability to cancel harmonics and IMDs and to make the output spectrum clean. Thus, it relaxes high-performance filter requirements. Its efficacy increases as a number of paths increases. It is used in both receiving and transmitting sides [84] [157] [40]. The underlying idea behind the design is to use more than one channel carrying the same signals with different phases chosen in such a way that the undesired harmonics and IMDs products are suppressed, see Figure 3.9. Most designs in the communication field prefer either the first upper sideband 1USB or the first lower sideband 1LSB harmonic and dismiss others, but in our PMSA, we will deal with several harmonics and IMDs, leading to a substantial difference between the PMSA and the conventional polyphase multipath technique. We can say that our design is similar to the polyphase multipath circuit but with multiple outputs. However, signals generated in our system are added in space rather than the use of physical connections such as transmission-lines, waveguides, and power combiners and dividers. Therefore, this property makes the design feasible for high frequencies applications when size is
In every path, phases of first and second phase shifters are equal but opposite for the desired distortion product. If we take a path with its first phase equal to $(l - 1) \times \emptyset$, where $\emptyset$ is equal to $360^\circ / L$, the second phase shift must be $-(l - 1) \times \emptyset$. Thus, distortion products having this phase shift will be aligned back to zero at ends of paths in a circuit, leading to constructive interference. Other harmonics products may or may not be canceled at the final output relying on their phase distributions at ends of paths. Mathematically, this can be expressed using the Taylor series expansion in (3.18). Assuming an input signal $x(t) = A \cos(\omega t)$ applied to inputs of paths is illustrated in Figure 3.9, and signals at different points on a path can be expressed as;

signals at the point I is

$$x(t) = A \cos(\omega t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.26)
signals at the point II is

\[ x'(t) = A \cos(wt + (l - 1) \times \emptyset) \quad (3.27) \]

signals at the point III is the output of a nonlinear circuit, represented by the Taylor series,

\[ x''(t) = b_0 + b_1 \cos(wt + (l - 1) \times \emptyset) + b_2 \cos(2wt + 2(l - 1) \times \emptyset) \]
\[ + b_3 \cos(3wt + 3(l - 1) \times \emptyset) + \cdots \quad (3.28) \]

and signals at the point IV, where the second phase shifter is set into \(-(l - 1) \times \emptyset\), is

\[ x'''(t) = b_0 + b_1 \cos(wt + (l - 1) \times \emptyset) + b_2 \cos(2wt + (l - 1) \times \emptyset) + b_3 \cos(3wt + 2(l - 1) \times \emptyset) + \cdots \quad (3.29) \]

It can be seen that all paths have identical phases for the fundamental component which means that they will be added constructively at the circuit output. Also, we can select any distortion product component, for example, the second harmonic can be selected if we set a value of the second phase shifter is equal into \(-2(l - 1) \times \emptyset\), so Eq.(3.29) will be rewritten as

\[ x'''(t) = b_0 + b_1 \cos(wt - (l - 1) \times \emptyset) + b_2 \cos(2wt + (l - 1) \times \emptyset) + \cdots \quad (3.30) \]

Now, the second distortion products (harmonics) have equal phases at ends of paths and they are added constructively at the circuit output. Other distortion components in (3.29) and (3.30), except the desired ones, have different phases. The circuit can cancel all these distortion products if the relative phase difference between any two successive paths is equal to \( \emptyset = 360^\circ/L \). In general, the circuit can cancel all
harmonics product except those obeying (3.31)

\[ n = p \times L + g \] 

(3.31)

where \( p = 0, 1, 2, 3, \cdots \), \( g = 1, 2, 3, \cdots \) (i.e., is the desired distortion product term number), \( L \) is a number of paths, and \( n \) is the enhanced distortion product number. After subtracting values of second phase shifters from phases of distortion products (harmonics), phases of harmonics at ends of paths are \(-(l - 1) \times (n - g) \times \emptyset\). For \( n \neq p \times L + g \), phases at ends of paths are balanced so that distortion products are suppressed. In contrast, for \( n = p \times L + g \), harmonics will have the same phases at ends of paths, resulting in constructive addition. Handling distortion products is periodic with \( pL \).

Mathematically speaking, adding distortion products in (3.29) and (3.30) at ends of paths is given in (3.32) and (3.33) as

\[
y(t) = Lb_o + Lb_1 \cos(wt) + \sum_{l=1}^{L} b_2 \cos(2wt + (l - 1) \times \emptyset) \\
+ \sum_{l=1}^{L} b_3 \cos(3wt + 2(l - 1) \times \emptyset) + \cdots
\]

(3.32)

and

\[
y(t) = Lb_o + \sum_{l=1}^{L} b_1 \cos(wt - (l - 1) \times \emptyset) + Lb_2 \cos(2wt) + \sum_{l=1}^{L} b_3 \cos(3wt + 2(l - 1) \times \emptyset) + \cdots
\]

(3.33)

Because some terms with \( n \neq p \times L + g \) have balanced phases, they will be added
destructively at the final output as mathematically shown in (3.34)

\[
\sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos(nwt + (n - g) \times (l - 1) \times 0) = 0 \quad (3.34)
\]

From Eqs.(3.33) and (3.34), all distortion products do not appear at the final output except those with \( n = p \times L + g \), so the resulting output is

\[
y(t) = Lb_0 + Lb_g \cos(gwt) + \sum_{l=1}^{L} b_{L+g} \cos((L + g)wt)
\]

\[
+ \cdots + \sum_{l=1}^{L} b_{pL+g} \cos((pL + g)wt)
\]

\[
= Lb_0 + \sum_{p=0}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{L} b_{pL+g} \cos((pL + g)wt) \quad (3.35)
\]

If we use a sufficient number of paths (i.e., a large number of scatterers) such that the high order distortion products are weak at the circuit output, we can deal with all other strong distortion products. To demonstrate distortion products handling (i.e., cancellation and enhancement) employing the adopted manner, two different instances are presented in the following part.

**Examples**

**2-Path Circuit**

Figure 3.10 displays a polyphase circuit having two paths. A phase shift of the upper path is zero, so all distortion products (harmonics) resulting from the nonlinear circuit at the same path as well as the fundamental frequency have zero phase shift at an output port of the nonlinear circuit. The lower path has an opposite phase with the upper path (i.e., 180°). Distortion products generated in the nonlinear circuit of the lower path have two different phase shifts. In other words, even order distortion
products have \(0^\circ\) or multiples of \(360^\circ\) phase shifts while phase shifts of odd order distortion products are multiples of \(180^\circ\). This contrast in phase shifts of distortion products between the two paths is exploited to cancel either odd or even distortion products depending on the second phase shifts placed after the nonlinear circuits. Canceling even order distortion products requires to make the phase of the second phase shifter equal to \(180^\circ\) in the lower path, but suppressing the odd order distortion products, the phase shift of the second phase shifter in the upper path must be \(180^\circ\).

In the first case, odd distortion products are in-phase; leading to constructive addition, while even distortion products as well as the fundamental component, arriving in anti-phase and they are suppressed. In the second case, even distortion products are enhanced, and odd distortion products are canceled. We can see all distortion products with \(n = p \times L + g\) being added constructively at the final output, where \(L = 2, p = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\), and \(g = 1\) and \(2\) for the first and second cases, respectively. Furthermore, the first case circuit is well-known in the realm of communication theory as a balanced modulator.

### 3-Path Circuit

A circuit with three paths is exhibited in Figure 3.11a. It is similar to the two paths circuit, but the difference is that phases of the first phase shifters in paths 1, 2, and 3 are \(0^\circ, 120^\circ\), and \(240^\circ\), respectively. The relative phase difference between any two successive paths is \(360/L\), being equidistant. Phases of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd distortion products of paths 1, 2, and 3 are \([0^\circ, 0^\circ, 0^\circ]\), \([0^\circ, 120^\circ, 240^\circ]\), and \([0^\circ, 240^\circ, 120^\circ]\), respectively after the nonlinear circuits of paths 1, 2, and 3. The mathematical illustration of the polyphase 3-path circuit is given in Appendix-B. Figure 3.11b shows how distortion products at end of each path combine. The 1st harmonic components are added constructively, while phases of the second and third harmonics are evenly balanced at the output, ensuring harmonic cancellation at the output. Although the
second and third harmonics are canceled, the fourth one is enhanced due to its phases at ends of paths being aligned in-phase again like the fundamental component. Thus, each harmonic obeying \( n = p \times L + 1 (p = 0, 1, 2, \cdots) \) is added constructively, but the circuit suppresses other harmonics. The constructive harmonics are the 1st, 4th, 7th, etc.

This can be generalized to any number of paths. For instance, non-canceled harmonics of a 4-path circuit are 1st, 5th, 9th, etc [113]. We can deduce here that as a number of paths increases, more distortion products can be treated. Theoretically, to handle all distortion products, we need an infinite number of paths, but in practice, this is impossible for many reasons such as design complexity, cost, mismatches between paths, and weakness of higher order distortion products. Furthermore, because the proposed system has antennas in its underlying structure, limited bandwidths of antennas will not allow us to treat all harmonics, which is another reason why we cannot treat all distortion products generated by our presented
Figure 3.11: a) Three-path polyphase circuit b) its phasor and magnitude plots
3.2.1.3 The Proposed System Model under the Conventional Polyphase Multipath Technique

In this section, we will continue in deriving and development a mathematical model used to study, analyze, and control distortion products generated by the PMSA. The derivation aims to focus on finding a mathematical approach for determining presence and absence of distortion products at an output of the PMSA under the ideal conditions (i.e., no mismatches between paths). The process of derivation highly relies on the preceding section. However, circuits in the previous part have a single signal source in every path, but the PMSA has two different signal sources which are the modulation and incident signals as illustrated above. Second phase shifters at end of each path in Figure 3.9 are replaced by mixers, which are one part of equivalent representations of RF-RTS switches, and spatial phase shifters. Thus, a model of a single scatterer presented in Figure 3.8 is used to form a polyphase multipath model of the PMSA, see Figure 3.12. Both single and two tones modulation sources are considered in this section to pave the way for multi-tone modulation sources based the PMSA. The usefulness of this approach lies within its strength to investigate and analyze harmonics and IMDs generated in the PMSA. A mechanism of distortion products generated in scatterers and conventional RF circuits such as power amplifiers, mixers, and low noise amplifiers (LNA) is similar. Most antenna arrays contain RF circuits, and these RF circuits are integrated into each antenna element in the array [146]. Thus, our mathematical model can be considered as a powerful tool to figure out spectral outputs of multi-user active phased arrays and massive MIMO systems, as will be described later.

Moreover, a polyphase multipath circuit deals with specific phase shifts for the first and second phase shifters that should be equal and opposite at the desired
distortion product. This feature makes the polyphase multipath analysis method is not harmonious with requirements of the PMSA. If an angle of the incident signals varies, values of the second (spatial)phase shifters in the PMSA are deviated from their prescribed values, leading to failure of the adopted model to predict canceled and non-canceled distortion products. However, it is a good start point to develop a robust model satisfying requirements of the PMSA features as will be seen later.
Consider an array of scatterers replaced by their equivalent models as shown in Figure 3.12. Depending on a reference element which is either the most right or the
most left element in the PMSA structure, directions of phase shift distributions of the modulation sources and incident signals induced between array elements (model paths) are used to classify types of the PSMA because directions of phase shift distributions not only control spatial locations of distortion products but also play a vital role in determining directions of negative and positive distortion products in space. Although this separation between negative and positive distortion products is similar to what happens in diffraction grating systems, our PMSA is able to dynamically change locations of distortion products and directions of negative and positive distortion products. Consequently, beamforming functionality of distortion products is also another feature of the PMSA as will be illustrated in Chapters 4 and 5.

Figure 3.13 displays all the possible types of the PMSA. In this regard, we name them as type A, B, C, and D. There are also other two secondary types when we all spatial sources are in-phase. The secondary types can be called as a type E and F, and they will be more elaborated in the next section. In type E, positive distortion products are distributed from $-90^\circ$ to $0^\circ$ in space, while negative distortion products are distributed from $0^\circ$ to $90^\circ$. These distortion products replace their locations in type F. Besides, other types follow the same process, but some of their negative distortion products are partially distributed in locations of positive distortion products or vice versa.

In each path, two outputs of nonlinear circuits are inserted into mixer inputs to produce sums and differences of original signals and their distortion products. All paths in a model circuit perform the same process knowing that they have different signal sources with same frequencies and different phases. Output signals resulting from each path are added at the last part in the model, being a summation circuit. However, distortion products of our PMSA are added in space, as in phased antenna
arrays [34]. Different spatial locations in space represent different fictitious summation outputs of the PMSA, leading to a circuit with multiple outputs and each output has its particular characteristics of distortion products. This opposes the same model when used in RF communication circuits due to having one output. This feature is of significant interest in our ongoing research, being a polyphase multipath circuit with multiple-output. Figure 3.14 compares between the polyphase multipath technique used in RF-frontend designs and our PMSA.

Mathematically, summation of distortion products at outputs of all paths for type A can be expressed as:

\[
F(t) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} b_h \cos \left( h \left( w_o t + (l-1)\theta_o \right) \right) \times \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} b_n \cos \left( n \left( w_m t + (l-1)\theta_m \right) \right) \right] \\
= BB \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos \left( (h w_o + n w_m) t + h (l-1)\theta_o + n (l-1)\theta_m \right) \right] \\
\]

(3.36)

where \( BB = 1/2a_h b_n \), and for two-tone modulation sources is

\[
F(t) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} a_h \cos \left( h \left( w_o t + (l-1)\theta_o \right) \right) \times \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{km} \cos \left( (k w_1 + m w_2) t \right) \\
+ \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} k (l-1) + \theta_1 + m (l-1)\theta_2 \right] \\
= CC \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos \left( (h w_o + k w_1 + m w_2) t \right) \\
+ (l-1) (h \theta_o + k \theta_1 + m \theta_2) \\
\]

(3.37)

where \( CC = 1/2a_h b_{km} \). Now, from mathematical equations mentioned above, we can readily generalize the equations to include modulation signals with any number of tones, making the mathematical model of the PMSA compatible with analysis of distortion products created in multi-user large antenna arrays and MIMO systems.
Thus, an output of the multi-tone PMSA is

\[ F(t) = DD \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{h=0}^{\infty} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \cdots \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos((hw_o + kw_1 + mw_2 + sw_3 + \cdots + jw_x)t + (l - 1)(h\theta_o + k\theta_1 + m\theta_2 + s\theta_3 + \cdots + j\theta_x)) \]  

(3.38)
where $DD = 1/2a_h b_{kms...j}$.

One simplification that can be made before pursuing the derivation procedure is to neglect higher orders harmonics of the incident signal frequencies and leave only the fundamental component due to antennas in the PMSA structure being matched only at the main frequencies. We will take into account only distortion products of the modulation signals because their frequencies are much smaller than frequencies of the incident signals $w_m << w_o$. Thus, Eqs.(3.36), (3.37) and (3.38) can be rewritten as

$$F(t) = BB \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos \left( (w_o + nw_m) t + (l - 1)\phi_o + n(l - 1)\phi_m \right) \right] \tag{3.39}$$

$$F(t) = CC \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos \left( (w_o + kw_1 + mw_2) t + (l - 1) (\phi_o + k\phi_1 + m\phi_2) \right) \right] \tag{3.40}$$

$$F(t) = DD \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos \left( (w_o + kw_1 + mw_2 + sw_3 + \cdots + jw_x) t + (l - 1)(\phi_o + k\phi_1 + m\phi_2 + s\phi_3 + \cdots + j\phi_x) \right) \tag{3.41}$$

Distortion products of the modulation sources are evenly distributed about the
incident signal frequency, creating double-sided signals. Distortion products have new frequencies and different phase shifts so that these properties enable us to control distortion products independently.

Typically, signs of the second phase shifters in the polyphase multipath circuit are negative (retarded phases) to align back phases of the first upper sideband (1USB) in all paths to zero, but signs of the second phase shifters in the PMSA are positive (advanced phases) because phases of the incident signals are inverted inside the RTSs [101] [28]. Due to the process of phase inversion, this makes enhancement of the first lower sideband (1LSB) instead of the 1USB. As a consequence, we add a term (-1) between the spatial sources and mixers in all paths.

The cosine models expressed in (3.39), (3.40), and (3.41), are only applicable to the PMSA when values of first and second phase shifters are equidistant $|360^\circ/L|$. If it is not so, we need to modify the model by adding some extra terms, as will be described in the next section. For the single-tone modulation sources, phases between scatterers are chosen as $\left(\emptyset_m = \emptyset_o = l \times \frac{360^\circ}{L}\right)$

$$\emptyset_m = \left[0 \times \frac{360^\circ}{L}, 1 \times \frac{360^\circ}{L}, 2 \times \frac{360^\circ}{L}, \ldots, (L - 1) \times \frac{360^\circ}{L}\right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.42)

Then, phases after the second phase shifters are

$$\emptyset_{l,n} = (n + 1)\emptyset_m$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.43)

or

$$\emptyset_{l,n} = \left(\frac{n + 1}{L}\right)\left[0 \times 360^\circ, 1 \times 360^\circ, 2 \times 360^\circ, \ldots, (L - 1) \times 360^\circ\right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.44)

where $\emptyset_{l,n}$ is phase shift of the $n - th$ distortion component at an end of the $l - th$ path. Eq.(3.44) indicates that whenever the $(n + 1)$ term is equal to a multiple of $L$
(i.e., \( pL, p = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \cdots \)), the phase shift in every path will be equal to a multiple of \( 360^\circ \), resulting in a constructive addition. This can be expressed as

\[
n = p \times L - 1
\]  

(3.45)

The term \(-1\) in (3.45) represents the 1LSB distortion product being enhanced when \( p = 0 \). If we replace \((-1)\) by the term \( g \), this generalizes (3.45), making the equation applicable for enhancement of any distortion product at the normal direction in space. So, it becomes

\[
n = p \times L - g
\]  

(3.46)

Also, Eq.(3.44) becomes

\[
\theta_{l,n} = \left( \frac{n + g}{L} \right) [0 \times 360^\circ, 1 \times 360^\circ, 2 \times 360^\circ, \ldots, (L - 1) \times 360^\circ]
\]  

(3.47)

The difference between (3.31) and (3.46) stems from that phases of the incident signals representing the second phase shifters in the PMSA are inverted due to the re-transmission (scattering) process, while in conventional RF frontends, phases are not subject to these effects. We can recognize that when seeing the sign before the term \( g \). Again, when distortion products are \( n \neq p \times L - g \), phase shifts of all paths are equidistantly distributed over \( 360^\circ \) causing the cancellation of those distortion products. Therefore, for a circuit with \( L \) paths, all distortion products are suppressed except the \((p \times L - g) - th\) distortion products. The output of the type-A PMSA
model can be expressed mathematically as

\[ F(t) = \cdots + BB_{-2} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o - 2w_m)t + (g(l - 1) - 2(l - 1))\frac{360^\circ}{L}) \]

\[ + BB_{-1} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o - w_m)t) \]

\[ + (g(l - 1) - (l - 1))\frac{360^\circ}{L} + BB_0 \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o) + (g(l - 1))\frac{360^\circ}{L}) \]

\[ + BB_1 \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + w_m)t + (g(l - 1) + (l - 1))\frac{360^\circ}{L}) \]

\[ + BB_2 \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + 2w_m)t + (g(l - 1) + 2(l - 1))\frac{360^\circ}{L}) + \cdots \] (3.48)

Eq.(3.48) has both canceled and non-canceled terms, and each term satisfying the condition in (3.49) will be canceled

\[ BB_n \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos ((w_o + nw_m) t + (n + g) \times (l - 1)) \times \frac{360^\circ}{L} = 0 \text{ for } n \neq p \times L - g \] (3.49)
Thus, residual terms can be expressed as

\[
F(t) = \cdots + BB_{-2L-g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (-2L - g)w_m)t + (g(l-1) + (-2L - g) \frac{360^o}{L})
\]

\[
\times \ (l-1) \frac{360^o}{L}
\]

\[
+ BB_{-L-g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (-L - g)w_m)t + (g(l-1) + (-L - g)(l-1) \frac{360^o}{L})
\]

\[
+ BB_{-g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (-g)w_m)t + (g(l-1) + (-g)(l-1) \frac{360^o}{L})
\]

\[
+ BB_{L-g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (L - g)w_m)t + (g(l-1) + (L - g)(l-1) \frac{360^o}{L})
\]

\[
+ BB_{2L-g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (2L - g)w_m)t + (g(l-1) + (2L - g)(l-1) \frac{360^o}{L})
\]

\[
+ \cdots
\]

(3.50)

or

\[
F(t) = \sum_{p=-\infty}^{\infty} BB_{pL-g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (pL - g)w_m)t + (g(l-1) + (pL - g)(l-1) \frac{360^o}{L})
\]

(3.51)

Eq.(3.51) represents the mathematical model of distortion products for the type-A PMSA circuit model. In addition, it has only the non-suppressed terms and is only valid if both phase shifts of the modulation and spatial sources are chosen equidistantly (i.e., \(360^o/L\)). However, if anyone of these phases of either the modulation sources or spatial sources are not equidistant, the adopted model based on the conventional polyphase multipath technique fails to predict where desired distortion products are placed in space.

The same procedure can be repeated with the other types of the PMSA, but here
we will write only their final formulas with the help of Eq.(3.51). The mathematical model is

for type-B PMSA circuit model

\[ F(t) = \sum_{p=-\infty}^{\infty} BB_{pL+g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (pL + g)w_m)t + (g(L - l) + (pL + g)(l - 1)) \frac{360^\circ}{L}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.52)

for type-C PMSA circuit model

\[ F(t) = \sum_{p=-\infty}^{\infty} BB_{pL+g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (pL + g)w_m)t + (g(l - 1) + (pL + g)(l - 1)) \frac{360^\circ}{L}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.53)

and for type-D PMSA circuit model

\[ F(t) = \sum_{p=-\infty}^{\infty} BB_{pL-g} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \cos((w_o + (pL - g)w_m)t + (g(L - l) + (pL - g)(l - 1)) \frac{360^\circ}{L}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.54)

In equations representing the PMSA types given above, we considered only single-tone modulation sources. However, they can be extended to include sources with any number of tones as shown in the subsequent part.

3.2.1.4 Handling of Intermodulation Distortion IMD Products of Multi-Tone Modulation Sources

When the modulation sources used in the PMSA are multi-tone sources, other different frequencies will appear as a mix of frequencies of these tones called
intermodulation distortion (IMD) products and will also distribute evenly about a frequency of the incident signals. Thus, output spectra of the PMSA not only has multiple integers of tones (harmonics: \(kw_1, mw_2, sw_3, \cdots, jw_x\)) but also has their cross products (IMD: \(\pm kw_1 \pm mw_2 \pm sw_3 \pm \cdots \pm jw_x\)), where \(k, m, s,\) and \(j\) can be positive and negative integers. The same way can be employed to handle IMDs (i.e., cancellation and enhancement). It can be shown that IMDs at \(\pm kw_1 \pm mw_2 \pm sw_3 \pm \cdots \pm jw_x\) will have phases of \(\pm k\theta_1 \pm m\theta_2 \pm s\theta_3 \pm \cdots \pm j\theta_x\) after nonlinear circuits and phases of \(\pm k\theta_1 \pm m\theta_2 \pm s\theta_3 \pm \cdots \pm j\theta_x + g\theta_o\) after mixing parts in the PMSA.

If all tones have the same phases, resulting phases are \((\pm k \pm m \pm s \pm \cdots \pm j)\theta\) and \((k \pm m \pm s \pm \cdots \pm j)\theta + g\theta_o\) before and after mixing parts, respectively.

The main difference between single-tone and multi-tone systems is that \(n\) in (3.46) is replaced by \(k + m + s + \cdots + j\). Therefore, if a system cancels the \(n\)th distortion product, it is able to cancel \(k + m + s + \cdots + j\) when \(k + m + s + \cdots + j = n\). For instance, a system with two-tone modulation sources can produce an intermodulation product \(kw_1 + mw_2\). This intermodulation product can be canceled if \(k + m = n\).

Analogous to the explanation in the previous section, only IMDs that cannot be suppressed are \(k + m + s + \cdots + j = n = p \times L - g\). This means any IMD product with \(k + m + s + \cdots + j = p \times L - g\) can never be suppressed. In other words, a two-tone system aims to enhance the 1LSB, it will never cancel IMDs with \(k + m = -1\) unless the system cancels the harmonic product at \(n = -1\). Unfortunately, this causes a big problem in RF communication systems especially the third order intermodulation products \(-2w_1 + w_2\) and \(w_1 - 2w_2\). In our PMSA model, we can leverage from this to generate new signals with their own phase shift distributions across paths (scatterers). Outputs of the PMSA model for two-tone modulation sources with phase shifts which may or may not be equal can be expressed mathematically in a general form as
for type-A PMSA circuit model

\[ F(t) = CC \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos ((w_o + kw_1 + mw_2) t + (l - 1) (\theta_o + k\theta_1 + m\theta_2)) \right] \]  

(3.55)

for type-B PMSA circuit model

\[ F(t) = CC \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos ((w_o + kw_1 + mw_2) t + ((L - l)\theta_o + (l - 1)(k\theta_1 + m\theta_2)) \]  

(3.56)

for type-C PMSA circuit model

\[ F(t) = CC \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos ((w_o + kw_1 + mw_2) t + ((l - 1)\theta_o + (L - l)(k\theta_1 + m\theta_2) \]  

(3.57)

and for type-D PMSA circuit model

\[ F(t) = CC \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos ((w_o + kw_1 + mw_2) t + ((L - l)\theta_o + (L - l)(k\theta_1 + m\theta_2) \]  

(3.58)

Outputs of the PMSA model for multi-tone modulation sources with phase shifts which may or may not be equal can be expressed mathematically in a general form as

for type-A PMSA circuit model

\[ F(t) = DD \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos ((w_o + kw_1 + mw_2 + sw_3 + \cdots + jw_x) t + (l - 1) (\theta_o) + (l - 1) (k\theta_1 + m\theta_2 + s\theta_3 + \cdots + j\phi_x)) \right] \]  

(3.59)
for type-B PMSA circuit model

\[
F(t) = DD \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos \left( (w_o + k w_1 + m w_2 + s w_3 + \cdots \right.ight.

\[
+ j w_x t + (L - l) (\theta_o) + (l - 1) (k \theta_1 + m \theta_2 + s \theta_3 + \cdots + j \theta_x) ) \right]
\] (3.60)

for type-C PMSA circuit model

\[
F(t) = DD \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos \left( (w_o + k w_1 + m w_2 + s w_3 + \cdots \right.ight.

\[
+ j w_x t + (L - l) (\theta_o) + (L - l) (k \theta_1 + m \theta_2 + s \theta_3 + \cdots + j \theta_x) ) \right]
\] (3.61)

and for type-D PMSA circuit model

\[
F(t) = DD \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos \left( (w_o + k w_1 + m w_2 + s w_3 + \cdots \right.ight.

\[
+ j w_x t + (L - l) (\theta_o) + (L - l) (k \theta_1 + m \theta_2 + s \theta_3 + \cdots + j \theta_x) ) \right]
\] (3.62)

3.3 Simulation Results

This section provides an adequate amount of simulation results that support the mathematical model derived above for different numbers of paths and tones. Although the model is incapable of predicting spatial locations (i.e., angles of scattered distortion products) as well as its failure when phase shifts deviate from their prescribed values, its simulation results give readers the first impression about the system performance. Distortion products that show up at the model output are in-phase, so they are scattered normally according to phased antenna principles. This means that our model developed up to now is able to find only these distortion
products (i.e., desired and unavoidable distortion products).

Figure 3.15-3.18 illustrate simulation results of the PMSA model when employing the conventional polyphase multi-path technique. The PMSA model is analyzed several times for different numbers of paths and circuit types (i.e., A, B, C, and D) using the single-tone modulation sources. In addition, the 1-path and the 8-path type A and C circuits are simulated using two and three tones modulation sources. The model in Figure 3.12 was implemented in Matlab assuming ideal phase shifters, identical signal sources, identical nonlinear circuits, and ideal mixers. Powers of final outputs of the chosen circuits are calculated using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm where the horizontal axis shows a frequency of distortion products and the vertical axis represents the scattered signal power in dBs. Although our proposed designs work at two different frequencies 432MHz and 2.3GHz, the simulated results are achieved at a frequency range of 2-22kHz because both design frequencies are down-converted to this range of frequencies. In addition, dynamic ranges of simulated results are chosen from -60dB to 0dB in order to match the measured results as will be seen in Chapter 8.

Figures demonstrate that more distortion products can be controlled when a circuit employed to represent the PMSA model has more paths. For $L$-path circuits, the $(n = p \times L - g) - \text{th}$ distortion products are not suppressed for A and C types and the $(n = p \times L + g) - \text{th}$ distortion products are not canceled for B and D types. For instance, if the model circuit has $L = 4$, the circuit output has the $(\cdots, -5\text{th}, -1\text{st}, 3\text{rd}, 7\text{th}, \cdots) - \text{th}$ distortion products for A and C types while being the $(\cdots, -7\text{th}, -3\text{th}, 1\text{st}, 5\text{th}, \cdots) - \text{th}$ distortion products for B and D types (the negative signs stands for the distortion products appear at the lower sideband LSB). Distortion products that appear at outputs of circuits in all figures in this part represent the ones scattered at the angle zero (i.e., normal on the array
axis, broadside) because these distortion products at ends of paths have the same phases which are equal to zero for the desired distortion product or integer multiples of 360° for unavoidable distortion products. Also, incident angles selected here should satisfy phase shift distribution conditions of the conventional systems (i.e., 360°/L).

Communication circuits using the polyphase multi-path technique maintain desired distortion products and eliminate other distortion products permanently, but in the PMSA model distortion products will not be canceled forever and the PMSA directs them into different directions in space because distortion products have different phase shift distributions at array elements. Thus, our MPSAm considers as a polyphase multi-path multi-output circuit. However, the spatial diversity of proposed system cannot be demonstrated now due to the model insufficiency.

Figure 3.15 shows simulation results of single path circuits (i.e., single scatterer) when using modulation sources with different tones. Simulation results obtained from single path circuits are useful to compare with results of circuits consisting of more than one path. In Figure 3.16, simulation results of two-path circuits (2-element phased-modulated scattering array) are presented. When a relative phase shift difference between elements is 180°, all even and odd distortion products are suppressed as shown in Figure 3.16a and 3.16b, respectively. The figures show that both (3.31) and (3.46) can be applied since models are symmetrical, so they can be called even-balanced and odd-balanced systems, respectively. Types A and D support the odd-balanced model, while types B and C support the even-balanced model. However, if we replace the 180° relative phase shift difference by 90°, we will mimic the performance of image-reject mixers, see Figure 3.16c and 3.16d. Also, we can obtain 1USB or 1LSB image-reject mixers relying on directions of phase distributions of sources (i.e., types A, B, C, and D). Image-reject models are special cases of two-path circuits because their phase distributions do not follow a rule of thumb.
Figure 3.15: Simulated output spectra of signals scattered normally (broadside) for a single path PMSA model when using modulation sources with a) single-tone b) two-tone c) three-tone which is $360^\circ$ divided by a number of paths $L$, so their distortion products at outputs are also not matched with (3.31) and (3.46). Figure 3.17 shows simulation results of 3, 4, 6, and 8 paths polyphase circuits when using single-tone modulation sources. Outputs represent all distortion products whose phases at ends of paths are zero or multiple integers of $360^\circ$. Figure 3.18 shows simulation results of 8-path polyphase circuits when using two and three tones modulation sources. Furthermore, some intermodulation distortion IMD products appear along with the desired harmonics since phases of these IMDs products are similar to phases of the desired harmonics. All PMSA models with more than two paths are simulated for all circuit types. Thus, as we can see in Figure 3.17, the 1LSB harmonic is enhanced in all plots along with
Figure 3.16: Simulated output spectra of signals scattered normally (broadside) for a two-path PMSA model when using single-tone modulation sources a) odd-Balanced Type b) even-Balanced Type c) USB image-reject mixer d) LSB image-reject mixer non-canceled terms in A and C circuits types, whereas in type B and D, the 1USB harmonic is enhanced in all plots along with non-canceled terms.

To this end, we clarified that the proposed system works correctly if all its parts are appropriately chosen. However, crucial parts in the proposed system are phase shifters. In conventional fixed RF-front ends, phase shifters have fixed values to meet the design requirements. In contrast, in the PMSA, some factors governing
Figure 3.17: Simulated output spectra of signals scattered normally (broadside) when using single-tone modulation sources for a) 3-path PMSA for (A and C types) b) 4-path PMSA for (A and C types) c) 6-path PMSA for (A and C types) d) 8-path for (A and C types) e) 3-path PMSA for (B and D types) f) 4-path PMSA for (B and D types) g) 6-path PMSA for (B and D types) h) 8-path PMSA for (B and D types)

phase shifters such distances separating elements and angles of the incident signals are possibly changed during the operation. Thus, any deviations from their assigned values intentionally or unintentionally causes problems in the overall performance of the PMSA model based on the conventional polyphase multi-path technique. To
Figure 3.18: Simulated output spectra of signals scattered normally (broadside) for an 8-path PMSA model (types A and C) when using modulation sources with a) two-tone b) three-tone demonstrate these effects, values of the second phase shifters have been changed in somehow (i.e., changing angles of the incident signals or distances between elements) from $90^\circ$ to $60^\circ$ and from $45^\circ$ to $30^\circ$ for 4-path and 8-path circuits, respectively. Simulation results associated with the new phase shifts are illustrated in Figure 3.19. Outputs are meaningless. This meaningless is true in communication systems, but in our proposed, this will be considered as one of the proposed design advantages. As a consequence, distortion products will be redirected into different positions in space because the resulting phase shifts are different this time. Hence, to circumvent this model deficiency and to be adaptable with new circumstances, we will develop a model being able to work with any combination of phase shifts.
Figure 3.19: Simulated output spectra of signals scattered normally (broadside) when using prescribed or non-prescribed values of the second phase shifters a) 4-Path 90° (prescribed) b) 4-Path 60° (non-prescribed) c) 8-path 45° (prescribed) d) 8-path 30° (non-prescribed)

3.4 The PMSA Model under the Modified Polyphase Multipath Technique (Realistic-Model)

In this section, the limitations of using the conventional polyphase multipath technique encountered above are addressed here as a step toward a complete model being able to predict how and where the PMSA enhances and suppresses different
distortion products at different angular locations in space. As we said, issues that
will be taken into account are

1. Making the PMSA model working with any phase shift distribution for both
   the modulation and spatial sources (antennas) regardless of their values

2. Defining exact spatial outputs (i.e., angular locations) of distortion components

Moreover, to make the model more realistic, we will add some other terms such as

1. Including impacts of real scatterers elements (patterns of non-isotropic
   elements) on the overall performance of the PMSA

2. Adding static responses and Tx/Rx coupling of an experimental setup
   (load-independent term) as mentioned in Chapter 2.

The first issue in its both parts is addressed using extra terms of compensated phases
added at ends of model paths. The purpose of extra terms is to align back deviations
in resulting phase shifts as well as to define spatial outputs (angular locations) of
distortion products. The extra terms are hypothetical too (i.e., not real components)
like first and second phase shifters. Fortunately, the two parts are strongly connected
to each other because any change in resulting phase shifts of distortion products
before the extra terms results in a change in angular locations of spatial outputs of
distortion products. In other words, deviations of phase shifts from their prescribed
values cross model paths (scattering array elements) lead to having a superposition
of signals having approximately the same amplitudes and different phase shifts. This
phenomenon is similar to the process of radiation beamforming in reflect-arrays [12]
[132], so corrected phase values of extra terms must be determined and applied to
each path (scatterer element).

To find out values of the corrected phase shifts and to determine spatial outputs of the
PMSA for different distortion products at their specific spatial directions, terms that will be added should contain explicit information about both of these two demands. These terms can be defined as

\[(l - 1)\phi_{co} = (l - 1)Kd \sin \theta_r = -(l - 1)\left(\phi_o + n\phi_m\right)\] (3.63)

where $\phi_{co}$ denotes a value of the corrected phase shift that must be hypothetically added at each path end to correct and align back phases of distortion products, and $\theta_r$ is the spatial outputs (angular locations) of different scattered distortion products. The term $\phi_{co}$ is governed by $\phi_o$ and $n\phi_m$. Additionally, as can be seen, when high order distortion products ($|n| > 1$) are considered, added terms also help to define their scattered angular locations in space. The second issue that also should be considered is effects of elements patterns on the model performance since scatterers are assumed as isotropic elements (scattering power equally in all directions) in the PMSA model thus far. All high gain antennas are non-isotropic (directive), and they are preferred over isotropic antennas. Thus, we will face a problem that an antenna field of view (AFoV) does not support the whole scattering array field of view (SFOV). AFoV is less than 180° and in most times it does not exceed 90°, while SFOV is 180°. In this research study, we will consider scattering arrays consisting of both quasi-isotropic and non-isotropic elements. Mathematically, this issue can be addressed by multiplying the mathematical model of the PMSA derived so far by an antenna element pattern as

\[F(t, \phi_{o,m,co}, \theta) = F(t, \phi_{o,m,co}) \times EP(\theta)\] (3.64)

where $EP(\theta)$ is an antenna element pattern which is equal to one in the case of isotropic elements, leading to $F(t, \phi_{o,m,co}, \theta) = F(t, \phi_{o,m,co})$. The last issue is non-modulated signals scattered by the PMSA structure itself and other obstacles.
around our design from one side, and the coupling between a receiver and transmitter from another side. These signals fall under the same category which is the static scattered signals [16] [169]. These signals as described before, are non-modulated, so they can be mitigated but not entirely removed. Mathematically speaking, their impacts can be added to our model as

$$F_s(t, \theta_{o,m,co}, \theta) = F(t, \theta_{o,m,co}, \theta) + S(t) \quad (3.65)$$

where $S(t)$ denotes the non-modulated scattering term and is represented by $G \cos(w_o t)$ where $G$ is constant.

After explaining all terms making the model more realistic, it becomes necessary to integrate these terms into the previous model before the modifications to be rewritten as:

for the single-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

$$F_s(t, \theta_{o,m,co}, \theta) = BB \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos((w_o + nw_1)t + (l-1)(\theta_o + n\theta_m + \theta_{co})) \times EP(\theta) + G \cos(w_o t) \quad (3.66)$$

for the two-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

$$F_s(t, \theta_{o,m,co}, \theta) = CC \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos((w_o +_kw_1 + mw_2)t + (l-1)(\theta_o + k\theta_m + m\theta_{co})) \times EP(\theta) + G \cos(w_o t) \quad (3.67)$$
for the multi-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

\[
F_s(t, \theta_{o,m,cm}, \theta) = DD \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos\left(\omega_o + k\omega_1 + m\omega_2 + s\omega_3 + \cdots + j\omega_x\right) t + \left(l - 1\right)\left(\theta_o + k\theta_{m1} + m\theta_{m2} + s\theta_{m3} + \cdots + j\theta_{mx} + \theta_{co}\right) \times EP(\theta) + G \cos(\omega_o t) \tag{3.68}
\]

The same terms can be added to all other types B, C, and D to obtain their realistic mathematical models, but here we will not mention them for the sake of simplicity. The block diagram of the realistic modified model is depicted in Figure 3.20. It has single-tone modulation sources, but, in general, these modulation sources may have more than one tone at the same time.

When second (spatial) phase shifts become \(0^\circ\) which means that incident signals normally arrive at the PMSA aperture, spatial outputs of negative and positive
distortion products are enhanced and suppressed (i.e., located) symmetrically about
the normal-axis, separating by a spatial output of the zero-order distortion product.
In all circuits types, scattered signals of the zero order (non-modulated) distortion
products always separate between scattered signals of negative and positive distortion
products. In types E and F circuits, zero order distortion products are located
at a center of the PMSA front of view (SFoV), but locations of negative and
positive outputs of distortion products are placed at specific angular locations (spatial
outputs) depending on a term number (i.e., n) and a circuit type (i.e., A-F). In type
E, negative and positive distortion products are located on right and left of zero order
distortion products, respectively, while being vice versa for the type F.

Essential goals attained in (3.66), (3.67), and (3.68) are ability to deal with any
phase shifts combinations and are also able to detect and recognize angular directions
of the spatial outputs of distortion products. It becomes, therefore, necessary to
demonstrate the relationship between relative corrected phase shifts and angular
directions of the spatial outputs of distortion products. Substitute (3.2) in (3.63),
so angular locations of the spatial outputs associated with $\theta_r$ can be calculated as,
for the single-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

$$\theta_{rn} = -\arcsin\left(\frac{\theta_o + n\theta_m}{Kd}\right)$$

(3.69)

for the two-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

$$\theta_{rk+m} = -\arcsin\left(\frac{\theta_o + k\theta_{m1} + m\theta_{m2}}{Kd}\right)$$

(3.70)

for the multi-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

$$\theta_{rk+m+s+\ldots+j} = -\arcsin\left(\frac{\theta_o + k\theta_{m1} + m\theta_{m2} + s\theta_{m3} + \cdots + j\theta_{mz}}{Kd}\right)$$

(3.71)
Figure 3.21a shows relative phase shift differences of the second phase shifters vs. the incident angles for different values of $d$, while Figure 3.21b shows relative phase shift differences of the second phase shifters vs. $d$ for different values of the incident angles. Figure 3.21c and 3.21d show a three dimensional plot of relative phase shift differences of the second phase shifters and its top view.

Figure 3.21: Relative phase shift differences of the second phase shifters vs. a) $\theta_o$ for different values of $d$ b) $d$ for different values of $\theta_o$ c) $\theta_o$ and $d$ (3D view) d) $\theta_o$ and $d$ (3D-top view)

In some applications, it is convenient to control $d$, but it is not easy with a direction of the incident signals $\theta_o$, especially for unknown angles of the incident signals in direction finding applications. Thus, Eqs.(3.69), (3.70), and (3.71) can
predict any change in angular locations of the spatial outputs (scattered angles) of distortion products.

Figure 3.22 illustrates angular locations of scattered distortion products vs. a relative phase shift of the second phase shifters for different distortion products orders. Also, the model is simulated with two different numbers of paths ($L = 4$ and 8) with two different spacing distances ($d = 0.5\lambda_o$ and $d = 0.7\lambda_o$). It can be seen that as $d$ increases, more spatial outputs can be obtained (i.e., more different distortion products are enhanced at different spatial locations for the PMSA; compare Figure 3.22a and 3.22c with Figure 3.22b and 3.22d.

Figure 3.23 exhibits angular locations of the spatial outputs (scattered angles) of distortion products vs. their product number $n$ and a relative phase shift difference of the second phase shifters $\phi_o$. Furthermore, the spatial outputs only support either negative or positive distortion products if an angle of the incident signals reaches its maxima $[-90^\circ, 90^\circ]$ provided the PMSA can deal with these angles (i.e., elements should be isotropic or omni-directional). More details about the parameters controlling the PMSA and a number of distortion products supported by the PMSA model will be more elaborated in Chapters 4 and 5. Figure 3.24 shows plots of angular locations of the spatial outputs (scattered angles) of IMDs in (3.70) where two-tone modulation sources are utilized in our PMSA. The x and y axes represent a term number of distortion products including $kw_1, mw_2,$ and $kw_1 + mw_2$ (harmonics and IMDs) and z-axis represents angular locations of the spatial outputs (scattered angle) of distortion products for 4-path and 8-path circuits, while relative phase shift differences of the second phase shifters used in simulations are $90^\circ$ for the 4-path PMSA model and $45^\circ$ for the 8-path PMSA model, respectively. From Figure 3.24, any IMD product with a term, $k + m = 1$, has a similar spatial output to a harmonic term $n = 1$. The same thing can happen with any IMDs products in which their
terms are equal to a harmonic term \( n \) (i.e., \( k + m = n \)). This stems from the fact that because IMD \( (k+m) \) and harmonic \( (n) \) components have the same phase distributions across model paths, so they emerge at the same spatial output (i.e., they are enhanced and directed into the same angular location).

In figures given below, simulation results of the modified PMSA system are presented for both 4-path and 8-path circuits. Single-tone, two-tone, and three-tone modulation

Figure 3.22: Direction of the spatial outputs (scattered distortion products, harmonics \( n \)) generated by the PMSA with a) 4-path (element) and \( d = 0.5\lambda_o \) b) 4-path (element) and \( d = 0.7\lambda_o \) c) 8-path (element) \( d = 0.5\lambda_o \) d) 8-path (element) and \( d = 0.7\lambda_o \)
sources are used separately to prove that the modified PMSA model supports all systems regardless numbers of paths and tones. This property enables our system
to be as a robust tool to analyze even those distortion products generated in large arrays such as multi-user active phased arrays and massive MIMO systems.

To examine the effectiveness of our modified mathematical model, we will apply phase shift distributions, which either obey the formula $\pm 360^\circ / L$ or not, to paths of the modified PMSA model. In other words, in the 4-path PMSA model, a relative phase shift difference typically is $\pm 90^\circ$, but in simulations, we examine the model with different values which are $(120^\circ, 90^\circ, 45^\circ$ and $-60^\circ$) for type A, and $(-120^\circ, -90^\circ, -45^\circ$, and $60^\circ$) for type D, respectively. Knowing that the change in phases is applied to the second (spatial) phase shifters only in this example, but the first (modulation) phase shifters keep their prescribed values. In the second example which is the 8-path PMSA model case, we follow the same procedure, but relative phase shift differences of the second phase shifters are $(90^\circ, 45^\circ$, and $-30^\circ$) using the mathematical model of the type A PMSA circuit model. Results given in Figure 3.25 identify angular locations of the spatial outputs of scattered distortion products and state the existence status of distortion products as well.

Some significant points can be gleaned immediately from Figure 3.25. The first point is that each phase distribution assigned for the second phase shifters with the same numbers of paths results in emergence of different distortion products under an assumption that the modulation sources keep their phase distributions the same in all cases. For instance, when using $120^\circ$ as a relative phase shift difference, resulting distortion products terms at the PMSA circuit model output are $(n=-3, -2, -1, \text{ and } 0)$, while distortion products are $(n=-1, 0, 1, \text{ and } 2)$ for the $-60^\circ$ relative phase shift difference as seen in Figure 3.25a. Moreover, these distortion products do not have the same spatial outputs for both different relative phase shift differences. In addition to the change in phases of the second phase shifters, this is true if phases of the modulation sources subject to change too. Another point that cannot be
overlooked is those distortion products \((n=-4, -3, -2, -1, 0,\) and \(1)\) change their spatial outputs (angular locations) from \((90^\circ, 56.44^\circ, 19.47^\circ, -9.594^\circ, -41.81^\circ,\) and \(-90^\circ)\) into \((-90^\circ, -56.44^\circ, -19.47^\circ, 9.594^\circ, 41.81^\circ,\) and \(90^\circ)\) when its counterpart type D replaces the type A PMSA model, symmetrical replacement of the spatial outputs. This feature gives rise to exploit the PMSA model in beamforming (scanning) of the spatial outputs (angular locations of distortion products), as we will see in Chapters 5 and 6.

As we illustrated above, when using multi-tone modulation sources, any resulting IMDs, with orders equal to harmonic term numbers \((k+m+s+\cdots+j = n)\), will experience what harmonics have experienced. In our design, associated IMDs with harmonics are enhanced too if harmonics are enhanced and are directed into the same spatial locations. However, this description is true if all phase distributions of tones are equal. In large arrays serving a vast number of users, each tone in our PMSA mathematical model represents a user, and it has its particular phase distribution, so resulting IMDs will not follow spatial locations of harmonics. However, fortunately, the proposed model is still robust and can sense enhanced distortion products and detect their scattered angles even if phase distributions of tones are not equal.

With the help of Figure 3.25, the PMSA model is simulated according to the spatial outputs (scattered angles) found in the figure. Figure 3.26 presents simulation results of the 4-path type A PMSA circuit model when a relative phase shift difference of the second phase shifter is \(120^\circ\). The model is simulated at the spatial outputs of \((56.44^\circ, 19.47^\circ, -9.594^\circ, -41.81^\circ)\) for single-tone, two-tone and three-tone modulation sources. Repeating simulation analysis for the same circuit given in Figure 3.26 using modulation sources with different tones is necessary to provide a comprehensive analysis tool. It is seen that associated IMDs appear along with the same terms numbers of harmonics in Figure 3.26. The same circuit
Figure 3.25: Angular locations of the spatial outputs (scattered distortion products, harmonics $n$) generated by the proposed PMSA vs. a distortion product term numbers $n$ for different relative phase shift differences of the second phase shifter a) 4-path (elements) type A circuit with $d = 0.5\lambda_o$, b) 4-path (elements) type D circuit with $d = 0.5\lambda_o$, c) 8-path (elements) type A circuit with $d = 0.5\lambda_o$.
is analyzed again with a different phase shift distribution for the second phase shifters which is $45^\circ$ at the spatial outputs of $(48.59^\circ, 14.48^\circ, -14.48^\circ, -48.59^\circ)$, using only single-tone modulation sources, see Figure 3.27. The procedure is extended to increase a number of the PMSA model paths. The 8-path type A PMSA circuit model is analyzed at a relative phase shift difference of $-30^\circ$. Harmonics $(n= -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, \text{ and } 4)$ are found at the spatial outputs of $(66.44^\circ, 41.81^\circ, 24.62^\circ, 9.594^\circ, -4.78^\circ, -19.47^\circ, -35.69^\circ, \text{ and } -56.44^\circ)$, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.28.

As a consequence, the modified model can adapt and deal with any value of phase shifts and can detect the spatial outputs of any order of distortion products. Distortion products at the spatial outputs of the PMSA model change their angular locations in space with any change in phases associated with each path in the model. This adaption feature makes the PMSA a sensitive structure to phases of the second phase shifters (i.e., angular directions of the incident signals), and phases of the modulation sources (i.e., time delay of switching ON/OFF between scatterers) under circumstances of ideal system parts. The results confirm that distortion products resulting from nonlinear activities in large arrays are emerged at different spatial outputs (i.e., pointed into different directions in space in the transmitting side and may or may not be added up with the desired signal in the receiving side, thereby leading to an improvement in the signal to noise ratio $S/N$ of the desired signal) [143]. Furthermore, when a number of tones of the modulation source increases and each tone has its particular phase shift, the resulting spectrum will cover most of the SFoV.
Figure 3.26: Simulated scattered power from the 4-path type A PMSA model when a relative phase shift difference of the second phase shifter is 120° a) single-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = 56.44^\circ$) b) single-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = 19.47^\circ$) c) single-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = -9.594^\circ$) d) single-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = -41.8^\circ$) e) two-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = 56.44^\circ$) f) two-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = 19.47^\circ$) g) two-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = -9.594^\circ$) h) two-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = -41.8^\circ$) i) three-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = 56.44^\circ$) j) three-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = 19.47^\circ$) k) three-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = -9.594^\circ$) l) three-tone at a spatial output ($\theta_r = -41.8^\circ$)
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Figure 3.27: Simulated scattered power from the 4-path type D PMSA model when a relative phase shift difference of the second phase shifter is $45^\circ$ captured at spatial outputs a) $\theta_r=48.59^\circ$ b) $\theta_r=14.48^\circ$ c) $\theta_r=-14.48^\circ$ and d) $\theta_r=-48.59^\circ$.

3.5 Non-idealities of the Phase-Modulated Scattering Array (PMSA)

Of course, the emergence of some distortion products and absence others at different specific spatial outputs (angular locations) described in the previous sections primarily rely on the matching between the PMSA model paths (i.e., scatterers). Note that some factors are crucial to determine the ability of the PMSA model to deal with distortion products generated by the processes of underlying switching. These factors are phases and amplitudes of the modulation and spatial sources. We cannot guarantee that the practical PMSA have identical elements. Therefore, errors
Figure 3.28: Simulated scattered power from the 8-path type A PMSA model when a relative phase shift difference of the second phase shifter is $-30^\circ$ captured at spatial outputs a) $\theta_r=66.44^\circ$ b) $\theta_r=41.81^\circ$ c) $\theta_r=-24.62^\circ$ d) $\theta_r=9.594^\circ$ e) $\theta_r=-4.78^\circ$ f) $\theta_r=-19.47^\circ$ g) $\theta_r=-35.69^\circ$ and h) $\theta_r=9.594^\circ$
in phase shifters of the modulations and spatial sources are $\vartheta_l$ and $\delta_l$, respectively. Besides, modulation sources have amplitude errors denoted by $\varepsilon_l$, while amplitude errors of the spatial sources are ignored due to the weakness of the RF incident (illuminating) signals. All these errors in phases and amplitudes are integrated into the former model and portrayed in Figure 3.29. The errors stem from non-idealities of electronics devices [147] [148], mutual coupling between scatterers, active switches, and multipath ray reflections. Mathematically, these errors can be integrated into the mathematical model as

for the single-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

$$F(t) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \cos \left( (w_o t + (l - 1)\vartheta_o + \delta_l) \right) \times \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (1 + \varepsilon_l)^n \times \cos \left( (w_m t + (l - 1)\vartheta_m + \vartheta_l) \right)^n \right]$$

(3.72)

and for the two-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

$$F(t) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left[ \cos \left( (w_o t + (l - 1)\vartheta_o + \delta_l) \right) \times \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \left[ (1 + \varepsilon_{1l}) \times \cos \left( w_1 t + (l - 1)\vartheta_1 + \vartheta_{1l} \right) \right. \\
+ \left. \left(1 + \varepsilon_{2l} \right) \times \cos \left( w_2 t + (l - 1)\vartheta_2 + \vartheta_{2l} \right) \right]^n \right]$$

(3.73)

Some algebraic manipulations are carried out and the corrected phases and realistic terms are added into (3.72) and (3.73), resulting in

for the single-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

$$F(t) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} (BB + \rho_l) \cos((w_o + n w_m)t + (l - 1)(\vartheta_o + n \vartheta_m + \vartheta_{co}) + n \vartheta_l + \delta_l) \times EP(\theta) + G \cos(w_o t)$$

(3.74)
and for the two-tone type-A PMSA circuit model

\[
F(t) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} (CC + \rho_l) \cos((w_o + kw_1 + mw_2)t + (l - 1)(\theta_o + k\theta_1 + m\theta_2 + \theta_c))
+ k\vartheta_1l + m\vartheta_2l + \delta_l) \times EP(\theta) + G \cos(w_o t)
\]

(3.75)

The performance of a certain distortion product cancellation is called as the distortion product rejection ratio (DPRR) [153], and is defined as

\[
DPRR_n = \frac{P_{n,\text{reference}}}{P_{n,\text{rejected}}}
\]

(3.76)

This ratio considers as a measure of distortion product cancellations.

In the PMSA circuit model, it always uses the first path as a reference path, so all errors associated with that path are ignored. The process can be carried out by firstly calculating output powers of a specific distortion product if all \(L\) paths are similar to the first path. In other words, the same phase shifts are applied to all paths. Thus, outputs of paths contain the same in-phase distortion products, resulting in power called \(P_{n,\text{reference}}\). \(P_{n,\text{reference}}\) tells us how strong a specific distortion product is at the circuit output if we do not use the polyphase multipath method. Then, we calculate the output power of that specific distortion product when applying the phase shifts differences to circuit paths. Phase shifts between paths depend on a number of circuit paths \(L\), spatial phase shifters associated with incident angles \(\theta_o\), and the spatial outputs of distortion products \(\theta_r\). However, phases and amplitudes errors should be taken into account among the paths. The output power of a specific distortion product \(P_{n,\text{rejected}}\), identifies its strength due to phases and amplitudes errors. In ideal conditions, this power is zero. Eq.(3.76) which is the ratio between the two powers tells us about the suppression amount achieved by the non-ideal
PMSA compared to the same circuit but without applying phase shifts between the paths.

3.5.1 Example

If we want to calculate the DPRR of a harmonic with \( n = 3 \) in the PMSA circuit model with four paths, this can be achieved as follows. As a modulation signal, \( A \cos(w_m t) \) is selected. The output voltage of the third harmonic \((w_o + 3w_m)\) at the end of first path is equal to \( 1/8a_3A^3 \cos(w_o + 3w_m)t \). The final output voltage after combining all four paths will be to \( 4/8a_3A^3 \cos(w_o + 3w_m)t \) if all paths are identical (no-polyphase applied). The resulting power of third harmonic \( P_{3,\text{reference}} \) is \( 16/(128A^6R) \) where \( R \) is an internal impedance of the polyphase circuit. To find \( P_{3,\text{rejected}} \), the output power of \((w_o+3w_m)\) product in Figure 3.29 should be calculated as:

at the end of the first path, the output voltage is

\[
V_1 = \frac{1}{8}A^3 (1 + \rho_1) \times \cos ( (w_o + 3w_m) t + 0 \times (\Theta_o + 3\Theta_m + \Theta_r) + 3\Theta_1 + \delta_1) \quad (3.77)
\]

at the end of the second path, the output voltage is

\[
V_2 = \frac{1}{8}A^3 (1 + \rho_2) \times \cos ( (w_o + 3w_m) t + 1 \times (\Theta_o + 3\Theta_m + \Theta_r) + 3\Theta_2 + \delta_2) \quad (3.78)
\]

at the end of the third path, the output voltage is

\[
V_3 = \frac{1}{8}A^3 (1 + \rho_3) \times \cos ( (w_o + 3w_m) t + 2 \times (\Theta_o + 3\Theta_m + \Theta_r) + 3\Theta_3 + \delta_3) \quad (3.79)
\]
Figure 3.29: Polyphase multipath model of the PMSA with errors in phases and amplitudes of signals.
and at the end of the fourth path, the output voltage is

\[ V_4 = \frac{1}{8}A^3 (1 + \rho_4) \times \cos \left( (w_o + 3w_m) t + 3 \times (\theta_o + 3\theta_m + \theta_r) + 3\varphi_4 + \delta_4 \right) \]

(3.80)

After adding these four voltages signals, squaring, and then dividing them by \( R \), we will obtain \( P_{3, rejected} \). Thus, the \( DPRR_3 \) can be written as

\[ DPRR_3 = \frac{16/128A^6}{\frac{1}{2}[V_1 + V_2 + V_3 + V_4]^2} \]

(3.81)

This expression can be analyzed using the Matlab software to quickly obtain results. More generally, calculations of \( DPRR \) for \( w_o + nw_m \) in a system with \( L \) paths can be given as

\[ DPRR_n = \frac{L^2 / \left( 2^{2L}A^{2n} \right)}{[V_1 + V_2 + \cdots + V_L]^2} = \frac{L^2}{(2A)^{2n}[V_1 + V_2 + \cdots + V_L]^2} \]

(3.82)

It can be seen that when using more paths \( L \), the \( DPRR_n \) becomes larger. However, the higher order harmonics are weaker, so the less suppression is sufficient. The term \( n \) in (3.82) can be replaced by an intermodulation distortion IMD product term \( (k + m) \) for two-tone modulation signals and \( (k + m + \cdots + x + j) \) for multi-tone modulation signals, so it is valid to work with any kind of distortion products (i.e., either harmonics or IMDs).
Chapter 4: The Mathematical Model of the Proposed Design under a Phased Antenna Array Perspective

4.1 Introduction

Having discussed the process of generation of distortion products and how to control them in Chapter 3, we now examine associated retransmitted (scattered) beams or radiation patterns of these distortion products. Knowing that directions of scattered beams here represent locations of the spatial outputs in Chapter 3. Because each single distortion product has independent and non-coherent frequency and phase properties, this enables the PMSA to govern several distortion products independently and concurrently. The mathematical model developed here in this chapter based on phased antenna array concepts will take into account all these factors governing spatial locations of distortion products to guarantee that the mathematical model is compatible with features of the PMSA. However, in phased antenna arrays, phase shifters must be integrated with each element of antenna arrays to enable beamforming functionality that there is no need to use them in our PMSA. This feature leads to a simple design structure.

In this chapter, we consider a narrowband signal source connected to a single directional antenna, illuminating the PMSA from a particular direction. At the PMSA, we assume elements as omnidirectional (i.e., antennas with isotropic-like radiation behavior) that we can use them as a starting point for the future derivatives based on directional antennas. The blue dotted line in Figure 4.1 represents a radiation pattern of the illuminating antenna while the red ones denote radiation patterns of array elements when working individually under the circumstances of no mutual coupling between elements. However, the PMSA has more than one scattered
beam tagged with different frequencies in both back-scattering and forward-scattering directions as will be seen later in this chapter. Moreover, each single frequency associated with a single scattered beam denotes a single distortion product generated due to the nonlinear behavior of the PMSA.

Elements utilized in the PMSA are nonconventional antennas (nonlinear elements) which are frequency-modulated antennas (i.e., modulated scatterers MSs), and the entire PMSA is a phase-modulated structure. These two types of modulations can be considered as a domestic-modulation and a global-modulation for former and latter types, respectively. Modulations in the presented design give rise to the emergence of scattered radiation beams associated with different frequencies (distortion products) at different spatial locations. Moreover, spatial locations of scattered beams of the PMSA are governed by some factors as demonstrated in Figure 4.1, given by:

1. Angular directions of incident signals $\theta_o$

2. ON/OFF switching time delays between scatterers (considered as phases in the frequency domain)

3. Reference elements for the progressive ON/OFF switching times (considered as advanced or lag phases distributed across elements $\pm \theta_m$)

4. Distances $d$ between array elements

5. Distortion product term numbers $n, k + m, k + m + s + \cdots + j$ for single-tone, two-tone, and multi-tone modulation sources, respectively.

Because each scattered radiation beam directed into a different spatial location is tagged with a different frequency, this property is like the frequency-diversity into spatial-diversity transformation (FDSDT) as in [110] [150] [129]. Also, determining a
Figure 4.1: General representation of scattered beams of distortion products generated by the PMSA source of distortion products and their particular spatial beams, it is useful in large arrays, especially that will perform in the next generation of communication systems 5G. In active antenna arrays, alleviating influences of distortion products requires to know a source of distortion products and how to control their radiation patterns being useful to increase the overall signal to noise ratio SNR [77] [127] [78] [75].

Thus, controlling directions, numbers, and types of beams of distortion products is of interest to us throughout this study. In this chapter, we only focus on a mathematical model based on phased antenna array theory to provide a comprehensive analysis tool for the PMSA. The model developed here will support the last model presented before in Chapter 3 although the underlying perspectives are different. We then look at some factors affecting the performance of PMSA from
the phased antenna array standpoint.

4.2 General Mathematical Model based on Phased Antenna Array Theory

4.2.1 Single Frequency-Modulated Element (Scatterer)

The problem of interest is exhibited in Figure 4.1. An illuminating plane wave $E_i = Ae^{jw_o t}$, where $A$ is the amplitude and $w_o$ is the illuminating frequency, impinges from a particular direction with an incident angle $\theta_o$ on a periodic phase-modulated scattering array of $L$ isotropic-elements. Because the incident signal reaches the array elements at different times, this leads to induce the same signals over elements with different phases. In case of non-modulation, induced signals over the $l - \text{th}$ element can be expressed mathematically as

$$E_{\text{ind},l} = a_l e^{j(w_o t - \phi_{o,l})} \quad (4.1)$$

where $a_l$ represents an amplitude of the induced signal at the $l - \text{th}$ element, $w_o$ is a frequency of the incident signal, $\phi_{o,l}$ denotes a phase of the induced signal at the $l - \text{th}$ element. If an array is uniform (i.e., equal distances between elements), induced phases can be written as

$$\phi_{o,l} = l \times \phi_o = l \times K d \sin (\theta_o) \quad (4.2)$$

where $l = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, L - 1$, $K$ is the free-space wave number, and $d$ is a space between any successive two elements. The description given above is valid only for signals induced over non-modulated antennas. To take into account modulation effects, signals in (4.1) must be modified. Since modulations are periodic in their nature, the induced signals on modulated antennas apertures are periodic too and can be
represented as

\[ E(\theta, w_m) = (b_{0,l} + b_{1,l} \cos(w_m t + \theta_{m,l}) + b_{2,l} \cos(2(w_m t + \theta_{m,l})) + \cdots + b_{n,l} \cos(n(w_m t + \theta_{m,l})) + \infty \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} b_{2,l} \cos(2(w_m t + \theta_{m,l})) \cdot e^{j(w_o t - \theta_{o,l})} \] (4.3)

where \( b_{n,l} \) is the \( n \)th Fourier series coefficient term at the \( l \)th element, \( \theta \) is a spatial representation of signals, and \( w_m \) and \( \theta_{m,l} \) are radian frequency and phase of modulation sources at the \( l \)th element, respectively. A frequency of the incident signals is much higher than a frequency of the modulation signals. The difference between (4.1) and (4.3) is that the induced signal on a periodic element has an infinite number of frequencies (distortion products) in contrast to an unmodulated element which has a single frequency component. Recall that each single distortion component has its particular frequency and phase.

Using Euler identity to replace cosines in (4.3), it makes the model compatible with phased antenna array equations. Thus, each cosine term can be represented by

\[ \cos x = \frac{1}{2} e^{-jx} + \frac{1}{2} e^{jx} \] (4.4)

Now, Eq.(4.3) becomes
where \( b_{-n,l} = b_{n,l} \), because magnitudes of distortion products are symmetrical about the main component \( b_{0,l} \). In the situation just described, where distortion components of modulation sources are added to the unmodulated frequency component of the incident signal, it is known as the frequency modulation, and an infinite set of new resulting frequencies is called as the Fourier series signals (distortion products).

Although there is an infinite number of distortion products which could be spatially scattered, only a few of those distortion products terms can exist physically. Also, we can see that a phase for each single distortion product \((n\theta_{m,l} - \emptyset_{o,l})\) is different from other distortion products. This holds true if our proposed system has an infinite number of elements, but because this is impossible and the phase is a periodic function with \(2\pi\), some distortion products will have the same phase shift. From the point of view of phased antenna array theory, scattered beams of distortion products (harmonics) have different spatial characteristics if phases of modulation sources working within the proposed PMSA are chosen in such a way as to guarantee that each single distortion product has its particular relative phase shift difference across the PMSA. Therefore, phases of the incident signal and modulation sources at
the $l$–th element will be given as

$$\varnothing_{a,l} = l \times \varnothing_o \quad (4.6)$$

$$\varnothing_{m,l} = l \times \varnothing_m \quad (4.7)$$

As a consequence, the final resulting phase of each harmonic at the $l$–th antenna terminals is given by

$$\varnothing_n = l \times (n\varnothing_m - \varnothing_o) \quad (4.8)$$

Eq.(4.8) provides clear evidence about phases of distortion products which are not similar at the same $l$–th antenna element except at the reference element which are equal to zero, and also states that the same distortion products at different elements do not have the same phases, leading into the spatial diversity of distortion products. In the scattering situation, phases of the incident signals are inverted due to reflection processes as in the retrodirective antenna arrays [59] [130], so Eq.(4.8) becomes

$$\varnothing_n = l \times (n\varnothing_m + \varnothing_o) \quad (4.9)$$

Eq.(4.9) is only valid when being the first element on right considered as a reference element as shown in Figure 4.1 for the progressive phase distributions of modulation and incidental signals. In other words, directions of phase distributions for both signals start from right to left. However, this is not the case since these phases distributions could start from left to right and also these two signals may not have the same direction for their phases distributions. Recall that, phases of the incident signals are attained because array elements receive the incident signals at different locations, so there will be spatial phase differences between elements. Moreover, Modulation signals turn ON/OFF elements at different times, so in the frequency
domain, there will be phase difference between elements. The phase shift distribution from right to lift is called forward, whereas the phase shift distribution from left to right is called backward (i.e., reversed).

To generalize the mathematical model for any type of phase distributions, we can rewrite (4.5) and (4.9) as

for the single-tone modulation sources

$$\emptyset_n = l \times (\pm n\emptyset_m \pm \emptyset_o)$$ (4.10)

and

$$E(\theta, w_m) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{n,t} e^{j(l \times (\pm n\emptyset_m \pm \emptyset_o))} \cdot e^{j((\omega_o + nw_m)t)}$$ (4.11)

The signs (-) and (+) in (4.10) and (4.11) represent the backward and forward directions of progressive phase shift distributions, respectively, see Figure 4.2. To this end, we assumed elements modulated by single-tone signals in our derivations. A comprehensive model must treat elements modulated by signals with an arbitrary number of tones (i.e., single-tone, two-tone, and multi-tone signals), so to derive their mathematical models, we will extend (4.10) and (4.11) instead of deriving again for the sake of simplicity to be as

for the two-tone modulation signals

$$\emptyset_{k+m} = l \times (\pm k\emptyset_{m_1} \pm m\emptyset_{m_2} \pm \emptyset_o)$$ (4.12)

and

$$E(\theta, kw_{m_1} + mw_{m_2}) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} c_{m+k,t} e^{j(l \times (\pm k\emptyset_{m_1} \pm m\emptyset_{m_2} \pm \emptyset_o))}$$

$$\times e^{j((\omega_o + kw_{m_1} + mw_{m_2})t)}$$ (4.13)
Figure 4.2: General representation of the PMSA with potential locations of the illuminating source and directions of progressive phase shift distributions of the modulation sources

for the multi-tone modulation signals

$$\emptyset_{k+m+s+...+x} = l \times (\pm k\emptyset_{m1} \pm m\emptyset_{m2} \pm s\emptyset_{m3} \pm \cdots \pm j\emptyset_{mx} \pm \emptyset_o)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

and

$$E(\theta, kw_{m1} + mw_{m2} + \cdots + jw_{mx}) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \cdots \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} d_{k+m+s+...+j,l} \times e^{j(\pm k\emptyset_{m1} \pm m\emptyset_{m2} \pm s\emptyset_{m3} \pm \cdots \pm j\emptyset_{mx} \pm \emptyset_o))} \times e^{j(w_o + kw_{m1} + mw_{m2} + sw_{m3} + \cdots + jw_{mx})t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.15)
4.2.2 An Array of Frequency-Modulated Scatterers (Phase-Modulated Scattering Array)

Having derived and defined all field quantities induced over a single frequency-modulated element (scatterer) using single-tone, two-tone, and multi-tone modulations signals, separately, Now consider an array of frequency-modulated elements is placed uniformly along the x-axis where individual elements are modulated by sinusoidal signals having the same frequency and different phases. As shown in Figure 4.2, directions of progressive phase shift distributions play a vital role in determining spatial locations of scattered beams associated with distortion products. Thus, this property paves the way for exploring potential functions of the proposed system, including beamforming capabilities. Other capabilities will also be illustrated in detail in Chapter 5.

For the case of plane wave signals arriving from an angle $\theta_o$, signals experience three different processes during their journey from the illuminating source (transmitter) side into the PSMA elements and gets back to the receiver side. First, inducing signals on elements apertures, they result from interactions between individual elements of the PMSA and the incident signals. Next, modulating the higher frequency (illuminating) signals by the lower frequency (modulation) signals is the second process called the modulation process. Eventually, re-transmitting (scattering) modulated signals into space happens due to the establishment of standing waves of distortion products signals over antennas apertures. Frequencies of induced distortion products must lie within bandwidths of antennas utilized in the PMSA to ensure scattering the most power of effective distortion products.

Fortunately, the previous section explained mathematically the first two processes as a preparation for the last process of signals manipulations. Figure 4.3 shows these three steps of processing that the incident signals experience throughout
their journey.

Now, in the last step, we have multiple frequency-modulated elements, and each element produces the same distortion products. Besides, distortion products are non-coherent in their nature (i.e., different frequencies and different phases) hence every single product has its particular radiation beam that could be directed into different spatial location from radiation beams of other distortion products. However, this holds true if phases of signal sources modulating antennas are not equal. If this happens, it makes the distortion products directed into different spatial locations. In other words, we can say that a specific distortion product emerging at a specific location in the field of view of the PMSA (SFoV) may not show up again in other different locations relying on some factors as will be seen later. This process resembles the functionality of radio frequency RF circuits that support specific distortion products and eliminate others. However, RF circuits work to enhance a single distortion product at a time, but our PMSA enhances different distortion products at different locations in space simultaneously. This feature is of significant interest in the PMSA, being summation (i.e., enhancement and cancellation) of distortion products in space at multiple different locations.

Mathematically speaking, addition of distortion products generated by different scatterers in space can be expressed as
for the single-tone modulation sources

\[
E_s(\theta, nw_m) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{n,0} e^{j(0 \times (\pm n\theta_m \pm \theta_o))} \times e^{j(w_o + nw_m)t} \times e^{0 \times jK_n d \sin(\theta)} \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{n,1} e^{j(1 \times (\pm n\theta_m \pm \theta_o))} \times e^{j(w_o + nw_m)t} \times e^{1 \times jK_n d \sin(\theta)} \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{n,2} e^{j(2 \times (\pm n\theta_m \pm \theta_o))} \times e^{j(w_o + nw_m)t} \times e^{2 \times jK_n d \sin(\theta)} + \ldots \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_{n,L-1} e^{j((L-1) \times (\pm n\theta_m \pm \theta_o))} \times e^{j(w_o + nw_m)t} \\
\times e^{(L-1) \times jK_n d \sin(\theta)} 
\]

(4.16)
Each term in the right side of (4.16), as can be seen, consists of an infinite number of distortion products. The same distortion products repeat themselves as many as scatterers in the PMSA. As conventional phased antenna arrays have a closed mathematical form exploiting the geometric series formula [34], Eq. (4.16) can be expressed using the same closed mathematical form to be written as

\[
E_s(\theta, nw_m) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{L-1}{2} \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} b_n e^{j\left[\frac{L}{2}(Kn_d \sin(\theta) \pm n\phi_m \pm \emptyset_o)\right]} e^{j(w_o + nw_m)t} \tag{4.17}
\]

for the single-tone modulation sources.

Ideally speaking, Eq.(4.18) consists of an infinite number of array factors and each array factor supports a specific distortion product term \( n \). However, most of these array factors do not bear real power (evanescent fields). The few residual array factors bearing real power (propagation fields) have maximum values when their arguments inside the brackets are equal to zero.

\[
K_n d \sin(\theta) \pm n\phi_m \pm \emptyset_o = 0 \tag{4.19}
\]

where \( K_n \) are wave vectors of new frequencies (distortion products) generated from the nonlinear operations. It can be given as

\[
K_n = K + nK_m = \frac{w_o}{c} + n \frac{w_m}{c} \tag{4.20}
\]

where \( c \) is the velocity of light in free-space. The term \( \emptyset_o \) which is \( Kd\sin\emptyset_o \) and (4.20)
are substituted in (4.19) to obtain

\[(K + nK_m) d \sin(\theta) \pm K d \sin(\theta_o) \pm n\phi_m = 0 \quad (4.21)\]

Then, angles, where array factors are maximized, can be established from (4.21) as

\[\theta_n = \arcsin \frac{\pm K d \sin(\theta_o) \mp n\phi_m}{(K + nK_m) d} \quad (4.22)\]

where each \(\theta\) associated with separate distortion product term \(n\) is replaced by \(\theta_n\). If values of \(\phi_m\) are equidistant (i.e., \(2\pi/L\)), Eq.(4.22) becomes as

\[\theta_n = \arcsin \frac{\pm K d \sin(\theta_o) \mp n \frac{2\pi}{L}}{(K + nK_m) d} = \arcsin \frac{\pm LK d \sin(\theta_o) \mp 2n\pi}{L(K + nK_m) d} \quad (4.23)\]

Here in our proposed design, we assume \(w_m \ll w_o\), resulting in \(K_m \ll K\). Thus, angles of scattered beams given in (4.23) are turned out into

\[\theta_n = \arcsin \frac{\pm LK d \sin(\theta_o) \mp 2n\pi}{LKd} \quad (4.24)\]

Eq.(4.24) confirms that directions of scattered beams are related to Fourier coefficients or distortion product term orders \(n\). To extend this study to include modulation sources with any number of tones, their derivation would be cumbersome, so we will restrict ourselves only to the final results, taking advantages of the previous equations of the single-tone modulation sources for the sake of simplicity.
For the two-tone modulation sources, Eqs.(4.18) and (4.22) can be rewritten as

\[
E_S(\theta, kw_{m1} + mw_{m2}) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} c_{k+m} e^{j\left(\frac{L-1}{2} (K_{k+m} d \sin(\theta) \pm k\theta_{m1} \pm m\theta_{m2} \pm \theta_o)\right)} \times \frac{\sin\left(\frac{L}{2} (K_{k+m} d \sin(\theta) \pm k\theta_{m1} \pm m\theta_{m2} \pm \theta_o)\right)}{\sin\left(\frac{L}{2} (K_{k+m} d \sin(\theta) \pm k\theta_{m1} \pm m\theta_{m2} \pm \theta_o)\right)} \times e^{j(w_o + kw_{m1} + mw_{m2})t}
\]  

(4.25)

and

\[
\theta_{k+m} = \arcsin \frac{\mp K d \sin(\theta_o) \mp k\theta_{m1} \pm m\theta_{m2}}{(K + (k + m) K_{m1,m2}) d}
\]  

(4.26)

where \( K_{m+k} \) is equal to

\[
K_{k+m} = K + (k + m) K_{m1,m2} = \frac{w_o}{c} + \frac{kw_{m1} + mw_{m2}}{c}
\]  

(4.27)

and for the multi-tone modulation sources, Eqs.(4.18) and (4.22) become as

\[
E_S(\theta, w_{tot}) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} d_{tot} e^{j\left(\frac{L-1}{2} (K_{tot} d \sin(\theta) \pm k\theta_{m1} \pm m\theta_{m2} \pm s\theta_{m3} \pm \cdots \pm j\theta_{mz} \pm \theta_o)\right)} \times \frac{\sin\left(\frac{L}{2} (K_{tot} d \sin(\theta) \pm k\theta_{m1} \pm m\theta_{m2} \pm s\theta_{m3} \pm \cdots \pm j\theta_{mz} \pm \theta_o)\right)}{\sin\left(\frac{L}{2} (K_{tot} d \sin(\theta) \pm k\theta_{m1} \pm m\theta_{m2} \pm s\theta_{m3} \pm \cdots \pm j\theta_{mz} \pm \theta_o)\right)} \times e^{j(w_o + w_{tot})t}
\]  

(4.28)

and

\[
\theta_{k+m+s+\cdots+j} = \arcsin \frac{\mp K d \sin(\theta_o) \mp k\theta_{m1} \pm m\theta_{m2} \pm s\theta_{m3} \pm \cdots \pm j\theta_{mz}}{(K + (k + m + s + \cdots + j) K_{m1,m2,m3,\ldots,mz}) d}
\]  

(4.29)

where \( w_{tot} = kw_{m1} + mw_{m2} + sw_{m3} + \cdots + jw_{mz} \), and \( tot = k + m + s + \cdots + j \).
$K_{k+m+s+...+j}$ is equal to

$$K_{k+m+s+...+j} = K + (k + m + s + \cdots + j)K_{m1,m2,m3,...,mx}$$

$$= \frac{w_o}{c} + \frac{kw_{m1} + mw_{m2} + sw_{m3} + \cdots + jw_{mx}}{c}$$

(4.30)

If we set $d = 0.5\lambda_o$, $K_n d$ will be equal to

$$K_n d = \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda_n}\right) \cdot 0.5\lambda_o = \pi \frac{\lambda_o}{\lambda_n}$$

(4.31)

where $\lambda_n$ are wavelengths of distortion products $n$ and they are given by

for the single-tone modulation sources

$$\lambda_n = \frac{c}{f_o + nf_m}$$

(4.32)

for the two-tone modulation sources

$$\lambda_{k+m} = \frac{c}{f_o + kf_{m1} + mf_{m2}}$$

(4.33)

for the multi-tone modulation sources

$$\lambda_{k+m+s+...+j} = \frac{c}{f_o + kf_{m1} + mf_{m2} + sf_{m3} + \cdots + jf_{mx}}$$

(4.34)

Because, in our measurements, we will use very low modulation frequency $f_m$ ($f_m << f_o$) which is about 1kHz and $f_o$ about 2.3GHz, then $\lambda_n, \lambda_{k+m}$, and $\lambda_{k+m+s+...+j}$ in (4.32), (4.33), and (4.34) will be equal to

$$\lambda_o = \frac{c}{f_o}$$

(4.35)
Moreover, to plot scattered beams of distortion products, it is suitable to normalize their beams. Typically, this can be carried out by dividing scattered beams by their maximum values. In the presented designs, maximum values of scattered beams of distortion products are given by $LB_n$ for the single-tone modulation sources. As a result, all normalized scattered beams have equal amplitudes (1 or 0dB), so we cannot easily distinguish between scattered beams of different distortion products. Hence, we will divide scattered beams given in (4.18), (4.25), and (4.28), by values $LB_0$, $LC_0$, and $LD_0$, respectively. In other words, scattered beams are divided by maximum values of the fundamental distortion products in order to preserve variations between amplitudes of different distortion products.

We obtain the normalized scattered beams of distortion products after substituting $d = 0.5\lambda_o$, $\phi_o = Kd\sin(\theta_o) = \pi\sin(\theta_o)$, equal phases for all modulation tones $\phi_{m1,m2,m3,\ldots} = 2\pi/L$, $\lambda_o = \lambda_n = \lambda_{k+m} = \lambda_{k+m+s+j}$ in (4.18), (4.25), and (4.28), separately, to yield as for the single-tone modulation sources

$$|E_{S,norm}(\theta, nw_m)| = \frac{1}{LB_0} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} B_n e^{j(w_o+nw_m)t} \times \left[ \frac{\sin\left(\frac{\pi L}{2}(\sin(\theta)\pm\sin(\theta_o)\pm\frac{2\pi}{L}(n))\right)}{\sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2}(\sin(\theta)\pm\sin(\theta_o)\pm\frac{2\pi}{L}(n))\right)} \right]$$

(4.36)

for two-tone modulation sources

$$|E_{S,norm}(\theta, kw_{m1} + mw_{m2})| = \frac{1}{LC_0} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} C_{k+m} e^{j(w_o+kw_{m1}+mw_{m2})t} \times \left[ \frac{\sin\left(\frac{\pi L}{2}(\sin(\theta)\pm\sin(\theta_o)\pm\frac{2\pi}{L}(k + m))\right)}{\sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2}(\sin(\theta)\pm\sin(\theta_o)\pm\frac{2\pi}{L}(k + m))\right)} \right]$$

(4.37)
and for multi-tone modulation sources

\[
|E_{S,norm}(\theta, w_{tot})| = \frac{1}{LD_0} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \cdots \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} D_{tot} e^{j(w_o + w_{tot})t} \times \left[ \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} \left( \sin(\theta) \pm \sin(\theta_o) \pm \frac{2}{L}(k + m + s + \cdots + j) \right) \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} \left( \sin(\theta) \pm \sin(\theta_o) \pm \frac{2}{L}(k + m + s + \cdots + j) \right) \right)} \right]
\]

(4.38)

The integers \(n, k, m, s,\) and \(j\) could be positive or negative numbers.

As mentioned above, sings \((\pm)\) in (4.36), (4.37), and (4.38) represent directions of progressive phase shift distributions across PMSA elements. The \((+\)) denotes a direction of phase shift distribution when the right-most element (the first element) is chosen as a reference element and the phase shift distribution increases gradually until the left-most element (the last element), and when a direction of progressive phase shift is reversed, we should use the sign \((-\)). When modulation sources of the PMSA have the first type of phase shift distribution, it is called the forward (FWD) PMSA whereas the backward (reversed, RVD) PMSA belongs to the second type of the phase distribution. In chapter 8, modulation signals having the same phase distribution will be used, but in the real-world applications especially in active arrays, this is impossible since each modulation source considers as a user having its own direction in the spatial environment.

Moreover, spatial phase shift distributions of incident signals depend on directions of their arrival angles which can be represented by signs \((\pm)\). Thus we can have four combinations of phase shift distributions. However, phase shifts of incident signals can be ignored if signals arrive at an array aperture normally. Thus, the term \(\sin(\theta_o)\) will be zero, and Eqs.(4.36), (4.37), and (4.38) are simplified to be as
for the single-tone modulation sources

$$|E_{S,norm}(\theta, nw_m)| = \frac{1}{LB_0} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} B_n \left\{ \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi L}{2} \left( \sin(\theta) \pm \frac{n \theta}{L} \right) \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} \left( \sin(\theta) \pm \frac{n \theta}{L} \right) \right)} \right\} \cdot e^{j(\omega_0 + nw_m)t} \quad (4.39)$$

for the two-tone modulation sources

$$|E_{S,norm}(\theta, kw_{m12} + mw_{m2})| = \frac{1}{LC_0} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} C_{k+m} e^{j(\omega_0 + kw_{m1} + mw_{m2})t} \times \left[ \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi L}{2} \left( \sin(\theta) \pm \frac{k \theta}{L} \right) \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} \left( \sin(\theta) \pm \frac{k \theta}{L} \right) \right)} \right] \quad (4.40)$$

and for multi-tone modulation sources

$$|E_{S,norm}(\theta, w_{tot})| = \frac{1}{LD_0} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} D_{tot} e^{j(\omega_0 + w_{tot})t} \times \left[ \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi L}{2} \left( \sin(\theta) \pm \frac{k \theta}{L} \right) \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} \left( \sin(\theta) \pm \frac{k \theta}{L} \right) \right)} \right] \quad (4.41)$$

Here, the PMSA scatters beams of negative and positive distortion products symmetrically about the broadside direction due to their conjugate phase shifts. Figure 4.4 shows the spatial representation of the scattered beams of distortion products generated by the PMSA when incident signals are normal.

To this end, all explanations made above were about the backscattering (reflection). Thus, in order to generalize the explanation, we will extend the mathematical models to take into account the forward-scattering (transmission). The forward-scattering is nothing more than flipping directions of scattered beams around the array axis. Thus, exploiting mathematical models of backscattering derived above facilitates the procedure. In the forward-scattering, angles of scattered beams of distortion products are images of their counterparts in the backscattering. In
the backscattering, both incident and scattered signals exist, while being only the scattered signals in the forward-scattering. Models presented in (4.18), (4.25), and (4.28) represent the backscattered signals for single-tone, two-tone, and multi-tone, respectively. These models can be denoted by $E_{BS}$, and the forward-scattering can be denoted by $E_{FS}$. $E_{FS}$ is equal to $E_{BS} e^{j\pi}$ provided we omit incident signals, where the term $e^{j\pi}$ comes from that scattered beams are flipped around an array axis.

For instance, when a scattered beam of the 1USB harmonic product appears at the left-side of FoV of the PMSA in the backscattering, it will emerge at the right-side in the forward-scattering. Figure 4.1 exhibits locations of scattered beams of the same distortion products in both regions.

Mathematically, fields in both regions can be related as

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
E_{BS} \\
E_{FS}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
R(w) & 1 \\
0 & T(w)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
A e^{j\omega t} \\
A e^{j\omega t}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(4.42)

where $R(w)$ and $T(w)$ are reflection and transmission properties of the PMSA. The relationship between $R(w)$ and $T(w)$ is

$$
T(w) = R(w) \cdot e^{j\pi}
$$

(4.43)

The reflection and transmission coefficients are expressed as

$$
R(w) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} b_{n,l} \cos (n (w_m + \theta_{m,l}))
$$

(4.44)

and

$$
T(w) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} b_{n,l} \cos (n (w_m + \theta_{m,l} + \pi))
$$

(4.45)

Eqs.(4.44) and(4.45) stand only for the PMSA when driven by the single-tone
modulation sources.

Figure 4.4: Spatial representation of scattered beams of distortion products generated by the PMSA when incident signals are normal
Chapter 5: Features and Some Applications of the PMSA

5.1 Introduction

This chapter will mainly focus on exploring some features and applications of the PMSA which are not described in Chapters 3 and 4. The scope of the previous two chapters was about how to derive mathematical models based on two different perspectives. These two different derived mathematical models open up the door to a plethora of curious features and applications that are not disclosed in the literature yet to the best of authors knowledge.

The diffraction grating-like behavior is one of the substantial features of the PMSA that is demonstrated in section 5.2. Generalizing a law for decomposition modes (distortion products), one can easily find out the spatial characteristics of modes, physical numbers of existing modes, and cutoff and retrodirective modes and how to control them. In section 5.3, another substantial feature of the PMSA being the non-reciprocity is established. This feature aids to build a structure able to deal with transmitting-receiving signals simultaneously without using particular devices such as circulators which are expensive and bulky. It is a promising feature of our presented structure. Subsequently, in section 5.4, we present a model function combining between the property and the application called the beamforming. The beamforming is the main and common feature of phased arrays. The PMSA may find its way in some beamforming applications for being a simple design, thereby reducing the cost. Then, the mathematical models of the proposed design will be utilized as a tool to analyze the distortion products generated in active arrays with an illustrative example supporting the model in section 5.5. Next, we will utilize the design as a tunable spatial harmonic generator in section 5.6. The tunability feature may make
the PMSA useful in different applications such as radars. Eventually, in section 5.7, the wide angle performance of the direction finding application is described.

5.2 The Diffraction Grating-Like Behavior

In this section, we present one of the most important features of the PMSA model which is the diffraction grating-like behavior. The process of scattering of modes (i.e., distortion products) generated by the PMSA is somehow similar to the process of diffracting modes by diffraction grating structures. The PMSA is able to scatter decomposed modes spatially in different directions depending on the design properties and a mode number. Figure 5.1 illustrates a comparison between a conventional diffraction grating and the PMSA. The diffraction grating is made of a series of grooves etched over a glass or a metal surface while the PMSA is an array of scatterers, antennas integrated with modulators, placed linearly on a one axis. The diffraction grating is an optical device, whereas the PMSA model can be scaled up from low frequencies (acoustic band) to higher frequencies (terahertz THz band). In fixed diffraction grating devices, design properties cannot be altered [104] [122]. In contrast, parameters governing spatial properties of scattered modes (distortion products) generated by the PMSA can be readily changed, leading into a system with reconfigurable spatial properties. Relative phase shift differences $\phi_m$ of the modulations sources and their progressive directions (i.e., $\pm$), distances separating elements $d$, directions of the incident signals, and frequencies are the major factors determining the spatial properties of distortion products (modes) of the PMSA. The parameters that have control over the spatial characteristics of modes make our PMSA distinct because they can be varied without the need to change the design. Bear in mind, the word “mode” is interchangeable with the word “distortion product” wherever you find it in this section. Moreover, when using multi-tone modulation
sources, newly mixed frequencies will appear in the spatial response of the PMSA due to the nonlinearities of active devices where it is impossible in conventional diffraction grating devices when shined by several incident signals at the same time.

In the following subsection, generalized law for the spatial scattered modes of the PMSA is presented.

5.2.1 The Equation of Spatial Characteristics of Distortion Products (Modes)

Referring to (4.21), an equation representing spatial characteristics of scattered modes of the PMSA when using the single-tone modulation sources can be written as

\[ K_n \sin (\theta_n) = K_o \sin (\theta_o) \mp n \frac{\theta_m}{d} \quad (5.1) \]

Figure 5.1: An illustrative comparison between the diffraction grating and the PMSA
Eq.(5.1) resembles the principal equation of the diffraction grating which is given by [104]

\[ K_m \sin(\theta_m) = K_{inc} \sin(\theta_{inc}) - m \frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} \]  

(5.2)

where \( K_m, K_{inc}, \theta_m, \theta_{inc}, \Lambda, \) and \( m \) are the wave number of the \( m \)-th diffracted mode, the wave number of incident mode, the diffracted angle of \( m \)-th mode, the angle of incident mode, the spacing between grating pitches, and the \( m \)-th mode term number, respectively. Because (5.1) is similar to (4.21), we will not define its terms for the sake of simplicity. We can see that both equations (5.1) and (5.2) are similar, but there are two explicit differences. The first difference is the sign before the second terms in the right-side of both equations. In the diffraction grating equation, the sign cannot be altered unless we build a different diffraction grating. Whereas we can easily change the sign of the PMSA equation once we reverse a direction of the phase shift distribution of the modulation sources. The second difference is that we have terms \( \emptyset_m \) and \( d \) in (5.1) which are variable, while being constant terms \( 2\pi \) and \( \Lambda \) in (5.2). Thus, the terms \( \emptyset_m \) and \( d \) aid to build a reconfigurable (real-time) PMSA, making a substantial difference compared to conventional diffraction grating devices.

Each \( \theta_n \) denotes a scattered angle associated with its own \( n \)-th mode term. Ideally, there is an infinite number of modes (spatial distortion products), but only few of them are actually propagating modes. Only these modes can carry real power. To differentiate between the propagating and non-propagating modes (evanescent), Eq.(5.1) must be solved for \( \theta_n \). In case of the modulation frequencies being much smaller than the incident frequencies, \( K_n \) will be almost equal to \( K_o \) \((K_n \approx K_o)\), which results in a dispersion-less structure.

As an example, we set \( \emptyset_m = 2\pi/L \) as the standard values for phases of the modulation sources, where \( L \) is the total number of scatterers in the PMSA, the elements spacing \( d \) is a half wavelength \( \lambda_o/2 \) at the incident frequency \( f_o \), and \( K_n = K_o = 2\pi/\lambda_o \).
In addition, we consider only the forward-progressive phase distribution so that only the sign (−) in the second part of the right-side in (5.1) is taken into account. After applying all these substitutions and doing few simplifications, Eq.(5.1) becomes

$$\sin (\theta_n) = \sin (\theta_o) - \left( \frac{2n}{L} \right)$$ (5.3)

When the incident signal in Figure 5.1 becomes normal, $\theta_o = 0^\circ$, the term $\sin(\theta_o)$ in (5.3) will be dropped, leading into

$$\sin (\theta_n) = - \left( \frac{2n}{L} \right)$$ (5.4)

For $L = 4$, the first scattered modes to appear are $n = \pm 1$. These modes bend toward $\theta_{\pm 1} = \pm \arcsin(1/2) = \pm 30^\circ$. The following scattered modes bend toward $\theta_{\pm 2} = \pm \arcsin(1) = \pm 90^\circ$, and the third order scattered modes are directed toward $\theta_{\pm 3} = \pm \arcsin(3/2) = $ imaginary angles (not exist). Moreover, the zero-order mode is reflected back into the same incident direction $\theta_o = 0^\circ$, because $\theta_0 = \arcsin(0) = 0^\circ$. As a consequence, the different modes generated from the PMSA are directed into different angles, so it would be better if we classify them and determine which mode can propagate, relying on their spatial scattered angles of modes. These modes can be classified as specular, propagating, cutoff, and evanescent modes. The specular mode is reflected back into the opposite direction of the incident angle $-\theta_0$ due to effects of the phase inversion and absence of modulation effects. Here in this example $\theta_0 = 0^\circ$ so that the angles of incident and specular modes are not different. Furthermore, this mode carries real power, and most times is dominant because of its highest energy. Other modes which also carry real power are the scattered propagating modes, and they are placed between the normal-axis $\theta = 0^\circ$ and off-axis $\theta = \pm 90^\circ$ directions. Other modes being the cutoff and the evanescent modes are located at $\pm 90^\circ$ angles and
beyond, respectively. Powers of the cutoff modes are highly attenuated by patterns of the PMSA antennas, while being reactive powers (not real) in the evanescent modes. Figure 5.2 displays wavefronts of scattered modes in both reflection and transmission regions. It can be seen that the fundamental mode does not experience any phase shift as seen in Figure 5.2a. Also, the 1LSB mode is bent toward the angles $30^\circ$ and $-30^\circ$ in regions above (backscattering) and under (forward-scattering) of the PMSA axis, respectively, as seen in Figure 5.2b. In Figure 5.2c, the 1USB mode is similar to the 1LSB mode but it propagates in the opposite direction. The $\pm1^{st}$ modes have symmetrical bending angles leading us to conclude that all the higher order modes $\pm n$ are distributed symmetrically when incident signals are normal. This symmetry between the positive and negative modes disappears once the incident signals depart the normal trajectory. Thus, in order to validate the context of the model with any incident angle, repeating the former example with an incident angle of $-30^\circ$ is given in Figure 5.3. The phase gradient introduced by the oblique incidence is altered or canceled out by varying phases of the modulation sources. The same mode for both incident angles has different wavefront directions. For example, the 1LSB mode directs toward the angle $+30^\circ$ in Figure 5.2b, while it directs toward $+90^\circ$ in Figure 5.3b. Hence, directions of the incident signals play a vital role in determining directions of scattered modes. Realization of the mode beamforming can be carried out just by changing an angle of the incident signals, and the real-time direction tunability of scattered modes has become possible without using real phase shifters. A functionality of beamforming will be described later in this chapter. As can be seen, some modes exchanged their status (i.e., types of modes). For example, the cutoff mode in Figure 5.2d becomes a propagating mode in Figure 5.3d, and the propagating mode in Figure 5.2b becomes a cutoff mode in Figure 5.3b. To generalize the discussion given above when utilizing multi-tone modulation sources,
it just adds phase contributions resulting from extra tones into (5.1).

For the two-tone modulation sources, the scattering equation becomes

\[
K_{k+m} \sin (\theta_{k+m}) = K_o \sin (\theta_o) \mp k \frac{\theta_{m1}}{d} \mp m \frac{\theta_{m2}}{d}
\]

(5.5)

For the multi-tone modulation sources, the scattering equation becomes

\[
K_{k+m+s+\ldots+j} \sin (\theta_{k+m+s+\ldots+j}) = K_o \sin (\theta_o) \mp \left( k\theta_{m1} + m\theta_{m2} + s\theta_{m3} + \cdots + j\theta_{mx} \right) \frac{1}{d}
\]

(5.6)
5.2.2 Cutoff Modes and the Total Number of Real Scattered Modes

When the scattered angle $\theta_n$ becomes imaginary, the $n - th$ mode will not transfer real power, being an evanescent mode. The mode separating between the propagating and evanescent modes is called the cutoff mode. If this mode exists, it always appears at an angles $\pm 90^\circ$. Mathematically, to figure out the cutoff modes, $\theta_n$ should be replaced by $\pm 90^\circ$ in (5.1), and after doing some mathematical simplifications, the cutoff mode equation can be expressed as

$$ n_{\text{cutoff}} = \frac{-K_0d (\sin (\pm 90^\circ) + \sin (\theta_o))}{\theta_m} $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

Figure 5.3: Wavefronts of modes at $-30^\circ$ incident signals a) the zero mode (specular) b) the first LSB mode (cutoff) c) the first USB mode (propagating) d) the second USB mode (propagating)
where \( \sin(\pm 90^\circ) = \pm 1 \), and the sign \((-\)\) in the onset of the right side of the equation helps to distinct between modes of forward and the backward phase distributions of the modulation sources. The same assumptions given above in the example are utilized again here, \( L = 4 \), \( d = \lambda_o/2 \), \( \theta_m = 2\pi/L \), and two values for \( \theta_o = 0^\circ \) and 30°. Therefore, Eq.(5.7) becomes

\[
n_{\text{cutoff}} = \pm(\pm 2 + 2 \sin(\theta_o)) \tag{5.8}
\]

If the forward phase distribution across the PMSA is only considered, we can rewrite (5.8) as

\[
n_{\text{cutoff}} = -(\pm 2 + 2 \sin(\theta_o)) \tag{5.9}
\]

Table 5.1 presents the modes (distortion products) of the PMSA according to their types for two different incident angles. Table 5.1 also highlights the cutoff modes in order to clarify that the their orders will be varied in accordance with directions of the incident signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Angle</th>
<th>Mode Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>-3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-30°</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E: Evanescent, P: Propagating, C: Cutoff

It is worth noting that the total number of propagated modes is similar for both incident angles although some modes are converted from propagation into cutoff and vice versa. Given a separating distance \( d \), a number of scatterers \( L \), and a relative modulation phase difference \( \theta_m \), we can calculate how many propagating modes exist, confined between angles of the two cutoff modes, in the visible view of the PMSA. The term \( \sin(\theta_n) \) should be less than one to ensure having propagating modes. Assuming
normal incidence again, it can be expressed as

\[ |\sin (\theta_n)| = \pm n \frac{\theta_m}{K_\alpha d} < 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

Therefore, a maximum value for \( n \) is

\[ n_{\text{max}} = \frac{K_\alpha d}{\theta_m} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

and the total number of possible propagating modes \( M \) is

\[ M = 2n_{\text{max}} - 1 = \frac{2K_\alpha d}{\theta_m} - 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.12)

5.2.3 Incident Frequency Sensitivity

Previously, we assumed that a frequency of the incident signals \( f_o \) used in all equations derived above is constant. If this is not the case, then spatial directions of scattered modes will be no longer the same, thus it is advantageous to find a relationship connecting between the variations in frequencies of incident signals and angles of scattered modes.

Starting with the scattering equation in (5.1), it reduces the time of calculation and facilitates understanding the procedure of the sensitivity derivation. To explicitly include a frequency of the incident signals in the scattering equation, Eq.(5.1) becomes as

\[ \sin (\theta_n) = \sin (\theta_o) \pm n \frac{\theta_m f_o}{2\pi dc} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)
The definition of the incident frequency sensitivity is the difference in scattered angles if a frequency of the incident signals varies \( \frac{\partial \theta_n}{\partial f_o} \).

\[
\frac{\partial \theta_n}{\partial f_o} = \frac{\pm n \phi_m}{2 \pi dc \cdot \cos (\theta_n)}
\] (5.14)

where \( c \) is the light speed in free-space. The scattered angle sensitivity is

\[
\Delta \theta_n = \frac{\pm n \phi_m}{2 \pi dc \cdot \cos (\theta_n)} \Delta f_o
\] (5.15)

The facts can be deduced from (5.15) are

1. Angles of high order modes are affected more than angles of low order modes.
2. Using larger \( d \) reduces the scattered angle sensitivity.
3. Using lower values of phases (i.e., more elements in the PMSA) reduces the sensitivity of scattered angles.

### 5.2.4 Retrodirective Modes

As illustrated before, scattered beams of distortion products are propagating to reach different directions in space according to specific factors governing the PMSA design. One of these scattered beams could propagate back toward a direction of the illuminating source under specific circumstances, as shown in Figure 5.4. Because this is similar to functional operation of retrodirective arrays [8] [151] [79] [159], these modes can be called as retrodirective modes. This happens, when applying \( \theta_n = \theta_o \), and substituting this condition to (5.1), the retrodirective modes are obtained as

\[
n_{\text{retro}} = -\frac{2K_o \sin (\theta_o)}{\phi_m} d
\] (5.16)
Assuming $d = \lambda_o/2$ and $\theta_m = 2\pi/L$ again here as in the previous examples, Eq.(5.16) becomes

$$n_{\text{retro}} = -L \sin(\theta_o) \tag{5.17}$$

For $L = 4$, Table 5.1 illustrates the retrodirective modes with different incident angles.

Table 5.2: Illustration of the retrodirective modes for $L = 4$ with five different incident angles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Angle</th>
<th>$2^{nd}$</th>
<th>$1^{st}$</th>
<th>$0^{th}$</th>
<th>$1^{st}$</th>
<th>$2^{nd}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$-30^\circ$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-15^\circ$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15^\circ$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30^\circ$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yes=retrodirective, No$\neq$ retrodirective

![Figure 5.4: Retrodirective modes in the PMSA](image)

As given in Table 5.2, angles of the incident signals play a vital role in determining which mode will act as a retrodirective mode. Also, the retrodirective modes are either up-converted or down-converted in the frequency, whereas conventional retrodirective arrays do not convert frequencies of retrodirective signals. Therefore, conventional retrodirective arrays are usually used in wireless systems with security issues, so the property of the frequency conversion with the retrodirective properties make the PMSA more valuable.
5.3 The Non-Reciprocity

In this section, we explore another exciting feature offered by our PMSA being the non-reciprocal functionality. Here, the PMSA acts as a spatial frequency selector. In other words, it passes a specific signal through a particular direction, but the same signal will be blocked in the opposite path or redirect it into a different direction. This feature is quite interesting, so shedding light on it becomes very necessary to enrich the research work with features and potential applications of the presented PMSA.

Due to the directionality of phase shift distributions of the modulation sources [20] [161] [85] [160] [46], which advances progressively from left to right or from right to left across the array, the PMSA design is inherently non-reciprocal. The resulting device could be considered as a spatial two-port network, performing tasks of spatial frequency modulation-demodulation (mixing), spatial duplexing, and scattering array (radiation) at the same time, thus operating as a full duplex transceiver. Moreover, the design will be a low profile printed structure, whereas conventional non-reciprocal devices are bulky due to the use of magnets as a core of their parts [86], and hence suffer from integrating with printed printed circuits. This is a promising feature, and is expected to find itself in some distinct applications.

5.3.1 Half-Duplex Non-Reciprocal Operations

Assuming a single source with a frequency $w_o$ illuminating the PMSA from a particular angle $\theta_o$, the signal is up-converted into the 1USB mode and retransmitted at a different angle $\theta_1$, where the direction of progressive phase distribution is from right to left as shown in Figure 5.5a. From the General scattering equation (5.1), we obtain

$$K_o \sin (\theta_o) = -K_1 \sin (\theta_1) - \frac{\theta_m}{d}$$

(5.18)
In Figure 5.5b, when the same upconverted signal, \( w_1 = w_o + w_m \), is applied at an angle \( \theta_1 \), with using the same analysis, the downconverted, \( w_{-1} = w_1 - w_m = w_o + w_m - w_m = w_o \) and upconverted, \( w_1 = w_1 + w_m = w_o + w_m + w_m = w_o + 2w_m \) modes are given by

\[
K_1 \sin (\theta_1) = K_{-1} \sin (\theta_{1'}) - \frac{\theta_m}{d}
\]  

(5.19)

We add primes on the mode numbers in the last two equations in order to distinguish between the two states of the incident signals. Furthermore, the sign \((-)\) is added before the first part of the right-side of (5.18), but it is not added in (5.19) and (5.20) because the incident signal in the first equation is propagated across the array.
From Eqs. (5.18), (5.19), and (5.20), we can obtain

\[ K'_1 \sin (\theta'_1) = K_1 \sin (\theta_1) + \frac{\varphi_m}{d} = -K_o \sin (\theta_o) \frac{\varphi_m}{d} = -K_o \sin (\theta_o) \] (5.21)

\[ K'_1 \sin (\theta'_1) = K_1 \sin (\theta_1) - \frac{\varphi_m}{d} = -K_o \sin (\theta_o) - \frac{\varphi_m}{d} = -K_o \sin (\theta_o) - \frac{2\varphi_m}{d} \] (5.22)

Since \( K'_1 \) is equal to \( K_o \) as mentioned above, it can be concluded from (5.21) that angles \( \theta'_1 \) and \( \theta_o \) are not equal, resulting in that the reflected back beam of the signal \( w_{-1'} = w_o \) is not propagating toward the same direction of the incident beam \( w_o \) in Figure 5.5a. As a result, the PMSA can behave as a two port unidirectional isolator. The ports 1 and 2 are located along the propagation path of the incident beam at \( \theta_o \) and the backscattered beam at \( \theta_1 \), respectively. Propagation of the illuminating signal from port 1 into port 2 is allowed, while it is prohibited to propagate oppositely from port 2 to port 1. Although the signal \( w_o \) is prohibited from reaching port 1 coming from port 2, it will be redirected toward a different direction as mathematically illustrated in (5.21). From a circuit theory point of view, we can say that \( S21 \neq S12 \), and \( S12 = 0 \), which is essential for devices such as circulators. Eq.(5.21) reveals the angle of \( \theta'_1 \) depends on \( \varphi_m \) and \( \theta_o \), which leads to easily control angles of scattered beams while operating in the RF band as we will see in the next section.

From Eq.(5.22) we can see that the PMSA generates another band \( w_o + 2w_m \) reflected back which is possible to reach the incident source again. This frequency band can be completely removed using trivial filtering. Figure 5.5c and 5.5d show the equivalent schematics of non-reciprocal systems when utilizing them as
spatial upconverter and downconverter mixers, respectively. Moreover, the signal \( w_o \) in Figure 5.5b reaching the angle \(-\theta_o\) experiences a downconversion process (demodulation), while the signal \( w_o \) in Figure 5.5a experiences an upconversion process (modulation) before reaching the angle \( \theta_1 \). These two frequency conversion processes could be combined to come up with a full transceiver. If we re-invoke the same example given above with an incident angle \( \theta_o = -30^\circ \), angles \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta'_{-1} \) are 0\(^\circ\) and 30\(^\circ\), respectively. In the upconversion part, a transmitter is located at an angle where the phase distribution of incident signals and the phase distribution of modulation signals at the 1USB component are canceled out by each other, resulting in the up-conversion scattered beam at the broadside 0\(^\circ\). Whereas the phase shift distribution of incident signals at \( \theta_1 = 0^\circ \) and the phase shift distribution of modulation signals at the 1LSB component are added together, resulting in bending the downconverted scattered beam away from the broadside to reach the angle \( \theta'_{-1} = 30^\circ \). Interestingly, if the progressive phase distribution is reversed to start from the opposite end, the same conclusion can be adopted, but angles of upconverted and downconverted components, in principle, are spontaneously switched. Also, these angles can be continuously tuned to make an adaptive (reconfigurable) full transceiver for security issues.

### 5.3.2 Full-Duplex Non-Reciprocal Device

Having discussed operations of both frequency downconversion and upconversion separately, now, we can combine them to create a full duplex system. The structure operating here as a combined antenna-circulator (duplexer)-mixer may be fully understood from equations illustrated above. Figure 5.5 confirms that the 1USB product of the transmitter located at \(-30\) is directed toward the broadside 0, while the 1LSB of incident angle coming from the broadside 0\(^\circ\) is directed toward the receiver
located at 30°, knowing that a frequency of the original signal of a transmitter and the 1LSB product of 0° incident signal are the same.

5.4 Beamforming of Distortion Products

As illustrated previously, the PMSA consists of high-speed RF switches (RTSs) and antenna to construct nonlinear elements, mainly responsible for generating distortion products. Each single distortion product is non-coherent with other distortion products and has its particular associated scattered beam, and it is thus easy to control them. The non-coherent nature of distortion products ignites our curiosity if we can exploit and control them separately. One of these exploitations is to control directions of scattered beams associated with each single distortion product. It can be called multi-frequency multi-beam scanning technique what distinguishes our PMSA design from other conventional beamforming techniques.

To steer beam patterns in conventional phased arrays, relative phase shifts must be applied to all elements of an array except the reference element [108]. Integrating phase shifters into a structure is not an easy task as well as increasing the cost. These issues are entirely alleviated with the PMSA. The idea behind leaving the use of phase shifters while maintaining the beamforming functionality is that RF switches are not turned ON-OFF at the same time. The process of sequentially turning ON-OFF switches in the time domain is similar to the use of phase shifters in the frequency domain. In other words, an advance or a delay in the time-domain will be a lead or a lag in a phase shift in the frequency-domain. Therefore, the PMSA is inherently able to scan beams of distortion products, leading to that the beamforming functioning of the PMSA combines between the property and application. As a consequence, synthesizing any phase shift value will be an easy task by using a time sequence with different time steps and ON-OFF instants. Moreover, directions of time sequences
also play a vital role in determining and steering beams of distortion products.

The last factor directly affecting values of phases of distortion products is directions of the incident signals, which in turn, changes directions of distortion products beams.

These three factors are repeatedly mentioned before and here again for the sake of completeness. More importantly, as RF switches of the PMSA can be governed electronically, the time sequence (phase modulation) can be readily reprogrammed to select any arbitrary phase shift in real-time, thus providing a continuously tunable (adaptive) PMSA.

5.4.1 Numerical Examples

Every distortion component in (4.17), (4.25), and (4.28) generated by scattering arrays has a scattered beam versus $\theta$ and follows a rule of $\sin(Ly)/\sin(y)$, where $y$ represents arguments of functions inside brackets in these equations with maximum values being obtained at $y = 0$. Peaks occur when the condition in (4.21) is satisfied. Peaks of distortion products are located at different spatial angles and can change their locations if anyone of the three factors mentioned above is varied, leading to steering all distortion products concurrently. This attribute along with the nonreciprocal feature can be considered as essential bricks to build a robust system against interference and intended noise.

In the following, two examples with 4 and 8 elements of uniform linear PMSAs with $d=0.7\lambda_0$ and $0.5\lambda_0$ are simulated using Matlab. In addition to that, the modulation signals employed in the simulations are both single and two tones time sequences to demonstrate that not only harmonics but also intermodulation distortions IMDs can be controlled and directed into any spatial locations. This capability to work with any number and all types of distortion products is a privilege
for the PMSA over conventional phased arrays which work only with fundamental frequencies. This step has been taken for being required to predict the overall performance of the PMSA with varying number of tones and with different steps of time sequences. Many factors will be addressed in the simulations to investigate the robustness of the model presented in Chapter 4.

5.4.1.1 Example 1: 4-element PMSA with $d = 0.7\lambda_o$

Now consider a simple example of 4-element uniform linear phase-modulated scattering array PMSA. The spacing between elements is $d = 0.7\lambda_o$. Here it is assumed that PMSA elements are isotropic; that is, scattering signal amplitude and gain of each scatterer are uniform. Also, we do not take into account the mutual coupling between elements. Transmitting and receiving antennas are placed in the far-field of the PMSA. In the simulation, a fictional TX antenna is placed at some selected spatial locations, and at each location for the Tx antenna, another fictional RX antenna moves angularly from most negative angle, backfire or $-90^\circ$, into the most positive angle, endfire or $90^\circ$. Scattered powers are detected and recorded at every two degrees. In all simulations, we set modulation and illuminating frequencies as $1\text{kHz}$ and $12\text{kHz}$, respectively, because these values are similar to the measurement results after down-conversion as a step to unify the results.

In the first part of the example, we use single-tone (modulation sources), and Eq.(4.17) is implemented in Matlab to illustrate beamforming capabilities of the single-tone PMSA. Results shown in Figure 5.6 represent scattered beams of the PMSA for three different locations of the illuminating signal (fictitious transmitter) which are ($-21^\circ$, $0^\circ$ and $21^\circ$) as well as when reversing direction of the progressive phase shift distribution of the modulation sources at the incident angle of $0^\circ$. It can be seen for example that the scattered beams of the 1USB harmonic appears at three different
spatial locations $0^\circ, 21^\circ$ and $-43^\circ$ in the visible region of the PMSA for $-21^\circ, 0^\circ$ and $21^\circ$ incident angles, respectively. Moreover, when the incident angles are $21^\circ$ and $-21^\circ$, the scattering beams of the 1USB and the 1LSB have other beams being grating lobes, emerging at angles $-43^\circ$ and $43^\circ$, respectively. Appearance of grating lobes of harmonics is due to the same reason in conventional uniform arrays [108]. The possibility of grating lobes occurrence increases as the scattered beams of distortion products move further away from the broadside direction $\theta = 0^\circ$. This is an inherent problem even in phased arrays and is still there in our PMSA design. The distance $d$ between elements should also follow a rule in (5.23), to avoid grating lobes.

$$d = \frac{\lambda_o}{1 + \sin \theta}$$  (5.23)

where $\lambda_o$ is the incident signal wavelength in free-space and $\theta$ is angles scattered beams. Although small spacing distances helps to avoid the occurrence of grating lobes, this could give rise to an increase of mutual coupling between elements. The system performance deteriorates quickly as mutual coupling increases with small separating distances. Thus, moderate distances should be selected as a tradeoff between these two issues. To show effects of large distances on scattered beams of distortion products, the results in Figure 5.6b are re-simulated with $d = 2\lambda_o$ as shown in Figure 5.7, leading to scattered beams with several peaks. Moreover, we have added small lines in Figure 5.6 to indicate peaks of scattered beams.

Note that as shown in Figure 5.6, amplitudes of scattered beams are not the same due to nature of polynomial representation of distortion products generated in nonlinear components. Also, if we compare between Figure 5.6b and Figure 5.6d, note that directions of scattered beams of lower and upper sidebands distortion products are replaced by each other due to the change in directions of progressive
Figure 5.6: Scattered beams of distortion products for the 4-element PMSA for the incident angles a) $-21^\circ$ b) $0^\circ$ c) $21^\circ$ and d) $0^\circ$ reversed-type phase shift distributions of the modulation sources $\theta_m$ across array elements. Like conventional phased arrays, scattered beams of distortion products get wider as they
move away from the broadside direction $\theta = 0^\circ$. Figure 5.6 shows only the spatial dependence of scattered beams, but not the frequency-dependence. More detailed representations of the example results presented in Figure 5.6 can be obtained if we use 3D plots. Figure 5.8 shows that the 3D plots of scattered beams of distortion products generated in the PMSA are directed into different scattered angles and each beam is tagged with a different frequency determined by the term order of distortion products. To delineate the relationship between frequencies and scattered angles of distortion products, Figure 5.8 also shows the top views of 3D plots.

 Beamforming of distortion products can be carried out by changing either direction of the the incident signals or phase shift distributions of the modulation signals. Because there are plenty of distortion products, we obtain only the 1USB and 1LSB, resulting from the 4-element PMSA as desired distortion products to demonstrate the beamforming capabilities. Figure 5.9a displays scattered beams of the 1USB and 1LSB distortion components when a relative phase shift difference of the modulation signals varies from $60^\circ$ to $10^\circ$ with a step $10^\circ$ for $\theta_o = 0^\circ$. As can be seen, scattered beams approach the specular direction, which is at the broadside $\theta = 0^\circ$ here, as the
relative phase shift difference of the modulation sources decreases. As a consequence, when it becomes zero, all scattered beams of distortion products will have the same direction with the fundamental mode to reach the specular direction $-\theta_o$. Although scattered beams of higher orders are not shown, we can conclude from (4.22) and Figure 5.9a that as a distortion term number increases, scattered beams approach faster to the broadside direction. Figure 5.9b and 5.9c illustrate scattered beams of distortion products for two different incident angles $0^\circ$ and $21^\circ$, respectively, generated in the 4-element PMSA when all elements are switched ON-OFF simultaneously (i.e., no modulation phase shifts). Results do confirm application of the mathematical model presented in Chapter 4. At the first incident angle, all scattered beams of distortion products appear at the broadside $0^\circ$ for the $0^\circ$ incident angle while the same scattered beams appear at the angle $-21^\circ$ for the $21^\circ$ incident angle which is like Snell-reflection behavior. In addition to that, we display effects of incident angles on spatial locations of the 1USB and the 1LSB scattered beams, see Figure 5.10a and 5.10b, respectively. Figure 5.11 presents the potential locations of the 1USB, 1LSB, 2USB, and 2LSB components versus the incident angle and the modulation phase shifts for the 4-element PMSA with $d=0.7\lambda_o$.

Up to now, all the simulations results presented in the current section are limited to using single-tone modulations sources. Now, we consider the PMSA with two-tone modulation sources as a general example of the multi-tone PMSA. The difference when using two-tone modulation sources is that the scattered beams of distortion products are not only for harmonic distortion HD products but also for intermodulation distortion IMDs products. This increases a number of expected scattered beams of distortion product to make it as a forest of scattered beams. Thus, it is not easy task to deal with all of them. To plot all scattered beams of distortion products, it will be a heavy burden. Thus, we will suffice here with briefly providing
Figure 5.8: Plot of frequency varying scattered beams versus angle for different incident angles a) $-21^\circ$ 3D b) $-21^\circ$ 2D c) $0^\circ$ 3D and d) $0^\circ$ 2D e) $21^\circ$ 3D f) $21^\circ$ 2D g) $0^\circ$ 3D inverted-type h) $0^\circ$ 2D inverted-type
Figure 5.9: a) Plots of the 1USB and the 1LSB scattered beams of the 4-element PMSA for different modulation phase shifts b) scattered beams of a 4-element PMSA with $\theta_m = 0$ and $\theta_o = 0^\circ$ c) scattered beams patterns of a 4-element PMSA with $\theta_m = 0$ and $\theta_o = -21^\circ$

frequencies and phases of some IMDs and HDs as given in Table 5.3. Frequencies of two tones are 1kHz and 0.9kHz while the main frequency is 12kHz.

Many observations can be attained from Table 5.3. First, each distortion product has a different phase combination. Second, symmetrical HDs and IMDs around the main frequency have opposite phases. This means that these distortion products with opposite phases are scattered symmetrical in space. Finally, if phases of the
Figure 5.10: Scattered beams of distortion products for different incident angles a) 1USB b) 1LSB

main tones $w_{m1}$ and $w_{m2}$ are similar, some IMDS products given in table like IMD23, IMD12, IMD21, and IMD32 have the same phase and equal to phase of one of the main tones regardless of their different frequencies. Thus, their scattered beams always accompany scattered beams of the first harmonics HD1 and HD2 of the main tones. Moreover, phase of IMD1 is zero or in the correct sense; it will be equal to the inverted phase of the incident signals. Thus, having zero phase shifts for the IMD1 occurs when an angle of the incident signal is zero. Phase of IMD2 is equal to phase of either $w_o + 2w_{m1}$ or $w_o + 2w_{m2}$. The same conclusion can be applied to the negative distortion products which fall on the left side of the main frequency. This description given above is no longer valid if anyone of the main tones has a different phase shift, resulting in that IMD23, IMD12, IMD21, and IMD32 components have different
Figure 5.11: Potential directions of scattered beams of harmonics a) 1USB b) 1LSB c) 2USB and d) 2LSB

phases and their phases will not be the same with the main tones. Consequently, these components will have different spatial locations. If we assume that one of the tones has constant phase while the other is continuously adjusted, IMDs components will have continuously variable phases too. The process of varying phases will make scattered beams of IMDs scannable.

5.4.1.2 Example 2: an 8-element PMSA with $d = 0.5\lambda_o$

In the previous example, beamforming capability of distortion products generated in the 4-element PMSA is given in detail with the consideration of several parameters affecting directions of scattered beam directly. Here, we only show a number of scattered beams of distortion products with the increasing number of scatterers. Figure 5.12 shows 3D scattered beams of distortion products of the 8-element PMSA when using the single-tone modulation sources for different incident angles.
Table 5.3: Frequencies and phases of some IMDs and HDs generated in a 4-element PMSA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distortion-term</th>
<th>Tone-term</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMD1</td>
<td>$w_{m2} - w_{m1}$</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>$\emptyset_{m2} - \emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD1n</td>
<td>$-w_{m2} + w_{m1}$</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>$-\emptyset_{m2} + \emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD23</td>
<td>$3w_{m1} - 2w_{m2}$</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>$3\emptyset_{m1} - 2\emptyset_{m2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD23n</td>
<td>$-3w_{m1} + 2w_{m2}$</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>$-3\emptyset_{m1} + 2\emptyset_{m2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD12</td>
<td>$2w_{m1} - w_{m2}$</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>$2\emptyset_{m1} - \emptyset_{m2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD12n</td>
<td>$-w_{m1} + w_{m2}$</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>$-2\emptyset_{m1} + \emptyset_{m2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD1</td>
<td>$w_{m1}$</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>$\emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD1n</td>
<td>$-w_{m1}$</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>$-\emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD2</td>
<td>$w_{m2}$</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$\emptyset_{m2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD2n</td>
<td>$-w_{m2}$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$-\emptyset_{m2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD21</td>
<td>$2w_{m2} - w_{m1}$</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>$2\emptyset_{m2} - \emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD21n</td>
<td>$-2w_{m2} + w_{m1}$</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>$-2\emptyset_{m2} + \emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD32</td>
<td>$3w_{m2} - 2w_{m1}$</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>$3\emptyset_{m2} - 2\emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD32n</td>
<td>$-3w_{m2} + 2w_{m1}$</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>$-3\emptyset_{m2} + 2\emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD2</td>
<td>$w_{m2} + w_{m1}$</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>$\emptyset_{m2} + \emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD2n</td>
<td>$-w_{m2} - w_{m1}$</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>$-\emptyset_{m2} - \emptyset_{m1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$-15^\circ, 0^\circ, 15^\circ$, and $30^\circ$ along with their top views. The substantial difference between this example and the former one is that more scattered beams of distortion products appear in the visible view of an 8-element PMSA. This validates the discussion presented in Chapter 3 that when a circuit has a higher number of paths, more distortion products can be controlled.

5.5 The PMSA as an Analysis Tool of Distortion Products in Phased Arrays

In this section, we exploit the general context of the research in its two perspectives models derived in Chapters 3 and 4 to study and analyze all kinds of distortion products generated in phased arrays. This topic becomes a major issue especially in active phased arrays which need to work in interference-rich surroundings as in expected scenarios of 5G millimeter-wave networks. Thus, a lot of research has been done to analyze and mitigate effects of distortion products to ensure high data rates between base-stations and users when using beamforming techniques. In addition, antennas, connectors, and transmission-lines are another source of distortions which are called passive intermodulation distortions (PIM) discussed in detail in [55] [179]
Figure 5.12: Plot of the frequency varying scattered beams of distortion products versus angle for different incident angles generated in the 8-element PMSA a) $-35^\circ$ 3D b) $-35^\circ$ 2D c) $-15^\circ$ 3D and d) $-15^\circ$ 2D e) $0^\circ$ 3D f) $0^\circ$ 2D g) $15^\circ$ 3D h) $15^\circ$
Although mechanisms of generation of passive and active distortion products are different, they could possibly be treated by the same mathematical models derived before in this research work.

Each signal passes through a variety of active and passive electronic components, transmission lines, and connectors. Responses of these components are not ideal, and each component contributes in distorting signals passing through it. The problem gets worse when more than one signal passes through distorting components at the same time because nonlinear behaviors of components work to mix these signals and present new signals that did not exist before. Some of the new resulting signals, having frequencies that fall within a frequency band of interest, are so harmful, resulting in degradation of the system sensitivity [136]. The topic that is discussed here is highly related to our mathematical models and its importance stems from that both the PMSA and phased arrays have more than one distortion generator, being an array of elements. Thus our mathematical models can be applied to examine distortion products in phased arrays. Distortion products from the point of view of our PMSA are advantageously exploited, and are unwanted in phased arrays, being the main difference between the PMSA and phased arrays.

To ensure high data rate in millimeter-wave 5G networks between mobile users and base-stations, using single antennas is inadequate, so using steerable beamforming techniques is necessary. Due to high frequencies of 5G systems, signals experience high attenuation compared to their counterpart in microwave regimes [120]. Designers compensate the high attenuation by integrating an amplifier with each single element (i.e., antenna), and amplifiers are generally considered as the main source of generation of distortion products. In this case, distortion products generated, at each antenna element of the phased array, are passed through a beamforming network to be added at an output of power combiner. These distortion signals may add destructively
or constructively, relying on a scan angle of the phased array and on directions of arrival of multiple incident interferes [143].

Many efforts have been made before to analyze intermodulation distortion IMD products generated in fixed multi-beam active phased arrays [146] [66] [143]. In [146] [66], authors proposed techniques to reduce the third order intermodulation distortion IMD3. These works considered the systems in the transmit mode with multiple pre-determined fixed beams. The study of a intermodulation distortion products generation in the receive mode with a scanning capability is presented in [143]. Two interferes scenario has been experimentally demonstrated. All research efforts have been focused to analyze distortion products using only the first three terms of the Taylor series because authors thought that this will be sufficient to study effects of IMD3 which most times falls inside the desired bands. However, these analyses will not be highly accurate. Also, in real-world 5G phased arrays, beams must be continuously scanned to track mobile users, so signals coming from other directions can degrade the system performance.

In contrast to all previous research work which was limited to truncated mathematical models, low number of signals, and few RF channels (i.e., antennas), the mathematical model presented in this section is comprehensive. In other words, it can deal with any number of signals (i.e. multi-users or multi-interferer) passing through each RF channel in both the receive and transmit modes, it can deal with an unlimited number of distortion products, it is frequency-independent model covering all frequencies from acoustic band into terahertz band, and it can deal with any number of channels (i.e., the number of antennas in phased arrays or scatterers in the PMSA). All these features make the mathematical models of our PMSA as a robust tool to analyze distortion products generated in arrays. In below, we consider only distortion products generated in phased arrays at the receive-mode for reasons
clarified later.

5.5.1 The Mathematical Analysis

Referring to (4.28), we can treat any number of distortion products resulting from any number of desired signals or interferes. However, the scenario gets worse as either a number of desired signals or interferers increases in conventional phased arrays, leading to a huge number of distortion products. Although distortion products originate from different combinations of negative and positive multiple integers of the main frequencies, some of resulting distortion products have the same frequency with the main signals. Furthermore, the model process will last longer as a number of signals increases, so to ease the calculation process, Eq.(4.28) is truncated to include only the first three terms (i.e., three signals or interferers) to compare our results with ones presented in [143]. Because authors used the arrays under tests in the receive-mode, we utilize our system in the receive-mode too. Thus, we recall (4.28) here

\[
E_S(\theta, w_{\text{tot}}) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} d_{\text{tot}} e^{j(\frac{L-1}{2}(K_{\text{tot}}d\sin(\theta)-(k\theta_{m1}+m\theta_{m2}+s\theta_{m3}+\theta_o)))} \\
\times \frac{\sin(\frac{L}{2}(K_{\text{tot}}d\sin(\theta)-(k\theta_{m1}+m\theta_{m2}+s\theta_{m3}+\theta_o)))}{\sin(\frac{L}{2}(K_{\text{tot}}d\sin(\theta)-(k\theta_{m1}+m\theta_{m2}+s\theta_{m3}+\theta_o)))} \\
\times e^{j(w_o+w_{\text{tot}})t}
\]

(5.24)

where \( w_{\text{tot}} \) here is equal to \( kw_{m1} + mw_{m2} + sw_{m3} \) and \( \text{tot} = k + m + s \).

Eq.(5.24) seems only appropriate with the PMSA functioning, so some slight modifications should be carried out to explain well behaviors of distortion products generated in conventional phased arrays. To do so, we need to take a closer look at a generation process of distortion products in phased arrays. The process is quietly
similar to the generation process of distortion products in the PMSA, but modulation phases will be replaced by phases of signals which are either desired or unwanted induced on array elements. These phases depend mainly on spatial locations of signals in both the receive-mode and the transmit-mode. Although these two processes of distortion products generations are identical in both modes, the analysis of distortion products in the receive-mode is much easier than in the transmit-mode for two reasons

1. Most of distortion products falling outside of frequency bands of the interest are dismissed out by filters placed either at an end of every channel or after the final combiner [143], thus leaving only the most harmful distortion products which are the third and fifth intermodulation distortion products IMD3 and IMD5, thereby reducing the time of analysis.

2. In the transmit-mode, analysis of distortion products is similar to the PMSA except that the modulation signals represent user signals and there is no need to use the incident signals in the mathematical model of the array beamforming.

Therefore, this section sheds light on the scope of analysis of distortion products generated in receive-mode phased arrays. In addition, since the process of distortion products generation similar for both desired and interferers signals, we only mention interferers in our discussion. Figure 5.13 shows an array consisting of multiple elements arranged linearly along the y-axis. The figure reveals a substantial difference between the PMSA and the receive-mode phased array. The PMSA has only antennas and switches, whereas the receive-mode phased array consists of amplifying units, filter, phase shifters, and a power combiner. Their counterparts in the phased array replace the modulation signals in the PMSA \((w_{m1}, w_{m2}, \text{ and } w_{m3})\) by interferers, \((w_1, w_2, \text{ and } w_3)\). From Figure 5.13, relative phases of interferers can be represented by
their spatial locations which are according to the ray tracing geometry and distances separating elements [34]. They can be given as

\[ \phi_1 = K_1 d \sin(\theta_1) \quad \text{for the first interferer} \]

\[ \phi_2 = K_2 d \sin(\theta_2) \quad \text{for the second interferer} \]

\[ \phi_3 = K_3 d \sin(\theta_3) \quad \text{for the third interferer} \]

\[(5.25)\]

where \( K_1, K_2, \) and \( K_3, \) and \( d_1, d_2, \) and \( d_3 \) represent the wavenumber of interferes and distances separating elements according into frequencies \( f_1, f_2, \) and \( f_3, \) respectively, and \( \theta_1, \theta_2, \) and \( \theta_3 \) are the angles of incident interferers, while a true phase shift

Figure 5.13: Receive-mode phased array with three interferers in the YZ cut-plane incident on each single element in the array
integrated to each channel is given by

$$\theta_s = K_o d \sin \theta_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.26)

to scan the main beam of an array into the desired direction $\theta_s$.

$$E_S(\theta, w_{int}) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} d_{tot}$$
$$\times e^{j(\frac{L}{2} (K_o d \sin(\theta_s) - k K_1 d \sin(\theta_1) - m K_2 d \sin(\theta_2) - s K_3 d \sin(\theta_3)))}$$
$$\times \frac{\sin(\frac{L}{2} (K_o d \sin(\theta_s) - k K_1 d \sin(\theta_1) - m K_2 d \sin(\theta_2) - s K_3 d \sin(\theta_3)))}{\sin(\frac{L}{2} (K_o d \sin(\theta_s) - k K_1 d \sin(\theta_1) - m K_2 d \sin(\theta_2) - s K_3 d \sin(\theta_3)))}$$
$$\times e^{j(w_1 + w_2 + w_3)t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.27)

where $tot = 1 + 2 + 3$. It can be noticed that each distortion product term being existed in (5.27) has a phase shift $\theta_s = K_o d \sin \theta_s$ added to their particular phases. Thus, all in-band IMDs carry an extra value of the phase $pe^{j\theta_s}$ introduced by phase shifters regardless of their locations before or after amplifiers [143]. IMDs are then linearly added at the output of an ideal power combiner to generate final array patterns of IMDs. This analysis is that, for LO, RF, or IF phase shifters based phased arrays, IMDs produced in RF frontends are phase shifted and summed at the output of beamforming network. Here, we will not go through more details about RF power signal processing as far as we want to demonstrate the capabilities of the PMSA mathematical models to analyze spatial locations of distortion products in the receive-mode phased arrays.

Also, the model of distortion product characteristics given in (3.68) is exploited here again with trivial modifications to meet requirements of the receive-mode phased
arrays. The model becomes as

$$E(t, \theta) = (D \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{s=-\infty}^{\infty} \cos((kw_1 + mw_2 + sw_3)t)
+ (l - 1)(\theta_r - k\theta_1 - m\theta_2 - s\theta_3))) \times EP(\theta)$$

(5.28)

Now Eqs.(5.27) and (5.28) fulfill the analysis requirements of distortion products in phased arrays for both receive and transmit modes after making few adjustments on the original equations. However, at the receive-mode, the analysis is much easier because most distortion products are filtered out.

Assume a phased array where its main beam is scanned to an angle denoted by $\theta_s, 90$ in the YZ cut-plane. Scanning of the main beam is carried out using a relative phase shift difference at the $l$-th channel of the phased array given by

$$\theta_{s,l} = -lK_o d \sin \theta_s$$

(5.29)

where $K_o = 2\pi/w_o$ is the wave number at the design frequency. Suppose now that three different interferes arrive at an array aperture from three different directions as illustrated in Figure 5.13, at angles $\theta_i, i = 1, 2, 3$ in the YZ cut-plane. Each incident signal induces electrical fields on the phased array antenna elements which in turn produces voltages at input ports of antennas. Voltages induced on the array antenna elements from all interferers have equal amplitudes but different phases. They can be represented mathematically as

$$V1 = va \cos (w_1 t + \phi_{1,l})$$

$$V2 = vb \cos (w_2 t + \phi_{2,l})$$
\[ V3 = vc \cos (w_3 t + \theta_{3,i}) \]  

(5.30)

where \( \theta_{i,l} = -lK_o d \sin \theta_i \).

If frequencies of \( V_1, V_2, \) and \( V_3 \) are relatively close to each other, it becomes necessary to illustrate array patterns of the most harmful intermodulation distortion products falling within the original signals which are some of IMD3, IMD5, IMD7, and so on. Although all IMDs exist in the output spectrum of phased arrays, the high order IMDs are inherently low. Thus, in the following, array patterns of IMD3 and IMD5 are only considered. Assuming that signals have the same amplitudes equal to \( v \), and \( w_i, w_j, w_l \approx w_o \) for all \( i, j, l \in 1, 2, 3 \). Study each of these IMDs (i.e., IMD3 and IMD5) allows determining apparent directions of patterns of IMDs as illustrated in Table 5.4.

From (5.27), array factors of IMD3 components of the receive-mode phased array, at \( w_i + w_j - w_l \), where \( w_i \neq w_j \), are given by

\[
E_S (\theta_s, w_i + w_j - w_l) = D_{i+j-l} \times \left\{ \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} d (K_o \sin \theta_s - K_i \sin \theta_i + K_j \sin \theta_j - K_l \sin \theta_l) \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} d (K_o \sin \theta_s - K_i \sin \theta_i - K_j \sin \theta_j + K_l \sin \theta_l) \right)} \right\} \times e^{+j(w_i+w_j-w_l)t} \]  

(5.31)

If IMD3 components results from two interferers, array factors become according to the component \( 2w_i - w_j \)

\[
E_S (\theta_s, 2w_i - w_j) = D_{2i-j} \times \left\{ \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} d (K_o \sin \theta_s - 2K_i \sin \theta_i + K_j \sin \theta_j) \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} d (K_o \sin \theta_s - 2K_i \sin \theta_i + K_j \sin \theta_j) \right)} \right\} \times e^{+j(2w_i-w_j)t} \]  

(5.32)

Similarly, for the IMD5 components, in all forms \( 3w_i - w_j - w_l, 2w_i + w_j - 2w_l, \) and \( 3w_i - 2w_j \), their array factors are given in (5.33), (5.34), and (5.35), respectively, as
\[ E_S(\theta_S, 3w_i - w_j - w_l) \]
\[ = D_{3i-j-l} \times \left\{ \sin\left(\frac{L}{2}d\left(K_o \sin \theta_s - 3K_i \sin \theta_i + K_j \sin \theta_j + K_l \sin \theta_l \right)\right) \right\} \times \left\{ \sin\left(\frac{L}{2}d\left(K_o \sin \theta_s - 3K_i \sin \theta_i + K_j \sin \theta_j + K_l \sin \theta_l \right)\right) \right\} \times e^{+j(3w_i-w_j-w_l)t} \]  
(5.33)

\[ E_S(\theta_S, 2w_i + w_j - 2w_l) \]
\[ = D_{2i+j-2l} \times \left\{ \sin\left(\frac{L}{2}d\left(K_o \sin \theta_s - 2K_i \sin \theta_i - K_j \sin \theta_j + 2K_l \sin \theta_l \right)\right) \right\} \times \left\{ \sin\left(\frac{L}{2}d\left(K_o \sin \theta_s - 2K_i \sin \theta_i - K_j \sin \theta_j + 2K_l \sin \theta_l \right)\right) \right\} \times e^{+j(2w_i+w_j-2w_l)t} \]  
(5.34)

\[ E_S(\theta_S, 3w_i - 2w_j) \]
\[ = D_{3i-j-l} \times \left\{ \sin\left(\frac{L}{2}d\left(K_o \sin \theta_s - 3K_i \sin \theta_i + 2K_j \sin \theta_j \right)\right) \right\} \times \left\{ \sin\left(\frac{L}{2}d\left(K_o \sin \theta_s - 3K_i \sin \theta_i + 2K_j \sin \theta_j \right)\right) \right\} \times e^{+j(3w_i-2w_j)t} \]  
(5.35)

Array factors of IMD3 and IMD5 at an array output follow the rule of \( \sin \left( L y \right) / \sin \left( y \right) \) pattern; with a peak given at \( y = 0 \). Peaks of IMDs occur at different angles as shown in Table 5.4. The angles where patterns of IMD3 and IMD5 have peaks are called the apparent angles. As illustrated, the apparent angles of IMDs are not the same.
as their original signals (interferers). The analysis of array factors of IMDs given in (5.31)-(5.35) shows that each single IMD component has a completely different array response than main pattern response of the phased array where it is quite similar to the PMSA when using multi-tone modulation sources. The difference between receive-mode phased array and the PMSA is that in the former one, apparent patterns are constructed inside real circuits while in the latter one, scattered patterns are constructed in space. Phases of varying incident signals on each antenna element in the PMSA, together with the phase shift of distortion products of the modulation signals determine phases of scattered distortion products, while in phased arrays, both arrays own their phase shifts according to a scanning angle $\theta_s$ and phases of incident interferers on each element, given in (5.25) and (5.26), make having a different phase for each different IMD component. A phased array pattern appears at an angle $\theta_s$, but its IMD patterns appear at angles $\theta_{IMDs}$.

In terms of cancellation, phased arrays do not suppress IMDs products at the output according to the general pattern expressions of IMD3 and IMD5 products versus angle $\theta_s$ in (5.31)-(5.35). These assumptions hold true even if interferers reach the phased antenna array aperture at its main pattern nulls. The reason behind this is that nulls in the array pattern are not present at level elements patterns and only exist at the final output port of the beamforming network, as illustrated in Figure 5.13. The apparent angles of all IMDs considered in this section are given in the third column of Table 5.4.

5.5.2 Simulation Example

Consider a phased array with eight elements located linearly along y-axis spaced a half free-space wavelength apart at a frequency of the interest 29GHz, being similar to a phased array implemented in [143]. In simulations, elements are isotropic and
vertically polarized. A Matlab codes were written to plot radiation patterns and spatial characteristics of different IMDs. In the program, factors like frequency, spacing, array arrangement, number of antennas, and arrival angle of interferers are taken into account. Frequencies of three interferers are 29GHz, 29.1GHz, and 29.2GHz incident on the phased array at angles $\theta_1 = -21^\circ$, $\theta_2 = 0^\circ$, and $\theta_3 = -33^\circ$, respectively. These values of incident angles have been selected to regenerate the work results presented in [143] as a step to demonstrate that our second mathematical mode is able to analyze distortion products even those generated by conventional phased arrays.

Incident signals presented in the YZ cut-plane are three with equal intensities. Because a degree of our mathematical model is truncated to include only the third and fifth terms, the total numbers of IMD3 and IMD5 combinations given in Table 5.4 are twenty-four components where the IMD3 has nine components only, and the rest represents the IMD5 components. Table 5.5 presents six frequency combinations for each type (i.e., IMD3 and IMD5), and Figure 5.14 shows their array patterns along with their spatial characteristics of distortion products analyzed at the maximum apparent angles. Peaks of simulated patterns are in good agreement with apparent angles of IMDs given in Table 5.5. It is worth to mention that IMD3 and IMD5 have patterns peaks at the phased array output different from what the main signals have, being independent of incident angles [143] [66] [146]. Also, it can be seen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMDs form No.</th>
<th>IMDs Frequency</th>
<th>Apparent angle of IMDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3(^{rd}) order (1(^{st}) form)</td>
<td>$w_i + w_j - w_l$, where $w_i \neq w_j$</td>
<td>$\theta_s = \sin^{-1}{(\sin\theta_i + \sin\theta_j - \sin\theta_l)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(^{rd}) order (2(^{nd}) form)</td>
<td>$2w_i - w_j$</td>
<td>$\theta_s = \sin^{-1}{(2\sin\theta_i - \sin\theta_j)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5(^{th}) order (1(^{st}) form)</td>
<td>$3w_i - w_j - w_l$, where $w_i \neq w_j$</td>
<td>$\theta_s = \sin^{-1}{(3\sin\theta_i - \sin\theta_j - \sin\theta_l)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5(^{th}) order (2(^{nd}) form)</td>
<td>$2w_i + w_j - 2w_l$, where $w_i \neq w_j$</td>
<td>$\theta_s = \sin^{-1}{(2\sin\theta_i + \sin\theta_j - 2\sin\theta_l)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5(^{th}) order (3(^{rd}) form)</td>
<td>$3w_i - 2w_j$</td>
<td>$\theta_s = \sin^{-1}{3\sin\theta_i - 2\sin\theta_j}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\{i,j,l\} $\in\{1,2,3\}$
from Figure 5.14 that some IMDs components located far away from the normal incident angle have the same amplitudes with IMDs located closely to the normal angle because elements assumed in the simulations are isotropic. Thus, in practical applications, these peaks can be reduced by the element pattern factor $\cos^n(\theta)$.

In addition, we present patterns of IMDs products along with the main signals patterns as displayed in Figure 5.14. The slight differences in results compared to [Fig.9 [143]] are because of using two terms in our simulation model which are the third and fifth orders, while being only the third term order in [143]. Some plots in Figure 5.14 have more than one peak because those peaks come from different IMDs components having the same frequency. Hence, for a large number of interferers, IMDs patterns will have more peaks. In other words, as a number of interferes increases, nulls and sidelobes in the IMDs pattern will not exist anymore. In this case, each IMD product results from multiple different frequency combinations, and the power of frequency combinations for each IMD is added constructively at different spatial locations [108] [115] [90]. The level of ripple decreases as a number of interferers increases to become a constant response. In Figure 5.15a, we illustrate the resulting IMD3+IMD5 pattern along with patterns of nine interferers having frequencies 28.6, 28.7, 28.8, 28.9, 29, 29.1, 29.2, 29.3, and 29.4 GHz reaching the array at angles of $-21^\circ$, $0^\circ$, $-33^\circ$, $-41^\circ$, $15^\circ$, $70^\circ$, $-55^\circ$, $10^\circ$, and $33^\circ$, respectively. As can be seen, a number of peaks increases obviously, and the patterns of main interferers are also distorted because some IMDs combinations have similar frequencies with interferers. However, when all interferers have the same incident angle for example at the broadside, $0^\text{deg}$, we can see that all resulting IMDs patterns are similar to array factors of the main interferers, having main lobes at apparent angle $0^\circ$ as shown in Figure 5.15b. These IMDs will be enhanced too at the beamforming output which in turn reduces sensitivity of a receiver [115] [116] [114]. Thus, IMDs arising from
nonlinearities impairments of some receiver parts are beamformed. In contrast, when all the interferers given in Figure 5.15a have the same frequency 28.3GHz, this makes the frequencies of resulting IMD3 and IMD5 combinations the same and equal to a frequency of interferers. Each IMD3 or IMD5 component is beamformed into a different direction. However, because all IMDs components and the main interferers have the same frequency, their patterns are added in power, thereby generating an isotropic pattern as shown in Figure 5.15c. In this case, the performance of the array rapidly deteriorates as number of interferers increases since amplifiers in arrays will be forced to work at their saturation points.

To this end, the capability of distortion products analysis in phased arrays utilizing our mathematical models in this dissertation work was demonstrated. It could be, therefore, in future used as an analysis tool of distortion products in arrays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMD3</th>
<th>f1</th>
<th>f2</th>
<th>f3</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>IMD5</th>
<th>f1</th>
<th>f2</th>
<th>f3</th>
<th>AA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-29.2</td>
<td>-9.9</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>-29.2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>-29.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>-29.2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>-29.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>-29.2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>329.2</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>329.2</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>329.2</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All IMD3, IMD5, f1, f2, and, f3 components in GHz, AA=apparent angles in degrees

5.6 The PMSA Based Tunable Spatial Harmonic Generator

In this section, it may be useful in some applications to change both the frequencies and spatial locations of distortion products. So as not to make the design more complicated, we will only take into account the change in frequencies of the modulation sources while keeping phases constant.

Consider the PMSA with eight isotropic elements placed along the x-axis spaced at a half free-space wavelength apart at the design frequency, and each
Figure 5.14: Simulation patterns of IMD3 and IMD5 components along with their distortion products at the output of the phased array in Figure 5.13 a) array pattern of IMD5=28.6GHz b) distortion characteristics of IMD5=28.6GHz c) array pattern of IMD5=28.7GHz d) distortion characteristics of IMD5=28.7GHz e) array pattern of IMD3=IMD5=28.8GHz f) distortion characteristics of IMD3=28.8GHz g) distortion characteristics of IMD5=28.8GHz h) array pattern of IMD3=IMD3=28.9GHz i) distortion characteristics of IMD3=28.9GHz j) distortion characteristics of IMD3=28.9GHz k) array pattern of IMD3=29.3GHz l) distortion characteristics of IMD3=29.3GHz m) array pattern of IMD3=29.4GHz n) distortion characteristics of IMD3=29.4GHz o) array pattern of IMD5=29.6GHz p) array pattern of IMD5=29.6GHz

element is modulated by a tunable single-tone modulation source with a relative phase shift difference 45°. A source of the illuminating signals is located at the angle −15°, thus inducing signals on elements with advanced phase 45° starting
Figure 5.15: Simulated patterns of IMDs with the main signals when nine interferers are incident on the phased array for a) different frequencies coming from different incident angles b) different frequencies coming from the same incident angles 0° c) same frequencies coming from different incident angles from left to right. Accordingly, the 1USB harmonic component appears at the broadside direction 0°. Although the frequency of the harmonic component can be continuously tuned, three different frequencies are used in the simulation relying on the modulation sources available in the experimental setup which are 700, 899, and 1004 Hz. Figure 5.16a shows the harmonic characteristics of these three different frequencies, while Figure 5.16b shows the scattered spatial beams of the 1USB
harmonic components. The scattered beams do not change their spatial locations when a frequency of the modulation sources is changed because they have the same phase shift distributions.

Figure 5.16: Simulation results of the tunable spatial harmonic generator a) spatial characteristics of the 1USB distortion product b) scattered beams of the 1USB distortion product directed toward angles $\theta^\circ$

5.7 Direction Finding Based on the PMSA

In conventional radio frequency direction finding (RDF) techniques, antenna arrays of two or more elements are utilized. Either amplitudes or phases of the received signals at each antenna element are compared and evaluated to determine directions
of the arrival signals. In both methods, data at the array output should be processed exploiting array signal processing techniques to extract the required information [165] [163] [172]. Because of the heavy burden of signal processing in both of these techniques, some researchers seek to find ways which need low signal processing such as in [65]. Authors exploited a simple structure and harmonic characteristics of time modulated arrays (TMAs) in their proposed design [65] [93] [123] [32] [73]. In [165], authors reported an experimental setup of a 2-element TMA based direction finding. Direction of the incident signals are obtained by inserting an additional coaxial line having a flexible length into the reference antenna working as a phase compensator. The aim of the phase compensator is to cancel the first harmonic in the frequency response of an array output. The compensator has opposite phases compared to phases of unknown RF incident signals induced over antennas. The process of finding the exact opposite phases is similar to search in the phase range of $[0,2\pi]$.

Similarly, our PMSA design generates harmonics due to non-linear operations and each harmonic generated in the PMSA has some important information including directions of the incident signals. Thus, the PMSA by its nature provides direction finding capabilities because directions of scattered patterns of harmonics are strongly affected by directions of the incident signals as given in (4.24) and demonstrated in the beamforming section in this chapter. Here, we exploit this feature of the PMSA and modify (4.24) for finding unknown directions of the incident signals to be a good potential application. Eq.(4.24) can be rewritten as

$$\theta_{\text{unknown}} = \arcsin \left( -\sin \theta_n - \frac{2n\pi}{LKd} \right)$$

(5.36)

where $\theta_o$ in (4.24) is replaced by $\theta_{\text{unknown}}$ in (5.36) which represents the unknown direction of the incident signals that can be determined by the aid of spatial angles of the detected scattered beams of harmonics $\theta_n$. Figure 5.17 shows the scenario of
the PMSA based direction finding, consisting of eight elements with $d = 0.5\lambda_o$ at the frequency 2.3GHz and a moving detector that observes scattered harmonics in the PMSA front of view (SFoV). A relative phase shift of the modulation sources between any two successive elements is 45° starting from right to left.

Although, there are a certain number of scattered beams (i.e., propagating modes of harmonics) and all of them provide information about directions of the incident signals, we select only the first positive and negative distortions products (1LSB and 1USB) to perform the task of direction finding since their scattered beams change almost linearly with that of an incident angle as shown in Figure 5.18. However, neither the 1USB harmonic component nor the 1LSB harmonic component support all incident angles extending from the backfire $-90^\circ$ into the endfire $+90^\circ$. For example, the scattered beam of 1USB harmonic component generated in Figure 5.17 reaches the backfire $-90^\circ$ at the incident angle 48.59° as illustrated in Figure 5.18, while the scattered beam of 1LSB harmonic component reaches the endfire $+90^\circ$ at the incident angle.

Figure 5.17: Scenario of the direction finding based on the PMSA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P.S.</th>
<th>#8</th>
<th>P.S. = 315°</th>
<th>#1</th>
<th>P.S. = 0°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.S. = 270°</td>
<td>P.S. = 225°</td>
<td>P.S. = 180°</td>
<td>P.S. = 135°</td>
<td>P.S. = 45°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
angle $-48.59^\circ$. To overcome this deficit, we exploit both 1LSB and 1USB harmonic components to entirely detect all incident signals at any angles in the SFoV of the PMSA.

Consider a single unknown source that changes its location five times and the moving detector finds peaks of the scattered beam of 1USB harmonic component at angles $-65^\circ$, $-15^\circ$ and $10^\circ$, and the peaks of the scattered beam of 1LSB harmonic component at angles $61^\circ$ and $84^\circ$. The corresponding incident angles of the unknown source according to (5.36) and Figure 5.18 are given in Table 5.6.

Results shown in the Table 5.6 are ideal, but in the practical design, there are some limitations which make the PMSA not functioning properly at far angles from the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic term</th>
<th>Angle of detected scattered beam</th>
<th>Angle of incident signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+1st USB</td>
<td>$-65^\circ$</td>
<td>$48^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1st USB</td>
<td>$-15^\circ$</td>
<td>$0.5^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1st USB</td>
<td>$10^\circ$</td>
<td>$-25^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1st LSB</td>
<td>$61^\circ$</td>
<td>$-38.6^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1st LSB</td>
<td>$84^\circ$</td>
<td>$-48.1^\circ$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.18: Scattering angles of harmonics vs. incident angles of unknown illuminating signals for the 8-element PMSA with $0.5\lambda$
broadside direction such as patterns of elements, mutual coupling, and inaccuracies in fabrication. Thus, in the measurement part in Chapter 8, we will use omnidirectional antennas which are quarter wavelength monopoles over ground to provide almost constant radiation patterns in the Azimuth plane in order to mitigate the gap between theoretical and practical results.

To examine the performance of the PMSA system based direction finding with a large number of unknown incident signals, we assume five signals hitting the PMSA from different directions in the far-field of the PMSA. Unknown signals are uncorrelated. Distortion products generated because of each unknown signal hitting the PMSA have different spatial characteristics (i.e., scattered in different directions). Assume that the unknown signals have the same amplitude and different frequencies which are 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5GHz incident on the PMSA at angles 32°, −35°, −4°, 11°, and 3.6°, respectively. Because the spacing 𝑑 between elements in the PMSA is 0.5λ₀ at the frequency 2.3GHz, scattered angles of distortion products for these five signals when having identical incident angles are not the same. Figure 5.19 considers all these effects of variations in incident frequencies on scattered angles of the 1USB and the 1LSB harmonics.

Similar to principle of the PMSA, the detector should be moved until either the 1USB or the 1LSB harmonic of a certain incident signal is obtained, and all other harmonics of the same incident signal are suppressed at the output of the detector to declare that an angle of the incident signal has been recognized. Spectrums of scattered power of harmonics are recorded at five different spatial locations in order to find the exact angles of five different incident signals as shown in Figure 5.20 with the aid of formula given in (5.36) and Figure 5.19. The scattered signals at the detector output contain all five fundamental components and their harmonics distributed on both their sides at multiple integers of modulation frequency 7MHz. As can be
seen, scattered responses have shown that only either 1USB or 1LSB harmonics of five different signals can be enhanced at some specific locations. According to basic theories of the PMSA, we can determine angles of the unknown incident signals by using the detected angle of 1USB and 1LSB harmonics with (5.36). Results of the five signals are presented in Table 5.7. Calculation and simulation results are in good agreement. The experimental part of the direction finding utilizing the PMSA will be illustrated in Chapter 8 with a single moving source.

Table 5.7: Calculation and simulation results of direction finding for five unknown non-coherent signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inc. signal no.</th>
<th>Freq(GHz)</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>H type</th>
<th>UA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>71° Figure 5.20a</td>
<td>1LSB</td>
<td>−44.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>−53° Figure 5.20b</td>
<td>1USB</td>
<td>31.7°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>18° Figure 5.20c</td>
<td>1USB</td>
<td>−34.8°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4° Figure 5.20d</td>
<td>1LSB</td>
<td>11°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>−17° Figure 5.20e</td>
<td>1USB</td>
<td>3.6°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DA=Detected Angles, H= Harmonic UA=Unknown or incident Angle.
Figure 5.20: Distortion characteristics at the moving detector output recorded at spatial angles a) 71° b) −53° c) 18° d) 4° e) −17°
Chapter 6: Preliminary Works

6.1 Introduction

The main aim of this chapter is to focus on designing and manufacturing the essential parts of the finals prototypes of the PMSA used later in this research measurement work, so it can be considered as a bridge linking between the theoretical parts described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 and the practical parts that will be described in Chapter 8. The essential parts of the presented design are receive elements, modulators to generate distortion products, and retransmit elements. Although in most cases, the receive and retransmit elements are just a single element performing both functions simultaneously, typically being a single conventional antenna, very few of them are separate. The modulator is merely an electronic switch which is a diode or a transistor controlled by a periodic signal. It is connected to prescribed loads in such a way, as to prohibit the incident signals to reach another port of a circuit, and thus being called reflective-type switch (RTS). Both receive-retransmit elements and modulators are combined in single circuits called modulated scatterers (MSs).

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2, discusses different individual types of antennas. Antennas types are the printed quasi-Yagi dipole, the inset-fed microstrip patch, and the quarter wavelength monopole over a ground. After evaluating them as single elements, they are then assembled in groups to form arrays. In section 6.3, reflective-type switches (RTSs) used as modulators are designed, simulated, fabricated and measured. In this section, influences of design parameters on the overall performance and the strength of scattered signals are illustrated. Finally, section 6.4 describes the design of a phase transformer kit utilizing resistors only.
6.2 Design of Antennas for the PMSA

Antennas are critical parts in all wireless applications including our PMSA. In the PMSA, the antenna is of a twofold importance. On the one hand, it acts as a receive element to then use the received signals in the modulation process. On the other hand, it retransmits the modulated signals again into space. Coverage, range, and number of scattered distortion products which we consider as Key performance metrics of the PMSA system depend strongly on properties of antennas as demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4 [10]. When using antennas that have wide-beamwidths in arrays, this can extend a coverage of the PMSA (i.e., increasing a number of scattered beams in space), but leads in reduction of the antenna directivity. In contrary, high gain antennas that have narrow beamwidths are preferred in the design of arrays used in the long range communication systems, resulting in limited coverage. These two metrics are undoubtedly contradictory, so using antennas with moderate gains is the only way to overcome these problems. The capacity representing a number of distortion products scattered from the PMSA is influenced by many antenna factors, including antenna bandwidth. Ideally, these factors should be kept as useful as possible. However, the larger aperture is the cost paid with arrays having a large number of elements. Thus, this section provides full details of antenna designs, with the aim of building antenna array designs that meet the PMSA requirements (size, coverage, and range) and are easy to manufacture using the cheap PCB technology.

This section comprises two parts. Three different single types of antennas are designed, simulated, and built in the first part. In the following part, we introduce five different antenna arrays.
6.2.1 Single Antenna Design

6.2.1.1 Printed Broadband Yagi dipole Antenna

To choose an antenna fulfilling the requirements explained above, the broadband quasi-Yagi printed dipole antenna has been adopted as a main element in this research work [134] [31] [99] [95]. A schematic of the antenna, consisting of an active driver, a parasitic director, and a truncated conductor layer acting both as a ground for the feeding line and also as a parasitic reflector for the antenna, is illustrated in Figure 6.1a. There is no need to use an external unbalance-to-balance (BALUN) transformer between arms of the active element of the antenna and a 50ohm microstrip feeding line. The balun is a via-hole microstrip type, integrated between the driver and the reflector on both sides of the substrate as displayed in Figure 6.1a, and it is broadband as described in detail in [31]. Both the printed dipole and most of the balun structure are situated on the backside of the substrate, while the feed-line and a small portion of the balun structure reside on the frontside of the substrate. Lengths of microstrip balun and arms of the dipole driver are about a quarter-wavelength at the design frequency which is 2.3GHz. The via-fed method is used to force the phase difference between two arms of the dipole driver equal to 180° in order to align directions of current distributions on both arms. Figure 6.1b shows the 3D exploded view of the printed quasi-Yagi dipole antenna, Figure 6.1c shows the equivalent circuit of the antenna, and Figure 6.1d shows a direction of the current distribution on the printed dipole antenna. The antenna has been printed on a Rogers 4003C substrate of a dielectric constant 3.55, a tangent loss 0.0027, and a substrate thickness of 60 mil (1.52mm). Table 6.1 presents dimensional parameters of the printed quasi-Yagi dipole antenna, given in Figure 6.1a.

These optimized values have been obtained after several simulations using two
Table 6.1: Dimensions of the printed quasi-Yagi dipole antenna printed on the Rogers 4003C substrate with a thickness of 60mil, shown in Figure 6.1a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$w_s$</th>
<th>$l_s$</th>
<th>$w_g$</th>
<th>$l_g$</th>
<th>$w_{arm}$</th>
<th>$l_{arm}$</th>
<th>$w_{bf}$</th>
<th>$l_{bf1}$</th>
<th>$l_{bf2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension (mm)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: Printed Yagi dipole antenna a) geometry b) 3D exploded view c) equivalent circuit d) current distribution over an antenna aperture at 2.3GHz e) fabricated top-view f) fabricated bottom-view
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different electromagnetic solvers which are the high frequency structure simulator HFSS from the Ansys Inc. [44] and the advanced system design ADS from Keysight Inc. [2] where the environment of the first simulator uses the finite element method FEM in analyzing structures and the second one uses the method of moment MoM. An input impedance of the antenna is optimized in simulations to be a 50ohm and so there is no need to use an impedance transformer between the antenna and a 50ohm SMA edge connector. As a consequence, the microstrip transmission-line TL connecting the antenna and the SMA connector is designed to have 50ohm characteristic impedance with $w_f = 3.4$ mm. The photograph of the top and the bottom of antenna prototype are demonstrated in Figure 6.1e and 6.1f, respectively.

Although the integrated balun acts as a transition unit between the transverse electromagnetic TEM modes in a coaxial cable and quasi-TEM in the printed quasi-Yagi dipole antenna, it also plays a vital role in a mechanism of impedance
matching. There are several parts in the balun governing the antenna matching. As can be seen, when changing a slot length of the balun \( l_s \) as (11mm, 21mm, and 31mm), the reflection coefficient at an antenna input \((S11)\) on the Smith chart changes dramatically as shown in Figure 6.2. For more details about effects of other balun parts on the matching, interested readers are referred to [99]. In the design, we select the \( l_s = 21\text{mm} \) as a candidate because a good matching result has been attained as shown in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.3 depicts antenna results. Simulation results are obtained by software ADS and HFSS and measured results are obtained by a vector network analyzer VNA at the high radio-frequency test and EMAG Labs. The antenna reflection coefficient \((S11)\) is shown in Figure 6.3a. Although there are discrepancies between the simulated and measured results, they are in good agreement. Also, the discrepancy between the measured and simulated results is also to environments being considered ideal in simulations. The measured S11 curve is below -10dB from 2.08GHz to 2.8GHz. Thanks to the broadband response of the balun [31], the response of antenna is broadband too. The simulated E-cut and H-cut planes, and 3D radiation patterns gains shown in Figure 6.3b and 6.3c, respectively. Finally, the AUT absolute gain has been simulated and Figure 6.3d shows the result. The simulated gain is about 4.8dB at the design frequency 2.3GHz.

6.2.1.2 Inset-fed Microstrip Patch Antenna

The second type of antennas used in this research work is the inset-fed microstrip patch antenna. This antenna has low profile characteristics, so it is preferred in several applications seeking the integration with PCB boards. It is also chosen here for the same reason. Figure 6.4a shows a schematic of the antenna along with all its optimized dimensions, and Figure 6.4b shows a photograph of the fabricated antenna. Width and length of the inset-fed slot facilitate the impedance matching process by
increasing degrees of freedom of the design parameters controlling the overall antenna performance [70] [111]. The antenna is linearly polarized, and it is simulated using only the ADS software. The patch antenna is printed on a 60mil (1.52mm) thick Rogers 4003C substrate. The antenna is placed on the xy plane and is directed along the z-axis. The antenna resonates at 2.3GHz where the simulated S11 has the minimum value as shown in Figure 6.4c. Figure 6.4d shows real and imaginary parts of the input impedance of the antenna. A vector of the electric field distribution over an antenna aperture is illustrated in Figure 6.4e. As can be noticed, two of aperture
edges are not radiated because fields distributions are out of phase, while other two edges have in-phase filed distributions, yielding in a constructive interference in space over the antenna aperture. Power transfer from or to the antenna increases as the S11 decreases and the maximum value occurs at \( S_{11} = -\infty \) (i.e., \( Z_{in} = 50 + j0\Omega \)). Figure 6.4f depicts power transfer vs frequency. The impedance bandwidth is defined over a frequency range where the S11 is less than -10dB. The impedance bandwidth is about 40MHz. Figure 6.5a and 6.5b show the E-plane and H-plane cuts radiation patterns of the antenna, respectively, and Figure 6.5c shows the 3D plot of radiation pattern, all at 2.3GHz.

6.2.1.3 Monopole Antenna over a Finite Rectangular Ground

The antennas explained above offer unidirectional radiation patterns as well as having half power beamwidths HPBW less than 180° which are around 90° to 100°, and thus having high gains. Although antennas with these features are highly demanded in some applications, their coverage cannot reach distant angels (i.e., −90° and 90°). Oppositely, these issues can be overcome if antennas with omnidirectional patterns are utilized. Hence, a monopole antenna over a finite ground is obtained to perform in some measurements as will be shown later in Chapter 8. Figure 6.6 displays a layout of the antenna made of a 3mm brass rod and located over a rectangular copper ground, its exploded view, and a photograph of the fabricated prototype. A SMA connector feeding the antenna is located beneath the ground. The antenna is designed at a frequency of 2.3GHz with a length 32mm. Simulated S11 is presented in Figure 6.6d. The 3D-omnidirectional radiation pattern along with an antenna structure is depicted in Figure 6.6e. The main drawback with this antenna is the low gain, leading to a reduction in the range that the antenna can perform in measurements and wireless connection with other antennas.
6.2.1.4 Conventional Folded Yagi-Uda Antenna

The last type of antennas used in the research work is the folded Yagi-Uda antenna working at two different frequencies 432MHz and 2.3GHz, as shown in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.5: Properties of microstrip patch inset-fed antenna a) E-cut plane radiation pattern b) H-cut plane radiation pattern c) 3D view of radiation pattern

They are designed and built by Prof. Richard Campbell at Portland State University PSU, ECE department. The first experiments are done with the 432MHz antennas as will be illustrated later. The antennas working at 2.3GHz are utilized as transmitting and receiving antennas connected to an illuminating signal generator and a receiver, respectively. These antennas are more common in a different spectrum of applications, so interested readers are referred to [137] [34] for more details about the design.

6.2.2 Arrays

Having discussed, designed, and analyzed various antennas in the earlier part, here, different arrangements of arrays using those antennas will be discussed and analyzed. Because our PMSA consists of more than one distortion product generator which means modulated scatterers (MSs) which in turn have antennas in their structures, it becomes imperative to examine the antenna performance when working within an array and also investigate the overall array performance.

As seen in the previous section, the antenna that has the narrower half-power beamwidth (HPBW) has the higher gain (i.e., the gain is inversely proportional to the HPBW), and we will also see here that the array that have the larger aperture length have the higher gain. This rule comes from that the antenna with a larger aperture
Figure 6.6: Monopole antenna over a rectangular ground a) 3D geometry b) 3D exploded view c) fabricated d) simulated S11 e) 3D radiation pattern f) 3D representation of electric field distribution and current distributed over it, results in a narrower far-field radiation beam, high gain, according to the spatial Fourier transform (Green function) [63] [62]. The same is applicable to arrays with larger aperture lengths as well [34] [108].

In the theoretical chapters, we obtained all results utilizing a group of distortion
products generators lined up along one axis (i.e., a linear array of modulated scatterers). In addition, we assumed that the generators of distortion products have different phases to fully achieve goals of the PMSA design. Thus, the PMSA scatters the different distortion products into different spatial locations along one axis (one dimension, 1D). The process is somewhat similar to the 1D beamforming mechanism in the conventional phased arrays. However, the distortion products can reach any point in space if we use 2D modulated scattering arrays, but because of the proposed idea introduced for the first time in this research work, we will not go further with 2D modulated scattering arrays and leave it as a future work. Even if we use 2D modulated scattering arrays in the measurements, the relative phase shift difference between elements along one of array dimensions is zero, thereby reducing the analysis of the 2D modulated scattering arrays into the 1D modulated scattering array.

Now, the analysis of 1D and 2D arrays in the point of view of the phased antenna array theory is similar, but in the latter, single elements are replaced by 1D arrays. The antenna element behaves slightly different inside an array, affected by different
factors. Therefore, the analysis will include both linear 1D and planar 2D arrays. The arrays will be numerically analyzed using the commercial software HFSS based on the FEM. The overall radiation pattern of an array obtained from the numerical analysis can be factored into two different components: the element pattern EP and the array factor AF. The AF is similar to the overall radiation pattern of an array when all its elements are replaced by isotropic elements. The EP represents the radiation pattern of any single antenna in the array. However, radiation patterns of antennas in the array are not identical due to the electromagnetic mutual coupling between elements [34].

Beam pattern and gain of an array consisting of isotropic elements rely on three different parameters: the total number of antennas in the arrays, spacing between the antennas, and antennas arrangements. Although the main purpose of this section is to analyze arrays used in the measurements, impact of these parameters on the gains and the beam patterns will be explicitly examined.

### 6.2.2.1 Design of Nominated Arrays

Eight arrays have been designed during this research journey utilizing different types of antennas given above in detail. Table 6.2 provides a brief summary of arrays properties like size, element type, mutual coupling category, spacing, and design frequency. Dimensions and parameters of arrays have been optimized using the full-wave electromagnetic simulator HFSS excluding the first two arrays which their elements already are built by Prof. Richard Campbell. In Figure 6.8, photographs of the first two arrays are presented working at 432MHz. They are used in the first phase of the research experiments and their results were very satisfactory despite some constraints in the measurement environment and facilities as will be described in Chapter 7. In the second phase, antennas sizes are scaled down to work at 2.3GHz,
demonstrating the design scalability which is one of the research goals for avoiding or mitigating some of the constraints existing in the first phase of measurements.

The rest of the antenna arrays, in Table 6.2, are designed and analyzed at 2.3GHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array No.</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Spacing</th>
<th>Freq. GHz</th>
<th>Fig. No.</th>
<th>MC type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Array 1</td>
<td>2×1</td>
<td>FY</td>
<td>0.7λ₀</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>Figure 6.8a</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array 2</td>
<td>4×1</td>
<td>FY</td>
<td>0.7λ₀</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>Figure 6.8b</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array 3</td>
<td>2×1</td>
<td>FY</td>
<td>0.7λ₀</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Figure 6.10</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array 4</td>
<td>4×4</td>
<td>PY</td>
<td>0.5λ₀</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Figure 6.11a</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array 5</td>
<td>8×2</td>
<td>PY</td>
<td>0.5λ₀</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Figure 6.12a</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array 6</td>
<td>8×1</td>
<td>PY</td>
<td>0.5-0.7λ₀</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Figure 6.13a</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array 7</td>
<td>4×1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.7λ₀</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Figure 6.13b</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array 8</td>
<td>8×1</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>0.5λ₀</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Figure 6.13c</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 6.8: Conventional folded Yagi-Uda antenna arrays working at a frequency of 432MHz and performing inside the anechoic chamber a) 2-element array b) 4-element array

A performance of an antenna within the array is slightly different than when working standalone. In the standalone case, there is only a single source which is either an incident signal or an applied signal at an antenna input to induce a current, whereas a current induced over an antenna working within an ensemble of antennas comes from different sources [60] [158]. These sources include the main signal and signals emitting from the surrounding antennas. The electromagnetic interaction between elements that changes some antenna properties is an inherent mechanism called the mutual coupling that is known since the advent of antenna arrays in the Second World War WWII, and the study of this topic is still active until now [34].
To validate that numerically, the printed quasi Yagi dipole antenna is used in four different scenarios. In the first scenario, a single antenna is analyzed to consider its results as a reference to results of other scenarios. Two antennas are then added along the x-axis, side by side, in the second scenario with a $\lambda_o/2$ distance apart, being 65mm at 2.3GHz. The electric field interaction between the two antennas is dominant since it concentrates heavily at the open ends of the antenna active driver. Thus, we can name it as E-mutual coupling or simply E-coupling. When adding these two antennas above each other along the y-axis with a $\lambda_o/2$ distance apart too, the magnetic field interaction is dominant in this case due to its high concentration, so it is called as H-coupling, being the third scenario. In the last scenario, E-coupling and H-coupling two-element arrays are combined to create a two by two array, called mixed E-H coupling array. The E-plane cut radiation patterns, and the reflection coefficients ($S_{11}$) of the first element in the four scenarios are plotted on Figure 6.9a and 6.9b, respectively. Moreover, Figure 6.9c compares $S_{nn}$ of elements of the array in the fourth scenario where $n=1,2,3,4$. Although all elements in the array analyzed in the HFSS have identical designs, their $S_{nn}$ are not similar because of the mutual coupling, leading us to a vital deduction that elements in the PMSA do not scatter the same power in all directions. The inconsistencies in the amounts of powers transmitted (scattered) from each element in the fourth scenario array are shown in Figure 6.9d, being the transmission coefficient (T). Moreover, radiation patterns of elements follow the same approach. In other words, antennas working within the same array cannot radiate equal power in the same direction as well, and losses due to the variations in radiation patterns are angle-dependent, see Figure 6.9a. Losses will also depend on types and polarization of antennas being utilized (e.g. dipoles, monopoles, patches, etc). Losses due to mismatches in radiation patterns and reflection coefficients ($S_{nn}$) resulting from the same cause
being the mutual coupling can be combined in one term called the overall array performance loss. In some cases, variations in reflection coefficients and radiation patterns might result in some array elements having good matching and improved gain in some directions compared to others. Because these directions are typically not the same for different elements in the array (different antennas do not see the same surrounding elements), non-idealities of radiation patterns could be averaged out in large arrays, leading to have a total gain comparable to gains of uniform arrays. However, we may not get the full advantage of the PMSA, since some elements in the PMSA might not be scattering efficiently in some directions. As a consequence, these inconsistencies in powers between elements can be included to other sources of errors as demonstrated in the last section of Chapter 3. As we formerly explained, errors reduce functionality of the PMSA where distortion products are not being completely canceled at predetermined spatial directions.

To this end, we discussed impacts of mutual coupling on the antenna performance. There is a huge number of researches to minimize impacts of the mutual coupling, but the scope of the discussion given above will not shed light on them as much as we want to demonstrate reasons of the non-perfect cancellation of distortion products generated by our PMSA.

Figure 6.10 shows an array consisting of two printed quasi-Yagi dipole antennas stacked above each other as in the second scenario because of having the lowest mutual coupling which leads to mitigating mismatches between the array elements. Figure 6.11a shows a $4 \times 4$ antenna array. The rest of plots in Figure 6.11 show 3D radiation patterns directed into different angles in space with assuming $\phi = 0^\circ$ in all plots. In addition, an array structure and 3D radiation patterns of an $8 \times 2$ printed quasi-Yagi antenna array are presented in Figure 6.12. As can be seen in figures, gains of the two arrays have been increased from 4.5dB which is a gain of a single
Figure 6.9: Impact of mutual coupling on antenna properties a) gain radiation patterns of the first element for four different scenarios b) S11 for four different scenarios c) S_{nn} of the fourth scenario only d) T_{n} of the fourth scenario only

Figure 6.10: Two-element H-coupling type printed quasi-Yagi antenna array
Figure 6.11: a) A 4×4 quasi-Yagi printed antenna array and its 3D radiation patterns directed to b) $\theta = -45^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ c) $\theta = -30^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ d) $\theta = -15^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ e) $\theta = 0^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ f) $\theta = 15^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ g) $\theta = 30^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ h) $\theta = 45^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$
Figure 6.12: a) An $8 \times 2$ quasi-Yagi printed antenna array and its 3D radiation patterns directed to b) $\theta = -45^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ c) $\theta = -30^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ d) $\theta = -15^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ e) $\theta = 0^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ f) $\theta = 15^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ g) $\theta = 30^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ h) $\theta = 45^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$
Figure 6.13: a) An 8×1 printed quasi-Yagi antenna array b) an 4×1 microstrip inset-fed patch antenna array c) an 8×1 quarter-wavelength monopoles over ground antenna array

The gain of 8×2 array is equal to the gain of 4×4 array since they have the same number of elements. However, the 8×2 array is preferred in our work over the 4×4 array because it can control more distortion products in space as will be seen in...
Chapter 8. The common drawback of these two arrays is that their elements have been etched on the same substrate. Thus, distances separating elements cannot be changed. To solve this problem, we built another $8 \times 1$ antenna array using the printed quasi Yagi dipole antenna too, but in this time, elements are fabricated on separate substrates as shown in Figure 6.13a. Here, we can change distances between elements to control the mutual coupling. The aim of this array is to perform in the parametric studies that will be presented Chapter 8. In addition, we design a $4 \times 1$ microstrip patch and an $8 \times 1$ monopole antenna arrays as demonstrated in Figure 6.13b and 6.13c. Because the printed Yagi dipole antenna has higher gain than the monopole antenna, the gain of the $8 \times 1$ printed Yagi dipole array is larger than the gain of the $8 \times 1$ monopole array when, though they have the same aperture length.

From the figures, we can notice that the difference between the arrays used in the PMSA and conventional phased arrays is no need to use transmission lines and combiners/dividers circuits. Instead, signals, which are distortion products, are combined over-the-air, thereby reducing the design complexity.

6.3 Design of RF Reflective-Type Switch (RF-RTS)

Not only the antenna is a critical part in our PMSA but also the reflection coefficient modulator plays a vital role in determining the entire response of the PMSA. In our model, the reflection coefficient modulator, in its simple way consisting of an RF switch controlled by a continuous low-frequency sinusoidal signal source and loads with prescribed values, modulates and reflects the RF incident signals to reach the input port again from where they come. The switch is designed to reflect the RF signals when it is either an open or short circuit, so it can be called as a reflective-type switch (RTS). Hereafter, the RTS term will be used instead of the reflection coefficient modulator throughout this section for the sake of simplicity. Because of the RTS
importance, it is preferred to be implemented simply with good performance. The RTS design task can be carried out with the use of an RF diode since it performs well with low power signals especially if we use low-barrier Schottky diodes. A nonlinear diode with a periodic modulation signal applied to one of its ports is able to produce the two periodic extremes of reflection coefficients $|\Gamma_{o.c.}| = -1$ and $|\Gamma_{s.c.}| = +1$.

6.3.1 RTS Power Signal Analysis

In a general sense, the RTS used in the PMSA design consists of an electronic switch connected to a short circuit load at one of its sides as shown in Figure 6.14a. As can be seen, there are three different signal sources; one of them is a periodic sinusoidal signal source controlling the RTS which is real in this work; the last two sources are being assumed to represent the input and output RF signals induced at one of the RTS ports and arrows distinguish between the incoming and outgoing RF signals. The input RF signal source represents a single-tone signal intended to be modulated and reflected when reaching the RTS, while the output RF source represents a signal with a huge number of tones never reaching the RTS in the case of no mismatch between the RTS and the output RF source. Both the input and output RF sources are not-real, hypothetical sources. The former represents a signal induced at an input port of the scatterer antenna and is given by

$$v_{ind} = v_{input} = V \cos w_o t = \sqrt{P_{ind} Z_o} = \sqrt{P_T G_T G_{sca} \left( \frac{\lambda_o}{4\pi r_1} \right)^2} Z_o \cos w_o t \quad (6.1)$$

in which $p_{ind}$ is the instantaneous power induced over a scatterer antenna, $P_T$ is the power sent by an illuminating source, $G_T$ denotes the gain of an illuminating source antenna, $G_{sca}$ is gain of a scatterer antenna, $\lambda_o$ is the illuminating-frequency wavelength, $r_1$ represents the distance between illuminating source and scatterer, $w_o$
is frequency of the illuminating signal, and $Z_o$ is an input impedance of a scatterer antenna. The input signal computed by the conventional Friis equation in (6.1) goes down to reach the RTS. The RTS, which in turn, reflects the input signal to reach the input port (scatterer antenna) again. When the RTS is open, the input signal does not pass it and is reflected back to reach the input port. The reflected signal under the impact of the open circuit is given by

$$v_{\text{ref}_{-\text{open}}} = v_{\text{input}} \times \Gamma_{\text{o.c.}}, \quad \text{where} \quad \Gamma_{\text{o.c.}} = \frac{z_{\text{o.c.}} - Z_o}{z_{\text{o.c.}} + Z_o} = 1$$

(6.2)

However, when the RTS is closed, the input signal passes it and is reflected this time by a short circuit load placed on the opposite side of the RTS, being shunt RF capacitors in our adopted RTS. The reflected signal under the impact of the short circuit is given by

$$v_{\text{ref}_{-\text{short}}} = v_{\text{input}} \times \Gamma_{\text{s.c.}}, \quad \text{where} \quad \Gamma_{\text{s.c.}} = \frac{z_{\text{s.c.}} - Z_o}{z_{\text{s.c.}} + Z_o} = -1$$

(6.3)

with $z_{\text{o.c.}}$ and $z_{\text{s.c.}}$ being impedances of the short and open circuits of the RTS, respectively. In both states shown in Figure 6.14b, signals reach the input port (scatterer antenna) being launched into space again. This process is periodical because the RTS is governed by a periodical signal. Practically, the passive ($|\Gamma_{\text{s.c.}}|, |\Gamma_{\text{o.c.}}|$) can be any value between 0 and 1 relying on the mismatch level between the scatterer antenna and the RTS [131].

Consequently, resulting signals from both states are averaged out to represent signals generated by the fictitious RF output source in Figure 6.14a, given by [92]

$$v_{\text{out}} = v_{\text{ref}_{-\text{open}}} - v_{\text{ref}_{-\text{short}}} = v_{\text{input}} \times |\Gamma_{\text{o.c.}} - \Gamma_{\text{s.c.}}| = v_{\text{input}} \times \Delta \Gamma$$

(6.4)
where $\Delta \Gamma = |\Gamma_{o.c.} - \Gamma_{s.c.}|$ and it is a function with a frequency of the modulation signal controlling the RTS. Thus, $\Delta \Gamma$ can be rewritten as $\Delta \Gamma(w_{mod})$. The periodic $\Delta \Gamma(w_{mod})$ can be approximately written using the Fourier series as

$$\Delta \Gamma (w_{mod}) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \Gamma_n \delta(w - nw_{mod})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)$$

where $\Gamma_n$ are the Fourier coefficients of $\Delta \Gamma(w_{mod})$. Frequency components in (6.5) are distributed about the two terms of $\cos w_o t$ in (6.1) which are $1/2(\delta(w-w_o)+\delta(w+w_o))$. Because the second term is just the image of the first term, it can be ignored. Thus, Eq.(6.4) can be written as

$$v_{out} = v_{input} \times \Delta \Gamma(w_{mod}) = V \cos w_o t \times \Delta \Gamma (w_{mod}) = \frac{V}{2} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \Gamma_n \delta(w - w_o + nw_{mod})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)$$

Also, $v_{out}$ can be expressed in terms of the Friis equation parameters

$$v_{out} = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{P_T G_T G_{sca} \left( \frac{\lambda}{4\pi r_1} \right)^2 Z_o} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \Gamma_n \delta(\lambda - w_o + nw_{mod})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)$$
As can be seen, $v_{out}$ consists of an infinite number of signals with frequencies being multiple integers of the control (modulation) frequency distributed on both sides of the RF input signal. $w_{mod}$ should be much less than $w_o$, $w_{mod} \ll w_o$, as illustrated before. Because of the reflected signals from the RTS (i.e., RF output source), power induced over a scatterer antenna, and power captured by a receiver are given by

$$p_{ind} = p_{ind}G_{sca} = P_TG_TG_{sca}^2 \left( \frac{\lambda}{4\pi r_1} \right)^2 \frac{1}{4} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \Gamma_n^2 \delta(w - w_o + nw_{mod}) \quad (6.8)$$

and

$$p_{rec} = p_{sca}G_R \left( \frac{\lambda}{4\pi r_2} \right)^2 = P_TG_TG_RG_{sca}^2 \left( \frac{\lambda}{4\pi} \right)^4 \left( \frac{1}{r_1r_2} \right)^2 \times \frac{1}{4} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \Gamma_n^2 \delta(w - w_o + nw_{mod}) \quad (6.9)$$

where $r_2$ is the distance from a scatterer into the receiver and $G_R$ represents gain of the receiver antenna. In our experimental setup, $r_2$ is not equal to $r_1$ because the TX antenna is located at given locations while the RX antenna is moved circularly around the PMSA in $2^\circ$ steps to record the scattered signals. $\Gamma_n^2$ in (6.5) is directly proportional to $|\Gamma_{o.c.} - \Gamma_{s.c.}|^2$, so if $|\Gamma_{o.c.} - \Gamma_{s.c.}|^2$ increases, all terms in $\Gamma_n^2$ increase too. According to Eqs.(6.8) and (6.9), these powers increase with increasing $\Gamma_n^2$. The term $|\Gamma_{o.c.} - \Gamma_{s.c.}|$ is called the modulation parameter M in the field of the RFID research [135] [58] [47] [82] [118]. The parameter M is used here too. Thus, the main purpose of the RTS design is to increase the parameter M as much as possible, leading to an increase in the scattered power. In the derivation presented above, we assumed no mismatches in impedances and polarizations as well as no losses in the RTS circuit.
6.3.2 RTS Design

Having discussed the parameter M controlling signal strengths reflected from the RTS by switching between two different loads, for example from open-circuit load to short-circuit load, now we should build a RTS switch fulfilling the requirements. Figure 6.15a shows a schematic of the RTS using the software ADS-circuit simulator. In the schematic, a series inductor $L_2$ prohibits the RF signals to reach the driving (control or modulation) source. It should be large enough to behave as an open circuit at the RF design frequency. Two capacitors in parallel are added in shunt. These two capacitors provide a short circuit impedance at the RF design frequency, making the RF signals fully reflected to reach a scatterer antenna again. Also, capacitance should be sufficiently large to provide very small reactance. A 100Ohm resistor is added between a modulation port and a diode before the inductor to protect the diode from the higher currents.

Some experimental tests have been done before examining entire arrays to figure out impacts of diode types on the performance of a single scatter. Three different types of diodes (HP5200-2835 Schottky, a 1N4152 PN, and HP3080 PIN) are used in the earlier experimental setups. The power of scattered signals from a HP5200-2835 Schottky diode was found to be higher, only about 1.4dB and 6dB over the powers scattered from scatterers using the 1N4152 PN and the HP3080 PIN diodes, respectively. Thus, a Schottky diode is chosen such that it provides a better response when compared to other diodes as we illustrated in [140].

The cross-section of a low barrier Schottky diode and its corresponding equivalent circuit which was used in the ADS circuit simulator are shown in Figure 6.15b and 6.15c, respectively. The equivalent circuit, consisting of five elements, is commonly used in the analysis of Schottky diodes. $L_p$ and $C_p$ are the package parasitic inductance and capacitance, respectively. $R_s$ is the overall parasitic series resistance,
including all resistances such as the lead frame resistance, the bondwire resistance, and the bulk resistance of silicon layers. \( R_s \) dissipates a portion of the RF energy as heat, leading to a reduction in the diode sensitivity. \( C_j \) is the parasitic junction capacitance, given by

\[
C_j = \frac{C_{jo}}{(1 - \frac{V}{v_{bi}})^{Mm}}
\]  

(6.10)

where \( v_{bi} \) is the built-in potential, \( V \) is the applied voltage which represents a voltage of the control signal, \( C_{jo} \) is the zero bias voltage parasitic junction capacitance, and the exponent \( Mm \) in the denominator depends on the type of doping process which is 0.5 in Schottky diodes. \( R_j \) is the junction resistance of the diode where the RF signals is transformed into the useful output voltage. It is given by

\[
R_j = 8.33 \times 10^{-5} nT \frac{(I_b + I_s)}{(I_b + I_s)}
\]  

(6.11)

The term \( n \) denotes the diode ideality factor; \( T \) is the physical temperature in Kelvins; \( I_b \) and \( I_s \) are the bias and saturation currents. At high bias currents \( I_b \), \( R_j \) is approximately zero, and the diode becomes short circuit which allows the RF signals passing through it.

However, when the biasing current \( I_b \) decreases which is proportional to the forward biasing voltage, \( R_j \) then increases. Thus, \( \Gamma_{s.c.} \) leaves the short circuit location on the Smith chart, which in turn, reduces the modulation factor \( M \). Oppositely, in the reverse biasing situation, \( R_j \) becomes higher since \( I_b \) does not exist, and thus \( C_j \) becomes dominant. \( C_j \) also depends on a level of the biasing voltage. In other words, \( C_j \) increases with the decrease in the reverse biasing voltage, leading to reduction in \( \Gamma_{o.c.} \). As a result, the parameter \( M \) becomes smaller than the expected value. As a result, the scattered power will decrease. Obtaining perfect open and short reflection
coefficients are impossible due to parasitic elements associated with real-world passive lumped elements and diode packages.

The available HP5200-2835 and HSMS2860 low-barrier Schottky diodes are both used in the RTS design. For the sake of simplicity, we focus only on the RTS design using the latter diode due to its frequent use in our scattering arrays, but...
we can also analyze the RTS with the former diode following the same procedure. Because the RTS reflects RF signals in both states (i.e., open and closed), the diode behaves more like a switch than a rectifier. Important simulations being implemented first are the DC sweep and S-parameter to determine the RTS input impedance, see Figure 6.16a. As can be observed, when the diode is forward-biased (i.e., short-circuit), the RTS input impedance approaches the open circuit area on the Smith chart due to a transmission-line inserted between the diode and an input port, rotating the impedance location.

The reflection coefficient of input port travels in a straight line through the 50 ohm impedance match on the Smith chart for the DC sweep from -3v to 3v. The importance of this straight line is to find out effects of biasing voltages on the input impedance which in turn helps us to select proper voltages in order to maximize the reflected power.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 6.16a, the open circuit impedance on the Smith chart are not reachable with low or at least with moderate forward biasing voltages. In contrast to that, the short circuit impedance on the Smith chart are obtained with all reverse biasing voltages applied to the diode anode. The inability to obtain one of the required impedances, because of parasitic effects of the diode and transmission-lines, deteriorates the RTS performance. The modulation factor M will also be lower than its nominated ideal value which is 2 in our ideal RTS. Thus, the factor M has been calculated using simulation results obtained from the ADS as shown in Figure 6.16b for different values of biasing voltage peaks from $\pm 0.5v$ to $\pm 3v$ with $+0.5v$ step throughout a frequency band from 2.1GHz to 2.5GHz. The factor M is 1.73 at the $\pm 3v$ signal peak which is the highest value being obtained in the simulation, while the minimum value of the factor M is 1.31 at the 0.5v signal peak.

Values of all passive lumped components shown on the RTS schematic design are
obtained after doing several simulations and are then optimally selected, while dimensions of transmission lines are according to 50ohm characteristic impedance printed on a Rogers 4003C substrate with a dielectric constant 3.55 and thickness 1.52mm. The main transmission line connects an antenna into a diode switch carrying both the incident and reflected RF signals, but these two signals propagate in opposite directions. In the simulation, a circulator is included to separate between these two signals, and they are overlaid in Figure 6.16c. Notice that the RF input (incident) signal swings between $-100\,mv$ and $+100\,mv$, whereas the RF output (reflected) signal swings between $+83\,mv$ and $+143\,mv$. The former is a pure monotone sinusoidal signal, while the latter, consists of a huge number of tones, being a distorted sinusoidal signal. Their spectral analyses can be seen in Figure 6.16d, being overlaid on the same plot. A 1kHz single-tone periodic signal switches the RTS, so harmonics can also be seen distributed evenly by multiple integers of 1kHz on both sides of the main RF incident signal at a frequency 2.3GHz, confirming that the output signal has more than one tone. The first upper and lower sidebands harmonics are 25dB below the reflected fundamental harmonic. Other harmonics are more below. All these results are simulated assuming a -10dBm input (incident) signal and -3.8dBm modulation signal.

The schematic of the RTS depicted in Figure 6.14a was exported as a Gerber file to a CNC milling machine. A photograph of the RTS layout using SMD components is shown in Figure 6.17a, and Figure 6.17b shows the photograph of another RTS layout built by Prof. Richard Campbell. The vector network analyzer VNA is used to test the RTS board. The measured and simulated results are plotted on the Smith chart for both the forward and reversed biasing under a voltage peak of 1.6V as illustrated in Figure 6.17c. The results are not matched well, but they are acceptable. Figure 6.17d compares between the simulated and measured modulation factor $M$. 
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Figure 6.16: a) Simulated S11 with a DC sweep from -3v to 3v on the Smith chart b) simulated factor M for different values of modulation voltages c) simulated RF incident and RF reflected signals in the time domain d) simulated RF incident and RF reflected signals in the frequency domain (spectral analysis)

the simulated $M$ is 1.68 at 2.3GHz, whereas the measured $M$ is 1.58. We think that there are two main reasons behind the discrepancies between the simulated and measured results. The first reason is the parasitic of lumped elements which are not included in the simulations as well as assuming the use of ideal transmission-lines in the simulations, being the second reason. Eventually, testing the RTS response with an absence of incident signals, it is preferred before performing in the entire system.

The antenna side port is connected to a digital oscilloscope, and the driving port of the RTS is connected to the modulation source as shown in Figure 6.17g. Although all the fabricated RTS are tested, the measured response of one RTS is provided in
Figure 6.17f for the sake of simplicity. It functions as a half wave rectifier as expected. Also, the simulated response of the RTS is provided in Figure 6.17e for the sake of completeness.

6.4 Multi-Phase Modulation Signal Generator

After presenting both the antenna arrays and the RTSs (modulators) designs above, we describe here the last part located within the PMSA side being indispensable for the achievement of measurements of the PMSA (device under test-DUT). This part is a multi-port modulation signal generator. Ports generate signals with equal amplitudes and frequencies but with different phases. In the measurements, two different low frequencies modulation signal sources developed for experiments described in [21] are utilized here as shown in Figure 6.18a and 6.18b. The first one is a 700Hz single-tone sine-wave source while the second one is a two-tone sine-wave source with frequencies 899Hz and 1004Hz. Each source has four ports, and the relative phase difference between any two successive ports is 90°. Amplitudes of signals in the second source are tunable while being fixed in the first source. Modulation signal sources are tested by using a digital oscilloscope in the Capstone Lab. The measured plots of the waveforms of the modulation sources are given in Figure 6.18. Ideally, amplitudes of modulation signals from different ports of each source must be identical, and a relative phase difference between any two successive ports should also be equal to meet the requirements of the PMSA. However, idealities are never possible in the actual designs because slight variations in values of capacitors, inductors, and resistors of the underlying designs cause errors in amplitudes and phases of the modulation signals. Because these signals are applied to the RTSs in the PMSA, they may cause a serious problem, resulting in degradation in the performance. Thus, it is necessary to find out variations in amplitudes and relative phases of ports of the modulation.
Figure 6.17: a) Photograph of the RTS prototype using the HSMS2860 Schottky diode b) photograph of the RTS prototype using the HP5200-2835 Schottky diode c) comparison between the simulated and measured S11 of the RTS using HSMS2860 Schottky diode for the reversed and forward biasing on the Smith chart d) comparison between the simulated and measured factor M of RTS using a HSMS2860 Schottky diode e) RTS using HSMS2860 Schottky diode under test connected to a modulating source and a digital oscilloscope f) simulated response of the RTS with single input signal (absence of the RF signals and only presence of the modulation signal) g) measured response of the RTS with single input signal (Modulation signal)
sources compared to the first port, being considered as a reference port. Again here, we used a digital oscilloscope to take measurements from each port, and are then averaged out to come up with a unique value for each port.

Next, according to arrays with eight elements, a modulation signal source with eight ports is needed as well. Similarly, signals coming from the eight ports should have the same amplitude, but in this time, a relative phase difference between any two successive ports is 45°. To do this with only little effort and low cost, four-to-eight phases transformer kit using resistors only is designed, simulated, fabricated, and tested. The phase transformer kit is based on the basic principles of the resistive voltage divider. As we know, the frequent use of voltage dividers is to change levels of the input voltages at the output port. It simply consists of two resistors confined between an input voltage source and a ground while the point between two resistors denotes the output port. Instead of using reactive elements such as capacitors and inductors as in conventional passive phase shifters, voltage dividers made of resistors only is used to function as a phase shifter as will be demonstrated below. Phases of the transformer kit are divided as (main phases 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) and (auxiliary phases 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°). The modulation signal source provides the main phases. The auxiliary phases are obtained by combining two voltage dividers using the same load resistor element. A circuit diagram of an auxiliary phase generator is illustrated in Figure 6.19a which also exhibits a phasor diagram of the output and input in Figure 6.19b. The resulting output signal from the auxiliary phase generator when $R_1$ and $R_2$ are identical is overlaid with input signals on the same plot as given in Figure 6.19c. Assuming both sources have the same frequency, amplitude and phase of a signal obtained at the output port are given by

$$V_{\text{out}A} = \frac{V_1 e^{j\phi_1} R_2 R_3}{R_1 R_2 + R_1 R_3 + R_2 R_3} + \frac{V_2 e^{j\phi_2} R_1 R_3}{R_1 R_2 + R_2 R_3 + R_1 R_3}$$

(6.12)
\[ \theta_A = \arctan \left( \frac{R_2 R_3 \frac{R_1 R_3 V_1 \sin \theta_1 + R_1 R_3 V_2 \sin \theta_2}{R_1 R_2 + R_1 R_3 + R_2 R_3}}{R_2 R_3 \frac{R_1 R_3 V_1 \cos \theta_1 + R_1 R_3 V_2 \cos \theta_2}{R_1 R_2 + R_1 R_3 + R_2 R_3}} \right) \]  

(6.13)

where \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) are signals amplitudes of the first and second input sources, respectively. \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) are signal phases of the first and second input sources, respectively. In equation (6.12) and (6.13), phases are represented by complex forms because they can have any value between 0° and 360°. Any change in values of factors \( (V_1, V_2, \theta_1, \theta_2, R_1, R_2, \text{and } R_3) \) leads to a change in phase and amplitude of the output signal. The value of resulting output phase is always confined between values of the input signals phases. To make the above two formulas compatible with our design requirements, some conditions like, \( V_1 = V_2 = V \) and \( R_1 = R_2 = R \) are applied, resulting in simplified versions of these two above equations

\[ V_{outA} = \frac{V R_3}{R + R_3 + R R_3} \left( e^{j \phi_1} + e^{j \phi_2} \right) \]  

(6.14)

\[ \theta_A = \arctan \left( \frac{\sin \theta_1 + \sin \theta_2}{\cos \theta_1 + \cos \theta_2} \right) \]  

(6.15)

Eq.(6.15) is slightly modified as shown in Figure 6.20 to obtain the correct phase depending on phases of the input signals. Furthermore, because the two signals are added with different phases, a magnitude of the resulting output signal never gets larger than the highest magnitude of either one of the input signals. Output signals with phases 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315° can be obtained from input combinations with phases \((0°, 90°), (90°, 180°), (180°, 270°), \) and \((270°, 0°), \) respectively, as illustrated in Figure 6.20.

Although all the main and auxiliary phases are attained, their amplitudes are not equal. These issues have been amended using single voltage dividers in paths of the main modulation signals. Any amplitude value can be attained by changing
values of resistors as shown in Figure 6.19d. Amplitude and phase of a signal obtained at the output port are given by

$$V_{outB} = \frac{V_1 e^{j\theta_1}}{R_1 + R_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.16)

$$\theta_B = \theta_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.17)

Here, phase of the output signal is always equal to phase of the input signal. In the design, $V_{outB}$ must be equal to $V_{outA}$, as a condition. Figure 6.19e shows its phasor diagram.

Both types of phase shift generators are combined in one circuit to build a 4-to-8 phase transformer kit. The same schematic is designed by the ADS and LTspice as illustrated in Figure 6.21a and 6.21b, respectively. The 8-phase transformer kit requires a source generating quadrature signals to operate properly. If quadrature signals are not available, and can thus be generated by alternative means, the quadrature polyphase source becomes unnecessary. To take advantages of because no reactive elements are used in the design, the 8-phase transformer kit generates proper phase shifts and almost equal amplitudes at different frequencies and thus the kit response is very wideband at low frequencies. Figure 6.21c and 6.21d show the simulation results of the kit along with the quadrant modulation input signals. Figure 6.22a and 6.22b show photographs of the top and bottom of the kit prototype, and Figure 6.22c shows the measured input and output signals.

However, inconsistencies in values of resistors and errors in magnitudes and phases of the quadrant modulation input signals cause errors in both magnitudes and phases of the output modulation signals of the phase transformer kit. Since these output modulation signals are applied to the RTSs, these errors are multiplied by a distortion product term order $n$, leading to a fast deterioration in a response as a term
order of distortion products increases. Errors are obtained by taking reads using a digital oscilloscope for each port and are then averaged out as given in Table 6.3 and
Figure 6.19: a) Auxiliary phase shift generator type-A b) its phasor diagram c) its input and output waveforms d) main phase shift generator type-B e) its phasor diagram

6.4. These errors will be inserted to the mathematical model presented in chapter 4 to compare with measured results that will be presented in Chapter 8.
Figure 6.20: Modified output phase according into the two input phases combination

Table 6.3: Errors in amplitudes and phases of 1004Hz modulation signals passing through phase transformer kit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CH. No.</th>
<th>Amp.min</th>
<th>Amp.max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>P.S.min</th>
<th>P.S.max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>36.51</td>
<td>53.81</td>
<td>39.52</td>
<td>-5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78.78</td>
<td>97.55</td>
<td>82.38</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>132.8</td>
<td>126.4</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-141.8</td>
<td>-133.2</td>
<td>-137.1</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-92.29</td>
<td>-85.41</td>
<td>-88.92</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-49.16</td>
<td>-40.29</td>
<td>-44.6</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PS=Phase shift, Amp= Amplitude, CH=Channel.

Table 6.4: Errors in amplitudes and phases of 899Hz modulation signals passing through phase transformer kit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CH. No.</th>
<th>Amp.min</th>
<th>Amp.max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>P.S.min</th>
<th>P.S.max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>39.18</td>
<td>47.17</td>
<td>43.55</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>87.55</td>
<td>84.64</td>
<td>-3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>126.1</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>128.4</td>
<td>-6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>170.3</td>
<td>175.3</td>
<td>173.1</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-141.6</td>
<td>-134.7</td>
<td>-137.7</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-93.35</td>
<td>-87.36</td>
<td>-90.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-50.02</td>
<td>-42.12</td>
<td>-45.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PS=Phase shift, Amp= Amplitude, CH=Channel.
Figure 6.21: a) Schematic of the phase transformer kit using the ADS b) schematic of the phase kit transformer using LTspice c) simulated input and output waveforms using the ADS d) simulated input and output waveforms using the LTspice
Figure 6.22: a) Photograph of the phase transformer kit prototype top-view b) photograph of the phase transformer kit prototype bottom-view c) measured input and output waveforms
Chapter 7: Experimental Setup

7.1 Introduction

In the earlier chapter, detailed designs of different components that will be used to build the whole PMSA were presented. The prototypes were individually designed, analyzed, and tested. In this chapter, we provide thorough details about an environment where the PMSAs are tested and we also present the necessary apparatus to examine capabilities that the PMSA can achieve according to the theoretical parts.

7.2 Testing Environment

The proposed structures are characterized in an environment resembling properties of free-space called the anechoic chamber. It is a room shielded by a big metal case. The metal case is covered from the inside by a material absorbing and reducing reflections of electromagnetic signals from walls, ceilings, and floors. Results obtained inside this room is highly precise compared to other test places. Figure 7.1 shows an inside view of the anechoic chamber with an air-jet placed in the middle.

7.3 Testing Apparatus

The assembly of hardware components that makes up the testing equipment, presented by the block diagram in Figure 7.2, is mounted on a mobile table. It consists of two parts. The first part, consisting of an RF signal source, two receive down-converters, a spectrum analyzer, and a signal processing station, lies outside the anechoic chamber as shown in Figure 7.3a. In Figure 7.3b, the second part lied inside the anechoic chamber comprises two antennas along with their cables as well as the device under test DUT (the proposed PMSA). Both signal source Tx and receiver
Rx are narrowband systems working at 2.304GHz, but for the initial experiments, testing apparatus works at 432MHz. Figure 7.4 shows manufactured prototypes of the signal source and the receiver side by side. The signal generated by a Tx source
is applied to an 11dB gain folded-Yagi Tx antenna where it is located at prescribed location at each time the PMSA performing inside the anechoic chamber. Signals illuminating the PMSA experience to modulation by the RTSs loaded on antennas and driven by the modulation signals. Two different modulation sources are used in measurements. The first modulation source has fixed properties with a frequency of 700Hz and output power -3.8dBm. Furthermore, it has four ports with a $90^\circ$ relative phase shift between any two successive ports. In contrast, the second modulation
source has tunable output powers and two different frequencies. Frequencies are 899Hz and 1004Hz. Also, its four ports have the same relative phases compared to the first modulation source. The modulation sources can work with arrays having no more than four elements at least in one of their dimensions. Arrays with larger dimensions, for example, in the 8-element PMSA, use the 4-to-8 phase transformer kit illustrated in Chapter 6. After modulating the illuminating signals by one modulation source, signals are retransmitted again to reach the receiving antenna which is also a folded-Yagi dipole antenna with gain of 11dB. In the experimental setups, single-tone and two-tone modulation sources are utilized in order to show that we can deal not only with harmonics distortions (HDs) but also intermodulations distortions (IMDs). Studying and analyzing these two types of distortion products are useful especially in 5G communication systems incorporated with beamforming techniques. The most important fact that we succeeded to characterize the distortion products in space using simple structures (i.e., the PMSA designs).

Scattered signals captured by receiving antenna are first down-converted to 144MHz and then down-converted again to 12kHz with a range of 2-22kHz (audio range). The audio signals are converted from analog to digital using a built-in sound card of the Toshiba-satellite Laptop. The software running on the Laptop used to acquire data is the commercial SigView with a purchased License. A screenshot of the software acquisition interface is displayed in Figure 7.5. Data obtained by the software are post-processed by Matlab using the fast Fourier transform FFT algorithm. Also, data are recorded using a spectrum analyzer SA to plot scattered beams of distortion products.

At each time, the DUT performing inside the anechoic chamber, the Tx antenna is fixed at one location while the Rx antenna is moved within a specific range of angles in increments of 2° as shown in Figure 7.6. A range of angles is chosen in
Figure 7.5: Screenshot of the interface panel of the SigView commercial software that used to acquire the measured data

such a way preserving the work in the far-field region, depending on many factors as will be seen later in this chapter. The Rx antenna is rotated such that it makes an angle of $\theta$ with respect to the broadside direction of the DUT across a measurement room (i.e., anechoic chamber). Data taken at every angle has different spatial distortion characteristics as we mentioned before. All DUTs are used in scattering (receiving/retransmitting)-mode where the Tx and Rx antennas are always placed in the far-field of DUTs. However, only the initial experiments working at a frequency of 432MHz are carried out within the near-field of DUTs due to space limitations of measurement facilities.

In the following experimental setups, we endeavor to prove parametric studies and some potential applications developed in Chapter 5. Three different sets of PMSAs ($8 \times 1$-element PMSA using separate printed quasi-Yagi scatterers, $4 \times 1$-element PMSA using separate microstrip patch scatterers, and $8 \times 1$-element PMSA using quarter-wavelength monopoles over single ground scatterers) are used. In experiments, the illuminating antenna is placed in different locations to observe its impacts on spatial angular directions of scattered beams of distortion products. The experiments start with the capture of full scattered beams of distortion products for
different locations of the illuminating antenna and different spacing between elements of the PMSAs and end with finding a direction of the incident signals under the assumption of their unknown directions. Also, a frequency of the modulation sources is changed to prove that scattered beams of distortion products do not change their spatial locations with frequencies.

7.4 Limitations and constraints

Because our presented structures consist of arrays of scatterers, they are physically larger than the half-wavelength being emitted by them. Their physical sizes get bigger with the increase of a number of elements. To work within the far-field of structures, distances separating between the Tx antenna to the DUT and from the DUT to the Rx antenna should be at least equal to (7.1) which represents the Fraunhofer distance.
being the limit between the far-field and near-field regions [34].

\[ df = \frac{2(L_{ant})^2}{\lambda_o} \] (7.1)

where \( L_{ant} \) is a length of the scattering array and \( \lambda_o \) is the free-space wavelength at a design frequency. For an \( L \)-element PMSA, \( L_{ant} \) is equal to \((L - 1) \times \lambda_o/2\) when \( d \) is equal to \( \lambda_o/2 \). To obtain highly accurate measured results, this rule of thumb should be kept in all measurements except the initial measurements achieved at a frequency of 432MHz. Moreover, we tested several structures such as a single scatterer, a 2 × 1-element PMSA, a 4 × 4-element PMSA, and an 8 × 2-element PMSA and each structure has its particular Fraunhofer distance \( d_f \) relying on the largest dimension of structure.

Limitation here are that when the PMSA has more elements, for example, the 8 × 2-element, the anechoic chamber allows us to cover only angles confined between \([-45^\circ \text{ to } +45^\circ]\) as shown in Figure 7.6 to avoid the near-field problems. When a number of elements become less, a wide range of angles can be covered at the cost of less number of distortion products controlled at a time.

Moreover, one of the constraints faced during measurements is that the Rx antenna is moved manually for lack of adequate tools for assessing performances of the presented structures such as the controlled autonomous turntable. Also, data were recorded manually for the same reason thereby reducing an accuracy of data obtained from experiments. However, although there are discrepancies between measurement and the simulation results, they are in good agreement as will be seen in Chapter 8.
Chapter 8: Experimental Results

8.1 Introduction

In light of the preliminary and promising simulation results obtained in preceding chapters, several experiments were performed in order to examine the feasibility of the presented ideas in an environment resembling an infinitely large room (anechoic chamber) to ensure no signals bouncing off the surrounding walls. As presented in Chapter 7, devices under test (DUTs), and transmit and receive antennas with their own cables are placed inside the anechoic chamber, while all other apparatus are placed outside the anechoic chamber. Results obtained from our PMSAs are presented here with three goals in mind. The first goal is to demonstrate practically that distortion products can be treated (i.e., enhanced or suppressed) in space as the key theme of the presented PMSA. Also, to show the system scalability, two different sets of PMSAs working at frequencies 432MHz and 2.3GHz are designed and tested. Results obtained from measurements are compared with the theoretical and simulation results as a step in validating the design concepts. Also, some sources of errors are taken into account to reduce the discrepancies between the measured and simulated results. We believe that these discrepancies may be accounted for, at least in part, by the differences in circumstances and surroundings of every single scatterer in the entire PMSAs. As a consequence, the distortion product rejection ratio DPRR factor is calculated to show effectiveness of the PMSA performance.

Next, we focus on parametric studies utilizing a $8 \times 1$-element PMSA with vertically polarized elements in the arrangement of H-coupling scenario in order to obtain low mutual-coupling between elements. Spatial distortion products and their associated scattered beams, which are radiation patterns in a general sense, alter their
angular directions in space with the change in values of:

- Distances separating scatterers \( d \)
- Values and directions of progressive phase distributions of the modulation sources \( \pm \theta m \)
- Directions of the incident signals \( \theta o \)

Finally, we practically demonstrate some features and potential applications of the PMSA. Retrodirective modes (scattered beams) reflected from the PMSA can be possibly obtained if the illuminating signals, propagating toward an aperture of the PMSA, arrive from particular angles, following the rule given in (5.17). Moreover, we demonstrate the inherent property of beamforming of scattered beams of distortion products using a \( 8 \times 1 \)-element PMSA which can also be considered as a potential application. These two features have been implicitly demonstrated in the previous section. However, we present other two separate experimental setups for both a tunable spatial harmonic generator and a direction finding system which are independent from the works presented in the first two parts of this chapter. Both of these setups prove that our PMSA may have a variety of potential applications.

### 8.2 Experimental Results of the Phase Modulated Scattering Array (PMSA)

In this section, we introduce results obtained from two different sets of experiments. In the first set, the PMSAs, performing at a frequency 432MHz with two different numbers of elements, are tested. Their results are compared to results of single scatterers. We consider these experiments as initials because they are done before developing whole mathematical models that support mechanisms of the PMSA. The PMSA, working at a frequency 2.3GHz with three different numbers of elements are tested within the second experimental setups. The aim of building two set of PMSAs
working at two different frequencies which are 432MHz and 2.3GHz is substantial for demonstrating that the PMSA is a scalable structure, being able to perform with any frequency (i.e., from acoustic to terahertz bands).

As mentioned in Chapter 7, signals scattered back from the PMSA and captured by a receiver are down-converted into audio range signals via two down-converters. First, the targeted frequency which is either 2.3GHz or 432MHz is converted to the VHF band 144MHz, and it is then converted into the audio band 2-22kHz. So the objective behind using the low frequency is twofold: to use the built-in sound cards in laptops and one of widely available commercial software such as SigView for Windows and SigScope for Mac. For these reasons, we used that frequency band in all our simulations in order to compare with measurements. Both of simulations and measurements results are plotted at a frequency range from 2kHz to 22kHz and centered at 12kHz on the x-axis. Amplitudes of simulated and measured results are plotted from -60dB or -80dB to 0dB on the y-axis due to the noise floor of the measurement environment. Besides, because of using the modulation signals with very low-frequencies, down-converting received signals into the audio range helps to see obviously distortion products distributed on both sides of the fundamental frequencies distanced by multiple integers of the modulation frequencies.

In the initial experiments with a frequency 432MHz, elements used to construct the PMSAs are conventional folded dipole Yagi antennas. Printed quasi-Yagi dipole antennas working at a frequency 2.3GHz are used to build scattering arrays for the high frequency experiments. Although diodes used in the RTS designs are manufactured for high-speed RF applications, they perform very well with low modulation frequencies. The modulation frequencies are 700Hz, 899Hz, and 1004Hz. In the initial experiments with single-tone modulation sources, the frequency is 700Hz while, in the 2.3 GHz experiments, the frequencies are 899Hz and 1004Hz. The
special feature of interest here is the spatial distortion products are either enhanced or suppressed in space rather than the use of transmission lines, waveguides, and combiners and dividers as in conventional RF communication circuits. This feature may potentially facilitate the use PMSA in very high frequencies such as in terahertz applications, avoiding size limitations and fields perturbation.

8.2.1 432MHz Measurement Results (Initial Experiments)

A photograph of the single scatterer prototype is shown in Figure 8.1a. It was tested first. An illuminating source working at the frequency 432MHz connected to an antenna illuminates the scatterer. The distance between the transmitting antenna and the scatterer is about 4m. The scatterer modulates the illuminating signals with a very low-frequency 700Hz. The receive antenna is located about 4m away from the scatterer too. A distance between the transmit and receive antennas is about 1.5m to reduce the direct coupling between them. All antennas in the experiment are conventional folded Yagi type, and they are horizontally polarized. Scattered responses captured by the receive antenna is down-converted into the 0 to 20kHz baseband as shown in Figure 8.1b. We considered this received response as a reference for next experiments within the ensemble of the initial tests. As can be seen, all harmonics are present and distributed symmetrically about the main frequency. Power of the main frequency is about -20dB while powers of the first upper and lower sidebands (IUSB and 1LSB) harmonics and the second upper and lower sidebands (2USB and 2LSB) harmonics are about -27dB and -29dB, respectively. As expected, the modulation sidebands are symmetrical, and harmonics of 700Hz out to the 10th are significant.

To suppress or enhance scattered distortion products in space, the idea originated first is to mimic operation of the conventional image reject mixer. Because the
image-reject mixer has two paths, we used two scatterers to form a 2-element PMSA with a separation distance of $0.7\lambda_o$ as shown in Figure 8.2a. Similar to the image-reject mixer design, phase of the modulation source driving the first scatterer is $0^\circ$ and phase of the modulation source driving the second scatterer is $90^\circ$ (IQ-arrangement). The illuminating antenna is located at an angle of $\theta_o = 20^\circ$ with respect to the PMSA while the receive antenna is located at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$. According to the angular direction of the illuminating source, the incident signals arrive to the two scatterers at different times, making the $90^\circ$ spatial phase shift. Figure 8.2b shows the measured received spectrum of the scattered signals. Note that the first lower sideband (1LSB) is enhanced and the first upper sideband (1USB) is suppressed. In addition to that, the third lower sideband (3LSB) is suppressed, and the third upper sideband (3USB) is enhanced. This is expected because third harmonic products are out of phase with their first harmonic counterparts. In contrast, the fifth lower sideband (5LSB) is enhanced, and the fifth upper sideband (5USB) is suppressed because fifth harmonic products are in-phase with their first harmonic counterparts. Suppressed harmonics products are not entirely removed due to different sources of errors, leading to deterioration in the overall performance, which will be discussed in
the following subsection.

Treatment of harmonics (i.e., suppression or enhancement) occurred in space which validates the theoretical assumptions. However, harmonics are not suppressed forever, but they are redirected into different directions in space. According to these experiment specifications, if the receive antenna is moved to an angle of $\theta = -42^\circ$, the suppressed harmonics at the previous location are enhanced, and the enhanced harmonics are suppressed. When the receive antenna is located at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$, the scattered response of the PMSA looks like the response of the conventional USB image-reject mixer, and thus being called spatial USB image-reject mixer. In addition, when moving the receive antenna to be located at an angle of $\theta = -42^\circ$, the PMSA behaves like the LSB image-reject mixer.

Furthermore, spatial locations of 1USB and 1LSB harmonics suppression can be easily replaced without changing locations of the illuminating and receive antennas. To do so, we replaced phases of the modulation sources to get ($QI$-arrangement). Figure 8.2c shows the measured received spectrum of scattered signals captured at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$. As shown in the figure, the 1USB harmonic product is enhanced while the 1LSB harmonic product is suppressed. Although these two initial experiments do not follow the rule of thumb of the PMSA because relative phase shift differences between the scatterers must be equal to 360$^\circ$ divided by a number of total scatterers $L$, the experiments were successfully carried out, and the anticipated results were obtained.

After succeeding in obtaining what we wanted from the first part of the initial experiments, we extended our experimental setup by adding two more scatterers to the previous PMSA. Figure 8.3a shows a 4-element PMSA, performing inside the anechoic chamber. As in the last experiments locations of the illuminating and the receive antennas, distances between elements $d$, and the modulation frequency are
Figure 8.2: a) 2-element PMSA working at 432MHz b) measured received spectrum with 1USB suppression c) measured received spectrum with 1LSB suppression

kept the same. The one difference is that the relative phase shift between scatterers follows the PMSA rules (i.e., 360° divided by the total number of scatterers $L$). The RTS modulators associated with each antenna element is switch ON-OFF at 700Hz using phases $\varphi_1 = 0^\circ$, $\varphi_2 = 90^\circ$, $\varphi_3 = 180^\circ$, and $\varphi_4 = 270^\circ$ where the left-most element in Figure 8.3a is considered as a reference with an $IQ\bar{I}\bar{Q}$-arrangement. Figure 8.3b shows the measured received spectrum of scattered signals. As can
be seen, more harmonics are suppressed or correctly radiated at different angles. The 1LSB harmonic product is enhanced while the 1USB, 2USB, 2LSB, and 3LSB harmonics products are attenuated. We used the term “attenuated” rather than the term ”suppressed” for describing statuses of distortion products which are supposed to be removed entirely according to theoretical calculations because they are still present but with small amplitudes as shown in Figure 8.3b. According to the PMSA theory presented in Chapter 4, the 3USB harmonic component should be suppressed, but it was not. Both of these two issues could be attributed to impacts of the measurement environment because the receive antenna is located inside the near-field region of the PMSA. The far-field measurement is not possible for the frequency 432MHz with our lab facilities. These effects could be mitigated by focusing or ray-tracing methods. Moreover, to enhance the 1USB harmonic product instead of the 1LSB harmonic product at where the receive antenna is located at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$ and the illuminating antenna is located at an angle of $\theta_o = 30^\circ$, the $\overline{QI}QI$-arrangement should be used. The measured received spectrum of scattered signals at a receiver output is shown in Figure 8.3c. According to Chapter 4, phase shift distribution of $IQ\overline{Q}$-arrangement is called the forward progressive phase shift while a phase shift distribution of $\overline{QI}QI$-arrangement is called the backward progressive phase shift. As expected, the more scatterers used in the PMSA, the more harmonics are treated (i.e., canceled or enhanced). Also, it is noteworthy that a harmonic status changes from the suppression to the enhancement once a direction of the progressive phase shift distribution of the modulation sources is reversed. The process of phase reversal does confirm the beamforming property of the PMSA which will be elaborately illustrated by results obtained from the measurements given later. Eventually, our PMSAs designs have been scaled down to work at 2.3GHz which is the only possible way to resolve impacts of our anechoic chamber on the measurements results.
Figure 8.3: a) 4-Element PMSA working at 432MHz b) measured received response of scattered signals with 1USB, 2USB, 2LSB, and 3LSB suppression c) measured received response of scattered signals with 1LSB, 2LSB, 2USB, and 3USB suppression

8.2.2 2.3GHz Measurement Results

As we mentioned earlier, scaling down PMSA prototypes to work at 2.3GHz would kill two birds with one stone. The first thing is that inaccuracies in the measured results obtained in the initial experiments because of the size limitation of the anechoic chamber is highly reduced and the second thing is to achieve one of the research goals which is the scalability. Thus, all scatterers designed here work at a frequency 2.3GHz.
However, the size of the anechoic chamber is not only the source of inaccuracies in results, but its impacts were dominant in the initial experiments. As shown in the Chapter 6, there are different sources of errors, but they could fall under the definition of the term "amplitude and phase errors". Due to the complexity of calculation of errors caused by mutual coupling impacts, those errors are not considered in our mathematical models. The only errors, which are the inconsistencies in amplitudes and phases of the modulation signals given in Chapter 6, are taken into account. This procedure can be tolerated to some extent as will be seen when comparing measured and simulated results.

Even here, experiments are divided into two parts. In the first part, elements of the PMSA are modulated using single-tone modulation sources while two-tone modulation sources are utilized in the second part. In the beginning, three different sizes of the PMSAs which are $2 \times 1$, $4 \times 4$, and $8 \times 2$ elements PMSAs were performed. Next, the measured results of $8 \times 2$ PMSA was only presented although the $4 \times 4$ PMSA was also tested to avoid a lengthy discussion on findings. The experiments are given as follows:

8.2.2.1 Single-tone Experimental Results

As usual, a single scatterer here, consisting of separate printed quasi-Yagi antenna and a HSMS2860 Schottky diode based the RTS modulator connected by a male-to-male SMA connector, was examined first for the sake of comparison with forthcoming results obtained by the 2.3GHz PMSAs for demonstrating the efficacy of the PMSAs. Before proceeding with measurements of the 2.3GHz PMSAs, simulation results of the E-cut plane radiation pattern gain of the printed quasi-Yagi dipole antenna is imported from the software HFSS to be manipulated mathematically using the software Matlab to obtain a fitted curve and then added to the proposed models. This
procedure reduces the discrepancy between simulations and measurements results. Also the conventional radiation pattern gain of the antenna was measured. Figure 8.4 shows the simulated and measured gain patterns along with results of the fitted curve and the function \( \cos^{2.2} \theta \). The fitted curve was used in the mathematical model instead of the simulation result to integrate it easily with the theoretical models.

![Radiation Pattern of Single Printed Dipole](image)

Figure 8.4: E-cut plane radiation pattern gain of the printed quasi-Yagi dipole antenna

A photograph of the single-scatterer prototype working at a frequency 2.3GHz is shown in Figure 8.5a. As can be seen, the scatterer is horizontally placed. The overall size of the antenna and the RTS modulator together is \( 65 \times 105 \times 1.52 \text{mm}^3 \). The transmitting antenna is placed in front of the DUT (here is the single scatterer) with a separating distance 1m to ensure working in the far-field region of the scatterer and the receive antenna is moved from \( \theta = -90^\circ \) to \( \theta = +90^\circ \) with a 2-degree step. Although the data are recorded at several angular locations around the scatterer, we chose just five reads to demonstrate strengths of scattered harmonics (distortion products), being attenuated as we moved from the broadside direction (i.e., no longer being in Line-of-Sight, LoS). Figure 8.5 displays the scattered power of measured and
simulated received signals at angles of $\theta = -90^\circ, -45^\circ, 0^\circ, 45^\circ$, and $90^\circ$. As expected, harmonics disappear or at least are highly attenuated when the scatterer is directed toward the angles $\theta = -90^\circ$ and $\theta = +90^\circ$ with respect to the receive antenna because the antenna in the scatterer does not radiate efficiently at these directions as shown in Figure 8.4. Strengths of harmonics increases gradually until reaching to their maximum values at the angle $\theta = 0^\circ$.

Figure 8.5: a) 2.3GHz printed quasi-Yagi scatterer b) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = -90^\circ$ c) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = -45^\circ$ d) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = 0^\circ$ e) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = +45^\circ$ f) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = +90^\circ$

Also, measured received spectrums of spatially scattered distortion products when the single scatterer is ON and OFF are presented in Figure 8.6a. As can be seen, all harmonics distributed about the main frequency in the case of ON are hid in the case of OFF, and the main frequency has two different amplitude values for its ON-OFF states. An amplitude of the main frequency in the former case represents the
static response produced by different sources as demonstrated in Chapter 2, whereas in
the latter case, it is increased by about 7dB due to an impact of the signal modulation.
Moreover, simulated and measured scattered beams of some selected harmonics are
shown in Figure 8.6b and 8.6c, respectively. In Table 8.1, legends given in Figure 8.6b
are more clarified, and this clarification may be useful in the subsequent figures of
scattered beams.

As can be noticed, all scattered beams of harmonics have almost the same profile
shape with respect to a radiation pattern of the conventional printed quasi Yagi
antenna. However, these scattered beams of distortion products (harmonics) are
independent in their nature because they are not interfered as can be deduced from
the results. In addition, most harmonics have almost the same value as we approach
to angles of $-90^\circ$ and $90^\circ$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4LSB</td>
<td>$f_o - 4 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3LSB</td>
<td>$f_o - 3 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2LSB</td>
<td>$f_o - 2 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LSB</td>
<td>$f_o - 1 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$f_o - 0 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1USB</td>
<td>$f_o + 1 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2USB</td>
<td>$f_o + 2 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3USB</td>
<td>$f_o + 3 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4USB</td>
<td>$f_o + 4 \times f_m$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having demonstrated that each distortion product has its particular scattered
beam (radiation pattern), handling distortion product and their scattered beams
becomes possible if we use more than one scatterer as notified in the initial
experiments. Therefore, two scatterers are first placed side by side horizontally and
separated by a distance of $d = 0.7\lambda_o$ at the design frequency 2.3GHz with an overall
size of $156 \times 70 \times 1.52\text{mm}^3$ as shown in Figure 8.7. This experimental setup is repeated
thrice, and in each round, the $2 \times 1$-element PMSA performs with a different reference
element (scatterer) and an angle of the incident signals $\theta_o$. 
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Figure 8.6: a) Measured received spectrums of scattered signals generated by a single scatterer for both ON and OFF states b) simulated scattered beams of some selected harmonics components generated in a single scatterer c) measured scattered beams of some selected harmonics components generated in a single scatterer

In the first and second rounds of measurements, a scatterer element in the left side in Figure 8.7 is considered as a reference element, and a relative phase shift difference between the two scatterers is $90^\circ$. The only difference between these two rounds, the
illuminating antenna is placed at angles of $\theta_o = 21^\circ$ and $0^\circ$, respectively. According to Figure 3.13, the experimental setups in the first and second rounds can be considered as type A and type B circuits, respectively. By analogy, we can predict quite the right directions of scattered beams of distortion products before starting measurements. Moreover, in the third round, the first element on the right side in Figure 8.7 is considered as a reference, and the illuminating antenna is placed at an angle of $\theta_o = 21^\circ$, wherein this round, we obtain the type C circuit.

In all of these rounds of measurements, the receive antenna is moved from $\theta = -60^\circ$ to $\theta = +60^\circ$, capturing all scattered signals confined in that range of angles, using both the software SigVeiw and a spectrum analyzer. Both the illuminating and receive antennas are linearly-polarized folded Yagi types working at 2.3GHz. Powers of harmonics are plotted as a function of the current angle of the receive antenna, being the scattered beams as given in Figure 8.8a, 8.8d, and 8.8g for the first, second, and third rounds, respectively. In each plot, scattered beams of distortion products (harmonics) are normalized according to the maximum power value for the fundamental harmonic component. As can be seen, the scattered beam of the 3LSB harmonic component always accompanies the scattered beam of the 1USB harmonic component and the scattered beam of the 3USB harmonic component always accompanies the scattered beam of the 1LSB harmonic component. Therefore, their scattered beams have the same angular directions, and the differences in their amplitudes stem from the nature of a harmonic product that means that its amplitude decreases, as a harmonic order increases.

Plots of measured signals captured at angles where scattered beams of distortion products are maximum are shown in Figure 8.8. Each row of sub-figures provides scattered beams of one round and its spatial characteristics of scattered distortion products at two different spatial locations. For the first round, the scattered beam of
1LSB harmonic component is directed toward an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$, and the scattered beam of 1USB harmonic component is directed toward an angle of $\theta = -44^\circ$. However, the scattered beam of 1USB beam has another main lobe called *grating lobe* occurring due to the large distance between scatterers and the main lobe of the scattered beam is directed to reach far angles, as always happens in radiation patterns of conventional phased arrays [34]. Figure 8.8b and 8.8c show measured and simulated received spectrums. Received responses from the first round found at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$ seems like a spectral response of the conventional USB image-reject mixer, and it seems like a spectral response of the conventional LSB image-reject mixer at an angle of $\theta = -44^\circ$. Each spectral response has different distortion products characteristics, and it is space-dependent. These two responses can exchange their spatial locations once we select the right scatterer in the PMSA in Figure 8.7 as a reference element, as obtained from results of the third round, see the last row of sub-figures of Figure 8.8). In other words, once we reverse a direction of the progressive phase shift of the modulation sources and keep the illuminating antenna at the same location, received spectrums are exchanged. Also, these two received spectrums with two different harmonic characteristics or in a general sense scattered beams of distortion products can be symmetrically located around the PMSA (the broadside direction) if the illuminating signals reach the PMSA aperture normally as in the second round of measurements. Figure 8.8d, 8.8e, and 8.8f show scattered beams and their received spectrums of the scattered signals at angles of $\theta_{USB} = -21^\circ$ and $\theta_{LSB} = +21^\circ$.

To check the effectiveness of the two-element PMSA, and how it deals with distortion products, we adopt (3.82) to calculate theoretical $DPRR_n$ and compare it with the measured one. On this basis, we will deal with distortion products not
showing up at given locations as canceled distortion products although they emerge at different spatial locations. To do so, received signals of a single scatterer and a $2 \times 1$-element PMSA using the same experimental setup of the first round are overlaid on the same plot as shown in Figure 8.9, where the receive antenna is located at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$. The measured $DPRR_1$ of the 1USB harmonic component is 15dB while the theoretical $DPRR_1$ of the 1USB component is 18dB. The discrepancy in simulated and measured results is because our mathematical model does not include all sources of errors as illustrated before. In contrast, the 1LSB harmonic component of the $2 \times 1$-element PMSA is enhanced by about 6dB compared to the response of the single scatterer.

Next, we increased the distance between the two elements to be $d = \lambda_o = 130\,mm$ from center to center at the design frequency 2.3GHz and the incident angle, at this time, becomes $\theta_o = +30^\circ$. Moreover, the modulation source connected to the first left scatterer in Figure 8.7 has phase of $0^\circ$, while the modulation source connected
Figure 8.8: Measured and simulated performances of the 2-element PMSA performing as a spatial image-reject mixer for three different setups a) received scattered beams of harmonics for the first setup b) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = 0^\circ$ for the first setup c) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = -44^\circ$ for the first setup d) received scattered beams of harmonics for the second setup e) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = +21^\circ$ for the second setup f) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = -21^\circ$ for the second setup g) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = 0^\circ$ for the third setup h) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = 0^\circ$ for the third setup i) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = -44^\circ$ for the third setup

The incident signals reach the two scatterers with a relative phase shift difference to the second scatterer has phase of $180^\circ$. According to the new illuminating angle,
of 180°. Thus, modulation signals driving and RF illuminating signals induced over each single scatterers have the same phase, but they are out of phase with signals in the other scatterer. A response of a well-known circuit which is the balanced (differential) circuit can be realized. However, here treating signals occurs in space rather than transmission-lines, and dividers or combiners. Scattered beams of some selected harmonics and received spatial characteristics of harmonics at angles of θ = 0° and θ = −30° are given in Figure 8.10. The spatial response at an angle of θ = 0° has no even harmonics while it does not have odd harmonics at an angle of θ = −30°. Both of the spatial responses obey the rule of non-canceled harmonics = n + p × L, where p = ···, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, ···, L = 2, and n = 1 or 2 for odd or even harmonics cancellation, respectively. Accurately, the measured results show that unwanted harmonics are attenuated by more than 10dB, but are not completely canceled.

As further investigations, 4 × 4 and 8 × 2 elements PMSAs shown in Figure 8.11, performing inside the anechoic chamber, are tested for different combinations of
Figure 8.10: Measured and simulated performances of the 2-element PMSA performing as a spatial balanced-modulator for an illuminating signal $\theta_o = +30^o$ and $d = \lambda_o$ a) scattered beams of distortion products (harmonics) b) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = 0^o$ c) received spectrum of scattered signals at $\theta = -30^o$

incident angles and reference elements. Also, Figure 8.11 shows signals scattered by the $8 \times 2$-element PMSA captured by the receive antenna at an arbitrary angle using a spectrum analyzer when the $8 \times 2$-element PMSA (DUT) is OFF and ON and for two bandwidth resolutions.

The $4 \times 4$-element PMSA with an overall size of $260 \times 195 \times 70 mm^3$ was tested first. It has four sub-arrays and each sub-array, consisting of a $4 \times 1$-element, is printed on the same substrate with a separation distance of $dx = 0.5\lambda_o$. The sub-arrays were stacked above each other with a distance separating between any two adjacent layers equal to $dy = 0.5\lambda_o$. The modulation source used in this experiment has four ports with phases of $(0^o, 90^o, 180^o, 270^o)$, and each port feeds a single column of elements. Because the PMSA here consists of four columns, the horizontal phase shift distribution across the array can be either $(0^o, 90^o, 180^o, 270^o)$ or $(270^o, 180^o, 90^o, 0^o)$, and a relative phase shift difference between any two successive columns is $90^o$. Therefore, this PMSA is able to scatter distortion products into different spatial directions only in the horizontal (Azimuth) plane. Although we used the same experimental setup for the 2-element PMSA inside the anechoic chamber, the distances between the DUT ($4 \times 4$-element PMSA) and the transmit and receive
Figure 8.11: Continued
antennas is increased to 2.5m to ensure working within the far-field of the new PMSA.

This new PMSA is tested six times (i.e., six rounds of measurements), and in each round, a different combination of incident angle and reference element is utilized. Moreover, according to Figure 8.11a, the first three combinations share the same direction of the progressive phase shift distribution of \((0^\circ, 90^\circ, 180^\circ, 270^\circ)\) from left to right as well as using the phase shift distribution of \((270^\circ, 180^\circ, 90^\circ, 0^\circ)\) for the last three combinations. In both cases of phase distributions, the illuminating
antenna was located at angles (+30°, 0°, −30°). For instance, when the illuminating antenna is located at \( \theta_o = +30^\circ \), RF signals reach the PMSA columns at phases \( (0^\circ, −90^\circ, −180^\circ, −270^\circ) \) from left to right. Due to the phase inversion of RF signals during the modulation process as we demonstrated before, the retarded phases become advanced. In the first case, a relative phase shift difference of the 1USB distortion component is added to the reversed phases of RF signals induced over antennas, and it becomes \( +90^\circ + 90^\circ = +180^\circ \), leading to scattering this distortion component into a direction of \( −90^\circ \) (off-axis). In contrast, a relative phase shift difference of the 1LSB distortion component is subtracted from the reversed phase shift of RF signals, and it becomes \( +90^\circ − 90^\circ = 0^\circ \), leading to scattering this harmonic component into the broadside direction of \( 0^\circ \). However, in the second round, spatial locations of these two distortion components are exchanged. All remaining higher order distortion components which can potentially be treated by the 4 × 4-element PMSA follow the same procedure, but phases of the modulation signals are multiplied by a harmonic term number \( n \). For example, the resulting phase of the 2LSB distortion component is \( 2 \times (−90^\circ) + 90^\circ = −90^\circ \), so the PMSA directs this component to the direction of \( +30^\circ \).

Figure 8.12 shows the measured scattered beams of distortion components obtained from all six rounds of measurements along with their simulated counterparts. Because the anechoic chamber is not wide enough to cover the whole FoV space of the PMSA, the receive antenna was moved from \( \theta = −50^\circ \) to \( \theta = +50^\circ \). From the figures, it is hard to tell exactly where maximum lobes of scattered beams are directed due to the several fluctuations in their responses. We believe that the main source of fluctuations is because the receive antenna is manually moved. In each movement, the distance between the PMSA and the receive antenna is probably increased or decreased. As we all know, the RF signal strength is inversely proportional to the
distance between the receive antennas and DUTs, and thus certainly could lead to fluctuations in the signal strength.

Figure 8.12: Scattered beams of distortion products generated by the $4 \times 4$-element PMSA from (solid-line simulated and dotted-line measured) a) 1st experimental round b) the 2nd experimental round c) the 3rd experimental round d) the 4th experimental round e) the 5th experimental round f) the 6th experimental round
From the first round of measurements, the maximum value of scattered beam of the 1LSB harmonic that is supposed to be at $\theta = 0^\circ$ is found at $\theta = +2^\circ$ with an error of 1.1% as shown in Figure 8.12a. The maximum value of scattered beam of the fundamental harmonic after subtracting the background impact is found at $\theta = -26^\circ$ instead of $\theta = -30^\circ$ with an error of 2.2%, and the maximum value of scattered beam of the 2LSB harmonic is found at $\theta = +33^\circ$ instead of $\theta = +30^\circ$ with an error of 1.6%.

As can be seen, the scattered beam of the 1USB harmonic has no main scattered lobe since it is directed to reach $\theta = -90^\circ$ and because patterns of individual antennas do not radiate efficiently at this angle, the main lobe is attenuated. Furthermore, sidelobes of the 1LSB harmonic scattered beam are almost -14dB less than their main lobe, while the main lobe of the scattered 2LSB harmonic component is almost -8dB less than the main beam of the fundamental component because the beam is moved away from the broadside direction as well as being a higher order distortion product. For the same reason, the 2LSB harmonic scattered beam becomes wider. It is worth to note that the scattered beams of the 2LSB and 2LUSB distortion products are always directed to the same direction, obeying the non-canceled distortion products rule of the PMSA = $n + p \times L$, where $L = 4, p = ..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ...$ and $n = -2$ or 2. Moreover, scattered beams can change their spatial locations if a direction of progressive phase shift distribution of the modulation sources or a direction of the incident signals is changed as can be seen in the rest of plots in Figure 8.12. Changing locations of scattered beams does confirm that the beamforming is an inherent property of our proposed PMSA.

As can be seen, when one of scattered beams appears at a specific spatial locations, the other beams do not disappear but have small amplitudes. Each spatial direction where one of scattered beams has a maximum value (main lobe) represent a fictitious output port according to Figure 3.13. As in RF conventional communications circuits,
this fictitious output port passes the desired and unavoidable distortion products and rejects unwanted distortion products. However, unwanted distortion products are attenuated, but not completely canceled due to errors. The measured and simulated received spectrums of scattered signals (i.e., spatial responses of distortion products) are given in Figure 8.13 and 8.14 for the $4 \times 4$-element PMSA. Each row in plots represents one of the six rounds of measurements and measured data are taken at angles of $\theta = +30^\circ, 0^\circ$, and $-30^\circ$. For example, if we take a closer look at the measured results in the first row of Figure 8.13 and the last row of Figure 8.14, the 9LSB, 5LSB, 1LSB, 3USB, and 7USB harmonics are enhanced at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$, and all others are highly attenuated. At an angle of $\theta = +30^\circ$, in the first row and at an angle of $\theta = -30^\circ$ in the last row, the 6LSB, 2LSB, 2USB, and 6USB harmonics are enhanced, and all others are highly attenuated too. Furthermore, the 8LSB, 4LSB, 0, 4USB, and 8USB harmonics are enhanced at angles of $\theta = -30^\circ$ and $\theta = +30^\circ$ in the first and last rows, respectively. Most of unwanted harmonics are attenuated by about 20dB. Figure 8.15 shows a comparison between the scattered harmonic responses of the $4 \times 4$-element PMSA and a single scatterer, taken at an angle $\theta = 0^\circ$. The DPRRs of unwanted distortion products are more than 20dB as given in Table 8.2 for all eighteen measurements shown above. Additionally, amplitudes of enhanced harmonics are almost increased by about 12dB which is expected because of using an array of scatterers instead of single scatterers. According to Figure 3.13, received responses of the six experimental rounds of measurements, given in Figure 8.13 and 8.14, can be classified as spectral responses of A, F, B, C, E, and D circuits types given in Chapter 3.

The most important fact, that was fulfilled practically inferred from the measured results of the two and four elements PMSAs, is a number of distortion products controlled in each experiment. In other words, we validated practically
that the more scatterers are used \((L)\), the larger number of distortion products are controlled.

Figure 8.13: Measured and simulated spectrums of the 4 × 4-element PMSA when the first element on the left in Figure 8.11a considered as a reference for the direction of progressive phase shift distribution a) taken at \(\theta = +30^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = +30^\circ\) b) taken at \(\theta = 0^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = +30^\circ\) c) taken at \(\theta = -30^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = +30^\circ\) d) taken at \(\theta = +30^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = 0^\circ\) e) taken at \(\theta = 0^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = 0^\circ\) f) taken at \(\theta = -30^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = 0^\circ\) g) taken at \(\theta = +30^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = -30^\circ\) h) taken at \(\theta = 0^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = -30^\circ\) i) taken at \(\theta = -30^\circ\) for \(\theta_o = -30^\circ\)

Next, the 8 × 2-element PMSA shown in Figure 8.11b was performed several rounds with also different combinations of directions of progressive phase shift distributions of the modulation signals and angles of the illuminating sources. The scatterers are horizontally polarized. The whole PMSA consists of two sub-arrays.
of $8 \times 1$-element PMSAs separating by a distance $dy = 0.5\lambda_0$. In addition, the distance between elements in each single sub-array is $dx = 0.5\lambda_0$. The relative phase shift difference between any two adjacent elements is $45^\circ$. Also here, the reference element could be either the right most element or the left most element. The phase distribution across the PMSA is $(0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, 135^\circ, 180^\circ, 225^\circ, 270^\circ, 315^\circ)$, so the 4-to-8 phase transformer kit presented in Chapter 6 is used to realize equidistant phases for
eight modulation signals. The kit is inserted between a 4-port modulation source and the \( 8 \times 2 \)-element PMSA (DUT). The distance between the DUT and the illuminating and receive antennas is increased again to be more than 3m in order to achieve the measurements in the far-field region of the new PMSA.

In each round, the receive antenna is moved from \( \theta = -45^\circ \) to \( \theta = +45^\circ \) with a step of \( 2^\circ \). In the first round, the illuminating antenna is located at \( \theta_o = +15^\circ \), so the incident RF signals arrive at the PMSA columns with a relative phase shift difference of \(-45^\circ\). Because the PMSA here treats a higher number of distortion products than previous designs, scattered beams of upper and lower sidebands distortion products are presented in separate figures to avoid the difficulty of recognizing traces of scattered beams. Figure 8.16a and 8.16b exhibit a comparison between the simulated and measured scattered beams of the first four of LSB and USB distortion products, respectively. As can be observed, the measured scattered beams agree very well this time with the simulated scattered beams in terms of beamwidths and directions of the main beams of distortion products. All scattered beams are normalized to the maximum value of the scattered beam of the fundamental harmonic (main distortion product) component after subtracting background impacts from it in order to demonstrate that the scattered beams of high order distortion products have lower amplitudes. The scattered beam (specular) of the fundamental harmonic, un-modulated component, is plotted in both figures for the sake of comparison. The specular beam emerges at \( \theta = -15^\circ \), the scattered beam of the 1LSB harmonic component appears at \( \theta = +4^\circ \) with error 2.2\%, and the scattered beam of the 1USB harmonic component appears \( \theta = -32^\circ \) with error of 1.1\% compared to the a scattering array front of view (SfoV) which is equal to \( 180^\circ \). Directions of the other scattered beams can be extracted from plots of scattered beams. In addition, scattered beams located behind \( \theta = \pm 45^\circ \) cannot be obtained due to the limitations
of measurement facilities. The errors in directions of scattered beams and fluctuations in amplitudes of scattered beams in measured plots belong to a variety of factors such as errors in phases and amplitudes of the modulation signals, mutual coupling, etc. The other plots in Figure 8.16 represent the measured received spectrums of spatially scattered signals along with simulated results at angles of $\theta = -30^\circ, -15^\circ, 0^\circ, +15^\circ,$ and $+30^\circ$. As can be seen, more distortion products are highly attenuated that, ideally, they should be canceled) and only the desired and unavoidable distortion products are enhanced at given locations. Although we added the errors in Tables (6.2) and (6.3) to the mathematical model, there are slight discrepancies due to the ignorance of some sources of errors. In Figure 8.17, we show the measured and simulated scattered beams of harmonics and the received spectrums of spatially scattered signals when the left most element of the PMSA in Figure 8.11b is considered as a reference element and RF illuminating signals are normally incident on the PMSA aperture. The worst scenario of measured DPRR for the $8 \times 2$-element PMSA is about 16dB.

![Figure 8.15: A comparison between the measured received spectrums of the 4 × 4-element PMSA and a single scatterer](image-url)
Table 8.2: DPRRn of distortion products obtained from the six experimental setups of the 4 × 4-element PMSA shown in Figure 8.11a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round No.</th>
<th>Scattered angles</th>
<th>3LSB</th>
<th>2LSB</th>
<th>1LSB</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1USB</th>
<th>2USB</th>
<th>3USB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA = Not Applicable

8.2.2.2 Two-tone Experimental Results

The earlier experimental results obtained above using various structures of the PMSA have showed that distortion products which were only harmonic products (HDs) generated by PMSAs were treated in space (i.e., enhancement and cancellation) rather than using conventional means such as transmission lines as inside conventional RF communication circuits. This opens the door to practically prove that not only harmonic products but also intermodulation distortion products (IMDs) can be treated in space. Thus, a generation of IMDs requires driving scatterers by modulation signals having at least two tones. These tones should be added linearly before the modulation process. To fulfill this requirement, we used a modulation source with four ports given in Figure 6.18b. Moreover, the mathematical models presented earlier in this research work have proved that the proposed PMSA is able to deal with modulation signals having an arbitrary number of tones, but the measurements should be carried out to validate these claims. In addition, the encouraging results obtained earlier in this chapter motivate us to do so. Thus, a
Figure 8.16: Measured and simulated scattered beams and spectrums of the $8 \times 2$-element PMSA when the first element on the right in Figure 8.11b considered as a reference for the direction of progressive phase shift of modulation signals and the illuminatingangle $\theta_0 = +15^\circ$ a) scattered beams of LSB distortion products (solid-line simulated and dotted-line measured) b) scattered beams of USB distortion products (solid-line simulated and dotted-line measured) c) received spectrum taken at $\theta = +30^\circ$ d) received spectrum taken at $\theta = +15^\circ$ e) received spectrum taken at $\theta = 0^\circ$ f) received spectrum taken at $\theta = -15^\circ$ g) received spectrum taken at $\theta = -30^\circ$

two-tone modulation source with four ports is utilized with frequencies of 899Hz and 1004Hz. Both tones have identical phases. The measured peak to peak voltages of the first and second tones are 3.38v and 2.96v, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.18. The same PMSAs working at a frequency of 2.3GHz with sizes of $2 \times 1 4 \times 4$ and
Figure 8.17: Measured and simulated scattered beams and spectrums of the $8 \times 2$-element PMSA when the first element on the left in Figure 8.11b considered as a reference for the direction of progressive phase shift and the illuminating angle $\theta_o = 0^\circ$

a) scattered beams of LSB distortion products (solid-line simulated and dotted-line measured)  
b) scattered beams of USB distortion products (solid-line simulated and dotted-line measured)  
c) received spectrum taken at $\theta = +30^\circ$  
d) received spectrum taken at $\theta = +15^\circ$  
e) received spectrum taken at $\theta = 0^\circ$  
f) received spectrum taken at $\theta = -15^\circ$  
g) received spectrum taken at $\theta = -30^\circ$

$8 \times 2$ elements which were previously used are performed here again, but results of $2 \times 1$-element and $8 \times 2$-element PMSAs are only presented for the sake of brevity.

First, a $2 \times 1$-element PMSA is tested using the same experimental setup shown in Figure 8.7. A distance $d$ separating elements is $0.7\lambda_o$ and the illuminating antenna
is placed at an angle of $\theta_o = 20^o$ to realize $90^o$ phase shift difference between RF signals induced over the two scatterers. Two-tone modulation signals are applied to inputs of scatterers with also $90^o$ phase shift difference. A response-like of a two-tone USB image reject mixer is obtained at an angle of $\theta = 0^o$ when the right scatterer in Figure 8.7 is a reference, while a response-like of a two-tone LSB image reject mixer is obtained at an angle of $\theta = 0^o$ when the left scatterer becomes a reference. The measured received responses are again down-converted to the frequency band (2-22kHz) and centered at the frequency 12kHz which represents the RF illuminating main frequency after the down-conversion. Here, we increased the frequency resolution (FFT size) more than what it was in single-tone experimental measurements in order to avoid missing any details of distortion components. Figure 8.18 shows both of the measured responses of the two-tone image reject mixers as well as the measured response of a $2 \times 1$-element PMSA when $d$ is increased to $\lambda_o$ and the illuminating antenna is located at an angle of $\theta_o = 30^o$ to realize the two-tone spatial balanced modulator. With these new experimental properties, the phase shift difference between scatterers becomes $180^o$, and a response-like of the two-tone spatial balanced modulator is acquired at an angle of $\theta = 0^o$ as shown in Figure 8.18c. The difference between received signals obtained from the same $2 \times 1$-element PMSA in Figure 8.8 and 8.18 is that the measured results in the former figure has only HDs distributed around the fundamental frequency while being HDs and IMDs in the latter figure. It is clear from Chapter 3 that when using two-tone modulation signals, there will be HDs and IMDs distributed about the main frequency. In both figure, we tried to remove completely either the 1USB or the 1LSB distortion products relying on a direction of progressive phase shift of the modulation signals, arrival angles of the incident signals, and a location of the receive antenna, but all these removals of undesired distortion products are not entirely carried out because errors in phases
and amplitudes of modulation signals, mutual coupling, fabrication errors, as well as logistic issues. The most important thing that we should emphasize is that IMDs standing close to harmonics of adjacent two tones will not be canceled if harmonics are not canceled because the two tones of modulation signals have the same phases at each scatterer. This is practically validated in the measurements and theoretically demonstrated in Chapter 3.

Proceeding with a large-size PMSA, the $8 \times 2$-element PMSA is utilized here again to practically validate that we can handle a large number of IMDs in
space. The 4-to-8 phase transformer kit is inserted between the two-tone four-port modulation source and the DUT (i.e., 8×2-element PMSA). The distance between the transmit-receive antennas on one side and the DUT on the other side is 3.5m. HDs and IMDs are non-coherent (i.e., have different frequencies) and each single IMD or HD component has its particular scattered beam as will be seen later. As a consequence of using two-tone modulation signals, there will be a huge number of HDs and IMDs components, so that scattered beams of very few of them will be considered. However, received spectrums of scattered signals display all existing distortion products. IMDs generated by scatterers are given by \((w_o \pm kw_1 \pm mw_2)\) where \(w_o\) is the illuminating frequency, \(w_1\) is the first-tone frequency, \(w_2\) is the second-tone frequency, and \(k\) and \(m\) are integers. Because frequencies of two tones are not far apart only 105Hz band in between, most IMDs will be closely distributed on both sides of each two adjacent harmonics of two tones. Every two adjacent harmonics are surrounded by a group of IMDs as will be shown in the measurement results.

Moreover, because two tones of the modulation signals applied to scatterers have the same phase shifts, phase shifts of IMDs will be equal to phases of accompanied harmonics as given by \((\pm k\phi_1 \pm m\phi_2)\). For more details, one can be referred to the two-tone analyses in Chapters 3 and 4. As a result, the HDs and IMDs which have the same phase shifts will have the same spatial directions. Thus, suppressing or enhancing of IMDs can be analyzed in the same means as the suppressing or enhancing of HDs.

Every single output from the phase transformer kit feeds a single column in the 8×2-element PMSA, and thus the PMSA can spatially distribute HDs and IMDs generated by it only in the azimuth plane. The relative phase shift for each single tone is +45°. Firstly, the right most element in Figure 8.11b is considered as a reference and the 2.3GHz illuminating antenna is located at \(\theta_o = 15^\circ\) with
respect to the PMSA. The incident signals induced over PMSA elements have $-45^\circ$ relative phase shift which is then flipped due to the processes of RTS reflections. Figure 8.19 shows measured results of experimental setup taken at angles of $\theta = 0^\circ$ and $\theta = -45^\circ, -30^\circ, -15^\circ, 0^\circ, 15^\circ, 30^\circ, 45^\circ$ for a single scatterer and a $8 \times 2$-element PMSA, respectively. As can be seen at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$ in Figure 8.19e, the LSB distortion products of the two tones are enhanced while all other components compared to the measured results of a single scatterer in Figure 8.19a are highly attenuated up to the 9LSB and 7USB distortion products which are enhanced too according to the mathematical formula $k + m = p \times L - 1$, where $k + m = -1, L = 8$ and $p = -1, 0$ and $1$ for the 9LSB, 1LSB, and 7USB distortion products, respectively.

It is worth noting that all IMDs with $k + m = -1$, 1LSB like $-1 + 0 = 0 - 1 = -2 + 1 = 1 - 2 = -3 + 2 = 2 - 3 = -4 + 3 = 3 - 4 = \cdots$, etc) are enhanced because they have the same phases as we mentioned before. The measured DPRRs of the 1USB of the two tones are about 26dB, the measured DPRR of the $IMD_{p,21}$ component is about 24dB, the measured DPRR of the $IMD_{p,12}$ component is about 25dB, the measured DPRR of the $IMD_{p,32}$ component is 23dB, and the measured DPRR of the $IMD_{p,23}$ component is about 16dB. Theoretically, all DPRRs should be equal to infinite, but because of phase and amplitude errors of the modulations signals given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, the measured DPRRs have finite values. When moving the receive antenna to $\theta = -30^\circ$ as shown in Figure 8.19c, the 1USBs of the two tones and all associated IMDs such as $(k + m = 1 = 2 - 1 = -1 + 2 = 3 - 2 = -2 + 3 = \cdots$, etc) are enhanced while all other distortion components compared to the measured results of a single scatterer in Figure 8.19a are highly attenuated up to the 7LSB and the 9USB distortion products which are enhanced too according to the mathematical formula $k + m = p \times L + 1$, where $k + m = 1, L = 8$ and $p = -1, 0$ and $1$ for the 7LSB, 1USB, and 9USB distortion products, respectively. The measured
Figure 8.19: Measured spectrums of a single scatterer and a $8 \times 2$-element PMSA, when the first element on the right in Figure 8.11b considered as a reference for the direction of progressive phase shifts distributions of the two-tone modulation signals and the illuminating signal source located at $\theta_o = +15^\circ$, taken at a) a single scatterer $\theta = 0^\circ$ b) $\theta = -45^\circ$ c) $\theta = -30^\circ$ d) $\theta = -15^\circ$ e) $\theta = 0^\circ$ f) $\theta = +15^\circ$ g) $\theta = +30^\circ$ h) $\theta = +45^\circ$

DPRRs of the 1LSB of the two tones are about 23dB, the measured DPRR of the $IMD_{n,21}$ component is 28dB, the measured DPRR of the $IMD_{n,12}$ component is about 28dB too, the measured DPRR of the $IMD_{n,32}$ component is about 18dB, and the measured DPRR of the $IMD_{n,23}$ component is about 16dB. In Figure 8.19b at $\theta = -45^\circ$, the 2USB distortion products of the two tones and all associated IMDs such as $(k + m = 2 = 4 - 2 = -2 + 4 = 6 - 4 = -4 + 6 = \cdots$, etc) are enhanced while all other components compared to the measured results of a single scatterer in
Figure 8.19a are highly attenuated up to the 6LSB and 10USB distortion products which are enhanced too according to the mathematical formula $k + m = p \times L + 2$, where $k + m = 2, L = 8$ and $p = -1, 0$ and $1$ for the 6LSB, 2USB, and 10USB distortion products, respectively. The same explanations can be applied to the rest of the plots in Figure 8.19.

Because there are a huge number of distortion products, it will not be an easy task to plot all their scattered beams. Thus, we select only four IMDs in each side of the main frequency. The selected IMDs are distributed evenly about the first LSB and USB harmonics, and they are given by $(k + m = 1 \text{ or } -1)$. All scattered beams of other IMDs can follow their accompanied harmonics in the same rule $(k + m = n \text{ or } -n)$ but here $|n|$ is larger than one. Figure 8.20 shows scattered beams of the selected 1LSB and 1USB HDs and IMDs for three different rounds. The first round is when the first right scatterer element in Figure 8.11b is considered as a reference, and the illuminating antenna is located at an angle of $\theta_o = 15^\circ$. The second round is when considering the same reference element, and the illuminating antenna is located at an angle of $\theta_o = 0^\circ$. The third round is when the first left scatterer element in Figure 8.11b is considered as a reference, and the illuminating antenna is located at an angle of $\theta_o = 15^\circ$. The scattered beams of the USB and LSB distortion products are separated in different plots for the sake of clarity in displaying findings. A scattered beam of the main fundamental frequency component is plotted in all combinations of figures to facilitate the comparison.

Also, there is an important reason for choosing only the IMDs components surrounding the first LSB and USB harmonics of the two tones which is impacts of these IMDs components on performances of receivers in conventional communication systems. Thus, discussing their spatial behaviors is substantial. These IMDs cannot be separated or attenuated by filters unless the main components are attenuated too.
As can be deduced from the recent figure, HDs and their associated IMDs are added in-phase at the same locations. However, spatial direction of HDs and their associated IMDs can be different if phase of any tone deviates from its given value, resulting in less impacts on the receiver performance. Figure 8.21 shows measured responses of the third round. As can be observed, IMDs change their spatial directions in space once we replace the reference element.

8.3 Parametric Investigations

Changing spatial locations of enhanced and suppressed distortion products is one of the interesting properties of our presented work. As we mentioned before that there are several factors governing spatial locations of distortion products, we choose only $\theta_o$ and $d$ to carry out tasks of parametric investigations because it is easy to vary them during experimental operations. Another parameter which is a relative phase shift difference of the modulations signals is not selected because of the apparatus limitations (i.e., modulation sources have fixed properties such as frequency and phase). These two parameters subject to change for each single round of experimental measurements in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the PMSA.

However, the PMSAs working at 2.3GHz presented above are built on the same substrates and they have fixed distances between elements, so that we built another array which has eight separate scatterers to give us the freedom to choose different values for $d$. The parameter $d$ should be in the range of allowed values which is mostly between $0.4\lambda_o$ and $\lambda$. Figure 8.22 shows the new PMSA consisting of eight elements fabricated on different boards using the same substrate which is the Rogers 4003c with thickness 1.52mm, a dielectric constant 3.55, and a loss tangent 0.0021. As seen in the earlier experiments, directions of scattered beams depend critically upon directions of the incident signals, but in all previous experiments, these directions of the incident
Figure 8.20: Measured and simulated scattered beams of IMDs and HDs generated by the 8 × 2-element PMSA a) scattered beams of LSBs (1st setup) b) scattered beams of USBs (1st setup) c) scattered beams of LSBs (2nd setup) d) scattered beams of USBs (2nd setup) e) scattered beams of LSBs (3rd setup) f) scattered beams of USBs (3rd setup)

signals were given at specific values. Here, $\theta_o$ will be changed arbitrarily and scattered beams of distortion products will be monitored and plotted with respect to the new
Figure 8.21: Measured spectrums of the $8 \times 2$-element PMSA, when the first element on the left in Figure 8.11b considered as a reference for the direction of progressive phase shifts of the two-tone modulation signals and the illuminating signal source located at $\theta_o = +15^\circ$, taken at a) $\theta = -45^\circ$ b) $\theta = -30^\circ$ c) $\theta = -15^\circ$ d) $\theta = 0^\circ$ e) $\theta = +15^\circ$ f) $\theta = +30^\circ$ g) $\theta = +45^\circ$

changes in the incident angles. In the second part of investigations, some elements of the $8 \times 1$-element PMSA up to 3 are turned-off (deactivated) during the operation to observe their impacts on the overall performance and determine the tolerance of the PMSA if at least one of its elements fails.
8.3.1 Investigating the Effects of Varying $\theta_o$ and $d$ on the Overall Performance

Because everything occurs in space (i.e., enhancement and cancellation of distortion products) under rules imposed by standard parameters of the PMSA, here, it is reasonable to show that our proposed system does still work well if one of these parameters is broken. This means that the parameters mentioned in the introduction of this section become variable during every single experimental round. Plots of spatial characteristics of distortion products are angle-dependent, but this is not explicitly shown. Therefore, these plots become useless. As an alternative, plots of scattered beams of distortion products are only provided here due to their explicit angle-dependence. In addition, distortion beam scanning is one of the salient features of the PMSA because it provides adequate information about spatial locations of enhancement and suppression of distortion products in space, and it can be considered as a potential application for the PMSA.

The initial parameters of the $8 \times 1$-element PMSA shown in Figure 8.22 are that $d = 65mm$ ($\lambda_o/2$) at 2.3GHz, $\theta_o = 15^\circ$, the relative phase difference=$45^\circ$, and the
first left element in Figure 8.22 is considered as a reference. First, the distance \(d\) is fixed at a given value, whereas we select three values for \(\theta_o\) which are \(5^\circ, 15^\circ, \text{and} 25^\circ\). Because the PMSA generates and scatters several distortion products, we consider a few of them which are the 2LSB, 1LSB, 1USB, and 2USB distortion products for the sake of simplicity. Simulated scattered beams using the mathematical model given in Chapter 4 integrated with real-world radiation patterns of individual elements (i.e., antennas) used in the \(8 \times 1\)-element PMSA along with measured scattered beams are presented. As can be seen in Figure 8.23, angles of the incident signals play vital roles in determining angles of scattered beams of distortion products. The measured data was taken from \(\theta = -45^\circ\) to \(\theta = +45^\circ\) because of the anechoic chamber space limitations. As a result, when \(\theta_o\) becomes \(25^\circ\), a peak of scattered beam of the 2USB distortion product cannot be captured. Also, a scattered beam of the 1USB distortion product is pulled away from the broadside direction with the increase of the incident angle. As for the 2LSB distortion product, its scattered beam moves toward the broadside direction. That is expected according to the theory and this also means that more high order distortions of the lower sideband (LSB) distortion products can appear in the front of view of the PMSA depending on the size of the incident angle until reaching the critical angle \(\theta_c\).

In addition, when \(\theta_o\) is \(15^\circ\), a scattered beam of the 2LSB distortion product is directed to reach a direction of the incident signals, being a retrodirective beam, and a scattered beam of the 1LSB distortion product becomes almost a retrodirective beam at the incident angle \(\theta_o = 10^\circ\). A scattered beam of the 1LSB distortion product crosses the broadside direction coming from right to left with the increase in the incident angle too. All amplitudes of scattered beams of distortion products are normalized with respect to the maximum value of scattered power of the 1LSB distortion product to maintain the differences between amplitudes of distortion
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products.

Figure 8.23: Scattered beams of distortion products generated by the 8 × 1-element PMSA with fixed $d$ and varying $\theta_o$ of a) the 2USB b) the 1USB c) the 1LSB d) the 2LSB, (solid-line simulated, dotted-line measured)

We can conclude that the beamforming property of the proposed PMSA is validated practically by changing just an angle of the illuminating signals. This process does not need to use complicated phase shifters to carry out the beamforming task so that it can be potentially considered one of the proposed design benefits.

Next, $d$ is changed from $0.5\lambda_o$ to $0.9\lambda_o$ with a $0.2\lambda_o$ step while $\theta_o$ is changed for only keeping a relative phase shift difference of the RF incident signals induced on PMSA elements constant $45^\circ$. Two important observations have been witnessed
and shown in Figure 8.24 during the measurements with the increase of $d$. The first observation is angular locations of scattered beams of distortion products which means that scattered beams of all distortion products tend to reach the broadside direction (i.e., $\theta = 0^\circ$) with the increase of $d$. Scattered beams of the 2USB, 2LSB, and 1USB distortion products move from almost $\theta = -50^\circ$ to $\theta = -30^\circ$, $\theta = +15^\circ$ to $\theta = +5^\circ$, and $\theta = -30^\circ$ to $\theta = -17.5^\circ$, respectively, as $d$ increases from $0.5\lambda_o$ to $0.9\lambda_o$, whereas a scattered beam of the 1LSB distortion product keeps its location because it is already located in the broadside direction. The tendency of scattered beams of distortion products to reach the broadside direction with the increase of $d$ can be adopted to increase a number of scattered beams from arrays having the same number of scatterers but at the expense of appearance of grating lobes.

In the second observation, scattered beams of distortion products become narrower as $d$ increases similar to what happens for radiation patterns of conventional arrays when their aperture lengths increase. For example, the HPBW of scattered beam of the 1LSB distortion product is $18^\circ$, $12.5^\circ$, and $10^\circ$ for $d = 0.5\lambda_o$, $0.7\lambda_o$, and $0.9\lambda_o$, respectively. However, the HPBWs of other scattered beams are wider because they are not located at the broadside direction.

### 8.3.2 Investigations of the Failure of Scatterers on the Overall Performance of the PMSA

Again, the $8 \times 1$-element PMSA with $d = 0.5\lambda_o$ and $\theta_o = 15^\circ$ shown in Figure 8.22 is utilized to demonstrate fault tolerance behavior of the PMSA when some elements fail. The modulation signals driving scatterers supposed to fail during the operation are turned-off, emulating failures of elements. Figure 8.25 consists of three rows of sub-figures, and each row displays the measured received spectrum of scattered signals captured at $\theta = 0^\circ$ when a specific number of scatterers stops working in
the PMSA. For this array, at $\theta = 0^\circ$, the 1LSB distortion product is enhanced. In the first row, when one element fails, powers of other distortion products increase. However, the 1LSB distortion product is still dominant, and the measured responses can clearly state that the performance of the PMSA is still acceptable. The second row shows when two scatterers stop working simultaneously. These two scatterers may or may not be adjacent. Also, the PMSA performance is still acceptable to some extent despite the rise in powers of other distortion products. In the following row, a number of scatterers assumed to fail at the same time are three. The measured
received spectrums scattered from the $8 \times 1$-element PMSA become more chaotic. The measured results do confirm that the PMSA performance is still good if one or two scatterers do not work.

Scattered beams of the first four distortion products (2LSB, 1LSB, 1USB, and 2USB) are plotted in Figure 8.26. In Figure 8.26a, we considered only the fourth scatterer as a failed element. The failure of a single element does not show any effects on the main lobes of scattered beams of distortion products, and it only affects sidelobes. The relative difference between the main lobes and the first sidelobes is
Figure 8.26: Scattered beams of distortion products (2LSB, 1LSB, 1USB, and 2USB) when a number of elements in the $8 \times 1$ PMSA turned-off a) single element b) two elements c) three elements (solid-line simulated, dotted-line measured)

decreased to be about 10dB. Also, it can be seen that levels of sidelobes increase with the increase in number of failed elements as shown in Figure 8.26b and 8.26c. For two failed elements, the difference between the main and side lobes becomes almost 7dB, while it is about 4dB for three failed elements. As we said before, a response of the two failed elements is tolerable to some extent because we can still distinguish between the main lobes and sidelobes of scattered beams of distortion products. However, the situation gets worse with the three failed elements, and the overall performance of the PMSA has been severely degraded. The scattered beam of the 2USB distortion product has two main lobes separating by 20°. The scattered beam of the 1USB distortion product also has two main lobes, but one of them has less amplitude by
only 2dB. The deterioration in the scattered beam of the 2LSB distortion product is similar to the scattered beam of the 1USB distortion product. The only beam that could be functioning but less than normal is the scattered beam of the 1LSB distortion product.

8.4 Potential Applications of the Proposed Phase-Modulated Scattering Array (PMSA)

8.4.1 Tunable Spatial Distortion Product Generator

Here also, the $8 \times 1$-element PMSA shown in Figure 8.22 is used to demonstrate that spatial characteristics of distortion products are not changed if we change the modulation frequency provided the phase shift distribution of the modulation signals is kept the same. Three different frequencies of modulation signals are used at different times in this experimental setup which are 700Hz, 899Hz, and 1004Hz. In addition, the $d$ and $\theta_o$ are chosen as $\lambda_o/2$ and 15°, respectively. Measured spatial distortion product responses are taken at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$ and the 1LSB distortion component is enhanced at that angle because the first left element in Figure 8.22 is chosen as a reference for the phase shift distribution. Figure 8.27 shows the measured results. Results reveal that frequencies of spatial distortion products can be tuned continuously without altering their spatial locations. The 1LSB distortion product has different amplitudes as shown in the figure because the modulation signals used in the experiment have different amplitudes.

8.4.2 PMSA based Direction Finding

An experimental phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA) was designed and built utilizing eight quarter-wave monopoles over a conductor ground and eight separate RTS modulators operating at 2.3GHz as shown in Figure 8.28. The
Figure 8.27: Measured results of the frequency tunable PMSA captured at an angle of $\theta = 0^\circ$ for a) 700Hz b) 899Hz c) 1004Hz

Experimental measurements were carried out inside the anechoic chamber with the same illuminating and receive antennas used in the previous tests. The 1004Hz modulation signals drive the RTS modulators. We moved the illuminating antenna from $-40^\circ$ to $40^\circ$ with a $10^\circ$ step. Scattered signals are also down-converted. For every single step, we optimized angular locations of the receive antenna to read exact locations of the first upper and lower sidebands (1LSB, 1USB). The reason to use two different distortion products is to cover all angles required to expect existence of the incident (unknown) signals. The optimized angular locations of the 1LSB and 1USB distortion products are plugged in (5.37) to calculate the exact locations of the
incident (unknown) RF source. The measured results are displayed in Figure 8.29 along with the theoretical results. As can be seen, errors between the measured and theoretical results are less than $5^\circ$. The errors may belong for several aspects as follows:

1. Errors in amplitudes and phases of modulations signals

2. The mutual coupling between the scatterers

3. Errors resulting from moving the receive antenna and the PMSA manually

The promising results obtained in the measurements open the door for more exploitation in the future works using the high-level of signal processing to make everything autonomous without the need to move the receive antenna to find the exact angular directions of the incident signals, exploiting the spatial characteristics of distortion products to extract the required information about directions of the incident signals.

Figure 8.28: A photograph of the $8 \times 1$-element PMSA prototype using quarter-wave monopoles antennas, performing inside the anechoic chamber
Figure 8.29: Measured results along with theoretical results of the angles of the incident RF signals versus the captured angles of the 1LSB and 1USB distortion products
Chapter 9: Conclusion and Future Work

9.1 Conclusion

In this research work, suppression and enhancement of distortion products occurred in space was demonstrated for the first time using the modulated scattering technique (MST). We assumed non-conventional ways rather than using physical RF components such as transmission lines, waveguides, filters, phase shifters, power dividers, and combiners to handle distortion products. It is an array of identical scattering elements working simultaneously and together called the phase-modulated scattering arrays (PMSAs). Although arrays of scattering elements are used in a variety of applications such as microwave imaging, RFID, IoT sensors, these applications exploit only single distortion products generated by scatterers to discriminate between the incident and scattered signals. No literature has been reported regarding the use of an array of scatterers to enhance or suppress several distortion products at the same time in space. Motivated by the potential of filling this missing part, we developed a structure able to generate distortion products and treat them in space. Thus, our PMSA structure is a simple design because our scattering elements are not connected, thereby no need for a feeding network. Basically, the PMSA is a topology similar to that of conventional phased arrays, but elements are antennas associated with electronic switches. By turning switches ON-OFF at different times, the PMSA can treat (i.e., enhance or suppress) distortion products which either harmonics distortions HDs or intermodulation distortions IMDs in space.

Chapter 2 presented the concepts of modulated scattering techniques (MST) in the first part. Simple explanations about mono-static and bi-static MST systems were given. Then, mathematical procedures were provided to show factors that affect
the overall performance of a scatterer and a general process of distortion products generation and how they propagate were also provided. Mathematical procedures divided scattered signals into two types, which are static and dynamic. The MST performance depends totally on the latter type. Next, a generic representation for reflection coefficients plotted on the Smith chart was introduced. In the second part of Chapter 2, principles of array signal processing based phased antenna array were explained for one and two dimensions problems. Moreover, we stated some arrays features such as steering phases, grating lobes, and array weightings briefly. Eventually, the chapter introduced the most fundamental theory of image-reject mixer operation.

Chapter 3 introduced the first mathematical model developed in this research work. The polyphase multipath technique used in different receiving and transmitting communication circuits because it is able to cancel a large number of distortion products without the need to use high-performance filters was the basis of our first mathematical model. Every single scatterer was represented by a single path in the adopted technique. Nonlinear distortion products generated in each track are combined constructively or destructively at the fictitious output port. To this end, the proposed model was able to detect signals at the output if values of phase shifters in the proposed model are appropriately chosen. This was true with communication circuits because they utilize fixed phase shifters, but in our proposed systems values of phase shifters depends on, distances between scatterers, angles of the illuminating signals, and relative difference value and direction of progressive phase shift distribution of the modulation signals. If one of these parameters, especially arrival angles of the illuminating signals change, the mathematical model based on the conventional polyphase multipath technique becomes useless. Thus, we have overcome this deficit by adding some extra terms being able to correct phase shift
deviations. Moreover, errors terms in phases and amplitudes of the modulation and illuminating signals have been added to the ideal modified model to come up with more realistic model describing well distortion products generated and scattered by our PMSA. Eventually, after all modifications that were made, the mathematical model can define exact spatial locations of suppression and enhancement of distortion products, resulting in a robust mathematical model based on communication signal processing.

In Chapter 4, because components of distortion products which are either HD or IMD have different resulting phases and frequencies, they can be treated individually and simultaneously. Also, each single distortion component has replicas generated from other scatterers working within the same ensemble, so they have their scattered beams (radiation patterns in a general sense). Therefore, we developed the second mathematical model based on the phased antenna array theory. The resulting mathematical model of scattered beams of distortion products developed in the chapter consists of an infinite number of terms, but radiation pattern equations of phased arrays consist of only one term. However, not all of scattered beams terms in the PMSA carry real power as we indicated earlier in this research work. This considers the fundamental difference between radiation pattern equations of phased arrays and scattered beams equations of the PMSAs. Moreover, each scattered beam directed to a different spatial location is tagged with a different frequency, and thus realizing a spatial-diversity to frequency-diversity transformation. Meanwhile, the mathematical model of scattered beams of distortion products was extended to include both backscattering and forward-scattering parts.

Chapter 5 discussed the most important features and some potential applications of the presented PMSA. They have been introduced as follows:

- The first feature described was diffraction grating-like behavior. Fortunately,
the generalized equation, called the scattering equation of distortion products (modes) developed in Chapter 5 was very similar to an equation of diffraction grating devices. It was also developed for single-tone, two-tone, and multi-tone modulation signals. According to the scattering equation, our proposed system can reconfigure its parameters easily to change directions of scattered modes. Meanwhile, the general scattering equation was used to derive other equations for differentiating between propagating modes carrying real power and evanescent modes carrying reactive power, a total number of propagating modes, retrodirective modes, and frequency sensitivity.

- The second salient feature illustrated was nonreciprocity. Because a progressive phase shift distribution of the modulation sources driving scatterers is increased gradually in one direction, the PMSA is inherently nonreciprocal. This feature could make the PMSA used in different applications because it can isolate incoming from outgoing signals spatially and temporally.

- We also demonstrated the beamforming property. Scattered beams of distortion products can change their spatial location relying on many parameters. Once we changed a reference element for phase shift distributions, an arrival angle of incident signals, and spaces between scatterers, we succeeded to scan scattered beams of distortion products. Two examples were given with four and eight scatterers to validate the beamforming process theoretically. The most important thing that should be noted is that we succeeded to scan scattered beams of distortion products without using real phase shifters. It is worth noting that our PMSA is a simple and low-cost design.

- Because our system consists of an array of nonlinear elements, it was useful to exploit its developed mathematical models to study and investigate behaviors
of distortion products generated in active arrays and MIMO systems. The study of distortion products in active arrays becomes a hot research topic nowadays because 5G systems use active arrays instead of single elements as in previous generations of communication systems. We made slight modifications to our proposed mathematical models to be compatible with requirements of active arrays. An example was explained following the same example as in [143] to demonstrate effectiveness of our mathematical models in analyzing distortion products. The results obtained from our mathematical models were more accurate compared to [143] because our system can deal with infinite terms for underlying equations, but authors just truncated their model to the third term. Furthermore, our mathematical models succeeded to show spatial distortion characteristics of scattered signals at specific locations that were not provided in [143]. Eventually, we demonstrated other two examples by assuming nine signals hitting a receive-mode active array at the same time. In the first example, the nine signals arrived from the same direction but having different frequencies. Apparent patterns of distortion products are the same with patterns of the main signals. However, in the second example, we used nine signals having the same frequency but coming from different directions. In this case, we found that all resulting IMD3 and IMD5 have the same frequency, so their patterns are added in power in space to create isotropic response

- We implemented a theoretical setup to demonstrate that spatial distortion characteristics of scattered signals are not changed if we change the modulation frequency provided that we keep the same value of relative phase shift difference of the modulation signals and a reference element. We demonstrated that by using three different frequencies 700Hz, 899Hz, and 1004Hz, and we found that spatial locations of scattered beams of the 1USB distortion product for these
three frequencies were not different.

- The last section in Chapter 5 was the direction finding. Because the scattered signals rely on directions of the incident signals, this encouraged us to derive an equation to extract information about directions of the incident signals once we know directions of the scattered signals. Moreover, because there are a lot of distortion products, we exploited only the first LSB and USB distortion products. Incident signals were assumed coming from different directions, and simulated results successfully recognized directions of the incident signals.

In Chapter 6, we presented our initial hardware work. Three different single antennas were designed, analyzed, simulated, fabricated, and tested. Antennas were printed quasi-Yagi dipole, inset-fed microstrip patch, and a quarter wavelength monopole over a ground. Simulation and measured results were in good agreement. Then, different types of arrays were simulated using the single antennas developed in the first section of Chapter 6. Also, mutual coupling effects on performances of antennas working within the same array were shown because our proposed system needs all scatterers to be identical in their operations. Results showed that elements located in different locations in an array radiate slightly different powers. However, differences in powers were small, so problems with these challenges were tolerated. Next, a reflective-type switch RTS was designed using the software ADS. A Schottky diode was the electronic part performing as a switch and was responsible for generating distortion products. After simulating the RTS, it was fabricated and tested. The last section in the chapter was dedicated to design, build, and test a 4-to-8 phase transformer kit using only resistors.

Chapter 7 introduced the experimental environment where the PMSAs tested. It also presented the required apparatus and some facilities limitations.
Chapter 8 was fully dedicated to show how the experimental results agree with theory. We started with results obtained from two different PMSAs working at a frequency 432MHz. The measured results were compared to results of a single scatterer. Afterward, we moved to test PMSAs working at a higher frequency which was 2.3GHz. Single element, $2 \times 1$-element PMSA, $4 \times 4$-element PMSA, and $8 \times 2$-element PMSA were first tested using single-tone modulation sources. Results showed that more distortion products could be controlled in case of PMSAs with large sizes. Spatial distortion characteristics of scattered signals were exhibited as well as their scattered beams for different combinations of directions of progressive phase shifts distributions of the modulation sources and arrival angles of incident signals. Next, two-tone modulation signals were used to see effects of IMDs. Scattered beams of few IMDs were plotted too. Afterward, some parameters were changed during every single round of experimental setups to demonstrate their effects on the overall performances. Also, failures of elements were emulated by stopped driving some RTSs during operations to check a system tolerance against element failures. Results were acceptable to some extent when one or two elements failed. More than two elements failed at the same time, results are more distorted. Eventually, two different applications were carried out. The first one was the tunable spatial frequency generator and the second one was the direction finding.

9.2 Accomplished Objectives

Here we show a list that demonstrates all objectives achieved in our research work.

1. Two different mathematical models based on communication signal processing and phased antenna array theory were developed in Chapters 3 and 4. The first mathematical model was able to recognize and define spatial characteristics of distortion products at any point in space, while the second mathematical model
was able to define scattered beams of distortion products.

2. Sub-mathematical models describing some interesting features and potentials applications of the PMSA using the mathematical models developed in the first objective were presented. All sub-models were simulated using the software Matlab. The results were satisfied.

3. Different types of antennas, arrays, RTS modulators, and phase transformers were implemented.

4. Extensive experimental measurements were made to validate the two theoretical models where different sizes of the PMSAs were tested inside the anechoic chamber. In this part, cancellation and enhancement of distortion products using single-tone and two-tone modulation sources were validated practically as the main theme of the research work. In addition to that, some parametric studies were carried out by changing directions of the incident signals or spaces between elements to show that the beamforming can be realized without using phase shifters. Elements failure, tunable spatial harmonic generator, and direction finding were also demonstrated practically. All results obtained from measurements were compared to theoretical ones and they were in good agreement.

9.3 Future Work

In this research work, we developed the most important underlying mathematical models required to describe the mechanism of suppression and enhancements of distortion products in space using simple structures of nonlinear active arrays. The results show that the PMSAs are in their initial development stage and future investigations in fields of theories, applications, design frequencies, manufacturing,
and performance need to be carried out to further exploring our PMSA. Therefore for future investigations and developments, it would be very beneficial to find out unknown properties and applications of the phase-modulated scattering array (PMSA) presented in this dissertation. This leads to coming up with new electromagnetic structures. Below is a list of expected scenarios to be studied.

- In chapters 3 and 4, two different mathematical models were derived and developed. However, they assume that our proposed system is one dimensional. Thus, these two models can be extended to include 2D-PMSAs.

- In chapter 5, we explained and mathematically illustrated the nonreciprocity property of the PMSA, but we could not demonstrate that practically. Thus, building an experimental setup to validate this property will be one of our future works.

- The proposed system can steer scattered beams of distortion products, so integrating adaptive beamforming algorithms to control electronic switches makes the proposed systems adaptive and robust.

- Building modulation sources that have tunable phase shifts to design a reconfigurable PMSA.

- Another interesting direction is to build a linear to circular polarization converter and a polarization rotator using an array of scatterers.

- It is also to design spatial power dividers, isolation, mixers, and modulators.

- It could be used to build a full autonomous direction finding systems.

- Forward/backward scattering systems with two different frequencies is another direction of future studies.
• Using frequency doublers instead of using conventional elements (scatterers) of the PMSA is one of possible interesting research directions.

• Design and building incident linear polarized signals into scattered orbital angular momentum (OAM)-carrying signals converters using the PMSAs is another future study.
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Appendix A: Nonlinear Circuits

A behavior of a nonlinear circuit shown in Figure A.1 can be represented mathematically by

\[ y(t) = a_0 + a_1 x(t) + a_2 x^2(t) + a_3 x^3(t) + \cdots + a_n x^n(t) + \cdots = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} a_n x^n(t) \quad (A.1) \]

The coefficients \( a_0 \) and \( a_1 \) represent the DC-offset and the linear terms in the systems, respectively, while \( a_2, a_3, a_4, \cdots \) are nonlinear components and they become dominant as power of an input signal increases.

![Diagram of Single-tone Analysis](image)

![Diagram of Two-tone Signal](image)

Figure A.1: Nonlinear Circuits representations

A.1 Single-tone Analysis

If we consider a single-tone signal as an input signal and it is \( x(t) = A \cos(wt + \varphi_{in}) \), then there is an infinite number of resulting harmonics at an output port of a circuit.
in Figure A.1. The output equation can be written as

\[ y(t) = a_0 + a_1 A \cos (wt + \varphi_{in}) + a_2 A^2 \cos^2 (wt + \varphi_{in}) + a_3 A^3 \cos^3 (wt + \varphi_{in}) + a_4 A^4 \cos^4 (wt + \varphi_{in}) + \cdots = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} a_n A^n \cos^n (wt + \varphi_{in}) \]

(A.2)

The first six terms are

\[ a_0 \]
\[ a_1 x(t) = a_1 A \cos (wt + \varphi_{in}) \]
\[ a_2 x^2(t) = a_2 A^2 \cos^2 (wt + \varphi_{in}) = \frac{1}{2} a_2 A^2 (1 + \cos 2 (wt + \varphi_{in})) \]
\[ a_3 x^3(t) = a_3 A^3 \cos^3 (wt + \varphi_{in}) = \frac{3}{4} a_3 A^3 \cos (wt + \varphi_{in}) + \frac{1}{4} a_3 A^3 \cos 3 (wt + \varphi_{in}) \]
\[ a_4 x^4(t) = \frac{3}{8} a_4 A^4 + \frac{a_4 A^4}{2} \cos (2wt + 2\varphi_{in}) + \frac{1}{8} a_4 A^4 \cos (4wt + 4\varphi_{in}) \]
\[ a_5 x^5(t) = \frac{10 a_5 A^5}{16} \cos (wt + \varphi_{in}) + \frac{5 a_5 A^5}{16} \cos (3wt + 3\varphi_{in}) + \frac{a_5 A^5}{16} \cos (5wt + 5\varphi_{in}) \]

After placing all terms together, the resulting output equation is

\[ y(t) = b_0 + b_1 \cos (wt + \varphi_{in}) + b_2 \cos (2 (wt + \varphi_{in})) + b_3 \cos (3 (wt + \varphi_{in})) + \cdots = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} b_n \cos (n (wt + \varphi_{in})) \]

(A.3)

where \( b_n \) represent Taylor series constants. It can be clearly noticed, (B.3), that a phase of the output signal at the nth harmonic product is multiplied by a harmonic number n. In other words, if we have an \( nwt \) term, an \( n\varphi_{in} \) will be produced.
Appendix B: Three Paths Polyphase Circuit

This appendix presents a mathematical presentation that prove the mechanism of harmonic cancellation using a three path polyphased technique. A general schematic of a circuit was presented in Chapter 3, but it is also recalled here for the sake of completeness.

As shown in Figure B.1, three signals, having the same frequency and different phases, are applied at inputs of paths. Mathematically, they can be expressed as

\[ v_1 = A \cos(w_m t) \]  
\[ v_2 = A \cos(w_m t + 120) \]  
\[ v_3 = A \cos(w_m t + 240) \]  

Figure B.1: Three-path polyphase circuit
These three signals are applied to inputs of nonlinear circuits. Outputs of nonlinear circuits are given by

\[ T_1 = \left( a_o + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \right) + \left( a_1 + \frac{3a_3 A^3}{4} \right) \cos(w_m t) + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \cos(2w_m t) + \frac{a_3 A^3}{4} \cos(3w_m t) + \cdots \] (B.4)

\[ T_2 = \left( a_o + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \right) + \left( a_1 + \frac{3a_3 A^3}{4} \right) \cos(w_m t + 120) + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \cos(2w_m t + 240) + \frac{a_3 A^3}{4} \cos(3w_m t + 360) + \cdots \] (B.5)

\[ T_3 = \left( a_o + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \right) + \left( a_1 + \frac{3a_3 A^3}{4} \right) \cos(w_m t + 240) + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \cos(2w_m t + 480) + \frac{a_3 A^3}{4} \cos(3w_m t + 720) + \cdots \] (B.6)

Output signals of nonlinear circuits are passed through other phase shifters having opposite signs with respect to values of the initial phase shifts of the main input signals given in (B.1), (B.2), and (B.3). Output signals from the second phase shifters are given by

\[ X_1 = \left( a_o + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \right) + \left( a_1 + \frac{3a_3 A^3}{4} \right) \cos(w_m t) + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \cos(2w_m t) + \frac{a_3 A^3}{4} \cos(3w_m t) + \cdots \] (B.7)
\[ X_2 = \left( a_0 + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2}\right) + \left( a_1 + \frac{3a_3 A^3}{4}\right) \cos(w_m t) + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \cos(2w_m t + 120) \]
\[ + \frac{a_3 A^3}{4} \cos(3w_m t + 240) + \cdots \tag{B.8} \]

\[ X_3 = \left( a_0 + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2}\right) + \left( a_1 + \frac{3a_3 A^3}{4}\right) \cos(w_m t) + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2} \cos(2w_m t + 240) \]
\[ + \frac{a_3 A^3}{4} \cos(3w_m t + 120) + \cdots \tag{B.9} \]

Signals in (B.7), (B.8), and (B.9) are added at the final output, resulting in

\[ OP = X_1 + X_2 + X_3 = \left( a_0 + \frac{a_2 A^2}{2}\right) + \left( a_1 + \frac{3a_3 A^3}{4}\right) \cos(w_m t) + \frac{a_4 A^4}{4} \cos(4w_m t) + \cdots \tag{B.10} \]

Hence

\[ \cos 2w_m t + \cos(2w_m t + 120) + \cos(2w_m t + 240) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \cos(2w_m t + (i-1)\phi) = 0 \tag{B.11} \]

\[ \cos 3w_m t + \cos(3w_m t + 240) + \cos(2w_m t + 120) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \cos(3w_m t + 2(i-1)\phi) = 0 \tag{B.12} \]

and so on.

As can be seen in (B.10) and (B.11), the 2nd and 3rd harmonics are canceled, because they have balanced phase shifts across paths. However, from periodic nature of nonlinear circuits and phases with \(2\pi\), harmonics of the 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th, \(\cdots\), are also canceled.